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'# FOR THE TEACHER STUDENT
AND LOVER OF MUSIC

m

i

31.50

Per Year

theo.pbesaser

Price
15 Cents

New Works
Standard Graded Songs
FOR THE FIRST YEAR
FOR THE SECOND YEAR

THE

New Studies for
Special Purposes
STUDIES FOR THE LEFT HAND

Valuable

Books

°<™K'S technical exercises 1

E. R. KROEGER. Two Books. Grades VI and VII
Price $1.25 each. Until within recent years the proper
development of the left hand seems to have been much
neglected; even now there is a scarcity of acceptable stndof a long experi>r this purpose. These

Price, $1.00 each

A fact without exaggeration is
more convincing than a page
full OF enthusiastic misrepre¬
sentation
TO ILLUSTRATE THIS WE ADVERTISE
THE FOLLOWING COMPOSITIONS
«IMPLY WITH THE STATEMENT THAT
THEY ARE ALL GOOD

SONGS FOR ALL VOICES
By GEO. L. TRACY
BARITONE SONGS

Springtime
VOICES.

A Soldier of Fortune.
F; a to F. . $0.50
Columbia’s Glory.
(Patriotic) . . .40

MELODIOUS AND CHARACTER¬
ISTIC CONCERT STUDIES

WORDS AND l

MRS. E. L. ASHFORD
EIGHT-MEASURE STUDIES IN
ALL KEYS

Price, $1.00

&22XX

:nner in phrasing.
By W. S. B. Mathews.

$1.00.

SajgsgSSSBafc

sags

"gnmi

DAILY TRILL STUDIES

Flower Ballads
CARO SENOUR
Price, 50 cents

TWELVE
STUDIES

MELODIC

The Song of the Hunter. E; b
BAM SOI
OLrtNVJO
BASS
jne. D; f to D .
A Soldier of Fortune.
A Son of Mars. Eb; e to e. (Bass Clef) . .50
in. Eb; eto e. (Bafiss Clef) .50
The Bold Dragoon.
Lincoln Green. C; e to d.
The Boys in the Lincoln
(Bass Clef).w
The King’s Own. G; f to e. (Bass Clef) .50
The Laugh of a Jolly Good Fellow. Eb; e
toe. (Bass Clef) . ■
40
The Merry Monks. Db;etod. (Bass Clef) .50
TENOR OR SOPRANO SONGS
Four songs - My Love. Ab;Etog. . \
Two Roses. Eb; c to F . (
7<A Lament. B; d to F
. [
A Lullaby. Ab; E to E . /
Thy Voice. A; E to a.
Ting Ling Foo. D; d to E.
These Songs Will be Sent on Selection.
Thematic Vocal Catalogues Free.

OCTAVE

IlFand '

VOCAL COMPOSITIONS
Secular and Sacred
By FRANK H. BRACKETT
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HISTORY OF MUSIC.

Edited by W. J. Baltzell.

SELECTED “CZERNY” STUDIES. Leibling,
3 books.
FOUR-HAND PARLOR PIECES. Price, 50c.
SPANISH DANCES, Four Hands.
FRIENDSHIP SONGS.

By J

MELODIOUS STUDIES IN
STYLE AND MECHANISM

Imlrably 8eleC(^py ,
!i the embellishments written^
! Sforemelody-playlng. abundant *

TEN MELODIOUS STUDIES IN
VELOCITY
ARNOLDO SARTORIO. Op. 380. Grade IV. Price
$1.00. Musical and pleasing. Besides a variety of unusual musical effects,
___
..
for
instance. INo. 1, which is
founded upon Jensen’s Op.' 32.
** No. 1,
1 there
’*■--e eaauip.es
examples oi
of
tremolo (repeated notes) and other effects often omitted
from studies of this grade. Some of the effects are verv
good, as for instance that with a trill with thumb and firiger and melody notes above.

SENT ON INSPECTION

By Tod B. Galloway.

PRESSER
PA.

tone in O, Alto and
Baritone in D. . .50
anthems for
GENERAL USE
Bless Us To-night.
(Evening Hymn). .10
Ea rtn is the
Lord’s, The • .12
Emanuel’s Land.
(Hvnm Anthem). .10
God That Madest
Earth and Heav-

P. A. SCHNECKER. Grade III. Price $1.25. There
are six studies, each illustrating a special technical point
such as: Running work. Arpeggios, the Trill, Wrist-work!
Octaves, and Double Notes. They form a short technical
course by themselves and in this respect their excellence
is beyond question.

Moszkowski.

PHILADELPHIA,

SOLOS

PIANO COLLECTIONS

^

-60

MELODRAMA
469
469
SONG
1
4
6
10
12
15

N<T & DtCi

1 o all purchasers of

COLLECTIONS

Above muaic will be lent for examination
to responsible parties

V---/
■

..

■ For Jimnil. Vocal Classes

\muZ / Fischer's Primary Grades

\/ ISLSlMJ«

SONGS Of OIIR STATES and NATION
The only work containing a Song of every State.
Arranged for Quartette or Chorus.
By fREO'K W. ECKE
A Novel Christmas Present.
Finely lithophed-not printed.
An indispensable work to

^60 cents.
i claim that piano playing shot

animation of the "Graded Recreations” means Its
dontement and adoption.
A MANUAL OF MODULATION.
By T. L. Krebs. 25 cents.
andPpleaKmgU'modulations from 0"^ek8jme“ /n/OP

at the usual large discount to teachers

THEODORE

PIANO

Price, One Dollar Postpaid

John J.EBERHARDT
Complete, $1.00.
Five Parts, Each, 25.C.
A new collection of pieces, a companion volume to the "Maieslic Collection,” suitable to be used for a mandolin orchestra or
for any combination of the instruments. The arrangements are
' e work of a master hand, practical and effective. The pieces
e all gems of the popular order, included in the collection are;
Alice, Where Art Thou ? ”.Ascher
Belle of New York,” - Clark
The Palms,”
....
- - Faure
Right-Left March,” - ■ - Sousa
- - Clark
Mexican Butterfly Dance,”

SONGS

MUSIC

rn Worth of Fine Music t-pp
Vocal or Instrumental F ICC

CHICAGO

448
449
450
450
451

Dream of Homeland, Op. 81. C. W. Kern
The Regiment Passing .Geo. Schleiffartli
King of the Carnival (4 hands). . E. Deshayes
Elsa’s Dream from Wagner’s “ Lohengrin ”
F. Liszt
Valse Etude.• • ...Fnd Waelu
Blue Eyes....W. C. E. Seeboeck
On the Meadow, Op. 171 No. 4. ..C H.lMmng
A Song of Dusk .. .... Chas W.Cadman
Is My Name Spoken in Heaven J. W. Btshoff
Hush, My Babe .farl Sobeski
In the Boat . Homer horns

$1.50
SACRED SONGS
There Isa Blessed
Home. High and

-

447
448

SECULAR SONG

SPECIAL EXERCISES IN
SCALE PLAYING

-

MAY TO AUGUST. 1905

Theo. Presser The John Church

STRICH & ZEIDLER

Manufacturers of A.rtiitie Grand and \Spright Tiantu

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

CINCINNATI

Company

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

D I /\

are noted for Purity, Power, and Resonance of Tone; Respon

*

siveness of Touch, Unaurpassed Construction, Workmanship

I

and Excellence; and New Artistic Designs of Cases.

134th Street and

Brook Avenue,

NEW YORK

Love Divine.'Ali'Love Excelling . . . \
There is a Blessed Home. (Hymn Anthem) ... I
ANTHEMS FOR EPISCOPAL SERVICE
Jubilate In D
$0.12 Cantate Domino in
TeDeum In A . .
.16
F.*°Deus Misereatur. . .16
Bonum Est In E . ■ •
Send (or a copy of “Choir Leaders’ Guide,” containing The"laHc Extracts from new antlicms for mixed, male,
ladies’voices, with explanations regarding solos, dnets, <
bleach anthem. SENT FREE.
Discounts to Organists and Choirmasters.
Mail Orders Filled to Any Part of the Country.

VHITE-SM ITH
VIUSIC PUBLISHING CO
iORTCMu

mrur vod K

iffS:
B.tuEHANN, 253 W. 371h SI., N. V. Cily

=eeSpecial

and=-

r.vtraordinary Offer
During September and October we
desire to have all up-to-date Teachers

see

GRIMM’S

MODERN METHOD OF TECHNIC
price n.oo
Tn every one sending us 25c. in
stamps, we will send prepaid a copy of
ntnnHorH WrOrk*

HOURS

OF

RECREATION

s$||£S§i

■Hi;
yV^t.Thrc. ..dAblde

J. FUcSroirri'.adn'iibieT.ra.N.Y.

CHICAGO

Please mentionTHB ETUDE
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THE PUBLISHER OF THE ETUDE WILL SUPPLY ANYTHING IN MUSIC

SCRIBNERS’ LATEST BOOKS
THE STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF MUSIC
With an Annotated Guide to Music Literature. BY EDWARD DICKINSON,
Professor of the History of Music, Oberlirt College, Author of “ Music in the
History of the Western Church81>o, $2.50 net. (Postage Extra.)
Q Designed for the student of the history of music and for the general reader.
The full, consecutive narrative is supplemented by copious bibliographical sections
pointing out the best critical commentaries on every phase of the subject. The
importance and value of this feature of the book can hardly be over-estimated.
Special List of Musical Books sent on application

Charles Scribner’s Sons

153-157 Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK

Beautiful Pictures Free'
copy of “Where The Silv’ry Coloi^S
Wends Its Way” a reproduction
colors of Robertson’s famous painting ^
Mount of The Holy Cross; with “ The Ghd*i
Loved Out In The Golden West” we
give free a photogravure of the celebrated
Cow-Boy Girl picture which is one of the
fads of the day, and with “Back Among The
Clover And The Bees” we will prewnt ,
reproduction in twelve colors of 8mith’«
painting entitled A New England Landscape
You will like these ballads. Their success has
been remarkable.
PRICE, 23 CENTS PER COPY
Address,

TheTolbertR. Ingram MusicCo.

NEW PIANO COMPOSITIONS
$0.50
Op. 8. Mazurka dldgant.
.50
Op. 9. Romance...
1.00
Beethoven, L. van. Op. 90. Sonata in E minor (Wouters).
1.00
Op. 110. Sonata in'A flat (Wouters).
.50
Berlioz, H. Op. 17. Love Scene from Romeo and Juliet.
1.00
Burgmtiller, F. Selected Studies. (X. Scharwenka) (Breitkopf Edition 2071)
1.00
Selected Pieces. (X. Scharwenka) (Breitkopf Edition 2068)
.50
Cornelius, P. Overture “ Barber of Bagdad.” (W. von Baussnern) ....
1.50
Hofmann, H. Album. (Our Masters No. 43) . . .
1.00
Howgrave, Fr. Toccata, Etude.
1.00
Huber, H. Night Songs. Six Piano Pieces ....
1.50
Jentsch, Max. Op. 36. Scherzo in A minor . . .
2.00
Krug-Waldsee, Jos. Op. 38. Sonata in C. minor
1.50
Mackenzie, A. C. Op. 67. Canadian Rhapsody .
.50
Stiehl, Heinr. Op. 61. Album for the Young. (Henry Germer).
Op. 52. Sixteen Children’s Pieces. (Henry Germer) 2 books each . .
.50
.60
Weiss, Aug. Op. 43. On the Mountains. (Auf den Bergen).
.50
Op. 46. Romance No. 2.
.50
Op. 50. No. 3. Waltz in G. No. 2.
.50
Wohlfahrt, M. Op.86. LittleFolk. 44 short, very easy and melodious Pianoforte Pieces. Net

DENVER, COLORADO
Illustrated Catalogue of popular Vocal, Instrumental
and Teaching Music Free.

Baumann, Fr. C.

BREITKOPF
II East 16th Street

H3RTEL

.

CARL BAERMANN

SONGS BY . .

Herbert Johnson
Face to Face.

$.60

Tho Homeland. High. Medium, and Low Voice. . 1
I’m a Pilgrim. High, Medium, and Low Voice ■ ,
Rock of Ages. High. Medium, and Low Voice .
The Eternal Goodness. High, Medium, and Low Voice, .60
The New World. High, Medium, and Low Voice
The Endless Day. High, Medium, and Low Voice .
The Broken Pinion, or the Bird with a Broken Wing.
High. Medium, and Low Voice
.
O May My Walk be Close With God. High. Medium,
and Low Voice.. . ,,
Shall I Be Forgotten. High. Medium, and Low Voice, .60
My Jacqueminot. High, Medium, and Low Voice . .60
SBHD ron COMPLETE LIST
On Sale by
THEO. PRESSER
and all Music Dealers

WALDO MUSIC CO.
Publishers
BOSTON

NEW YORK
A DRAMATIC CANTATA
OF MODERATE DIFFICULTY

Engelman's
Latest Success
“SONG TO THE STARS" (Reverie Nocturne)
“GLADYS DANCE CAPRICE"
“WITH LOVE AND LIFE WALTZES"
“LA PETTITE DEBUTANTE” Intermeeio)
“OUR MASCOT” (Characteristic Patrol)
“LOVE, JOY AND SORROW” 'Reverie)
“EVERY CLOUD HAS SILVER LINING" (Song)
“TWO ROSES" (Spanish Song)
“NYANZA" (African Two-Step)
By B. A. Rfirman
“OYAMA" (Schottiache)

Special to "Etude" Readers
Fleeting Hours (new reverie), by Marie Louka
A Silent Prayer
“
r, „
The Hourof Prayer “
“
“
The North American March, “
“
The Rajah March,
“
“
Cupid’s Darts (Idylle),
“
“
Dance of the Snowflakes,
“
“
Dance of the Dewdrops (just out), “
Fire and Flame March,
“
1
Daisies (high-class Ballad)
“
“
•Any of the above compositions
at ISc per copy, or we will mail
you any 4 copies of the above
postpaid on receipt of 60c *
»

923 Market St.,

Blasius & Sons
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BEAUTIFUL SONGS BY C. E. DANCY
Not Understood—First and Last—If Yon But Knew
None Will Love You As I Do—The Dream oi a Kiss
Seat postpaid lor 25c. each or 5 lor $1.00

L. BLEIMILLER, Publisher
283 Lenox Ave., New York City

ANYTHING IN MUSIC SUPPLIED

THE COMING OF RUTH
BY WM. T. NOSS
Price. $ t .00 each
$9.00 per dozen
A work suitable for choral e« nventions, singing sodstlwad
church choirs, containing solostone and bass, together with a mixed ch
structii s present«tion and portrayal of Bibik*
a id human sympathy, conveying much that cowa
not be expressed in words.
__
The solos and chorus are all ofmoderatedifflml*y,tn«Jod»»>
tnroughout, expressive and inspiring. The choruses ere
"wsvo**we'conalder far superior to raos’
w
which have proven successful in the past It
turned and staged : can be prepared in from 12toties
The production of such cantatas tends toawakan in teres
congregation, Sunday school or young people s soclctj.
from the so dal and educational benefit derived, it w *
and profitable method of financially aiding any
THEO. PRESSER,;, 1712 Chestnut St.,

WEYMANN & SON. Publishers
Philadelphia, Pa.

Sample copies of the above mailed upon
receipt of I5c each.

SPECIAL(FROM
OFFER
TO TEACHERS
THIS LIST ONLY.)
One Copy 25c; Three 60c; Six for $1
(ASSORTED )
i. Evening Thoughts Reverie, - W. K. Southard
а. Rippling Waters Waltz, - - Alberta Barnard
3. Elmore Waltz,.- H. V. Knight
4. Lightning Flash March, - - Chas Krauss
5. Pres. McKinley Grand March, Chas Maxwell
б. Memorial Galop,.Chas. Krauss
These choice pieces ere about the third grade and In universal demand with Teachers everywhere.
J. HIGH STAUFFER, Pub.,
28 S. Main St.
Mansfield, O.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

SOME CHARACTERISTICS
..OF..
HIS ART AND HIS TEACHING

PL
a*—

PRESERVE YOUR COPIES
OF THE ETUDE

Tho Etude Binder
It is simple but complete, cheap but di
and beautiful in appearance.
keeps
It has a solid wooden back, which always
it in shape, and it does not mutilate the c n
h
The copies are instantly butsecurelv Uj^j
the thin slats which run the length of the
and yet can be removed at pleasure.
.. veir»s
Each Binder holds twelve copies, or a iu. .
subscription, of The Etude.

Price, postpaid, $10°
THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut SI., PHILADELPB^

[Cabl Baebman.n conies of a famous musical
family. His grandfather was a celebrated clarinet
player, considered a model of perfect playing in all
the cities of Europe, where he travelled with his in¬
timate friend, Weber. Weber composed several con¬
certos especially for him. Mr. Baermann’s father
was a distinguished musician also, and a player of
the clarinet and held important posts in Munich
musical life. Weber was his godfather; lie earned
much recognition from Wagner for his influence in
reconciling orchestra players to the innovation of
the difficult Wagnerian scores; Liszt played at his
house; Mendelssohn, Chopin, Berlioz and Meyerbeer
followed his career with affectionate interest.
Born into this musical atmosphere, Carl Baermann
showed his taste for music at a very early age.
Besides his home studies he was taught at the Munich
Conservatory, and later became a favorite pupil of
Liszt in composition as well as in piano playing.
Peter Cornelius and Franz Lachner were also his in¬
structors. He was made professor in the “King’s
Music School,” founded by von Biilow, and the rare
title of “King’s Professor” was conferred on hint by
King Ludwig. He gave the first performance of
Liszt’s A Major Concerto, in Munich, and in the early
days of doubt enthusiastically7 labored in revealing
Liszt’s true position in the world of art.
In 1881, he asked and obtained leave to visit
America, and some time afterward, to the great regret
of the Munich musical world and to the immense gain
and satisfaction of the Boston public, sent his resigna¬
tion to Munich.
His first public appearance in
America occurred in Boston, in 1881, and won for
him the enthusiastic allegiance and affection of the
Boston public—recognition which has widened and
deepened with time.
Averse to press puffing and to all ostentation, he
lives in one of the beautiful suburbs of Boston, devot¬
ing himself wholly to his art. Eagerly sought as a
teacher, lie has formed musicians whose names are
well-known both as composers and pianists and cm
count pupils for every portion of the United States
*nd Canada. In his playing he is satisfied with only
the extreme finish of perfection, and with sinking his
own individuality in that of the composer. From a
repertoire which includes the best works of all the
great masters, it is impossible to single out any of
ols interpretations which we could afford to lose;
certain it is that we could spare neither the towering
Bach nor the noble Beethoven, the passionate and
exquisite Chopin nor the fiery Liszt.)
Baermann is, first of all, an artist.
Baermann
From that fact come the rare inspiration
40 ^rUxt.
and value of study with him. He is
neither a pedagogue nor a theorist and
*'*>1 him there is room neither for the mechanical
n«r the vague and idle. From within outward is his
m«sic for himself and for his students. And
,
the student knows it or not. he too is leamInS to look at music that way. It is the inevitable

ar.d the obvious.

For to study with him i«

his example.
Dangers of too
Much Theory.

leaching aa well as in pis
the h-win* >>w mu-1 ad
what he suggest*, and lepi
far as one possibly can. the phrase, in tone
and shading as lie himself has played it. “1.

seek too far for the cat
him say. “Let «»
perfection is the lw»t
without a firm theoret
cannot be «*pan»ted.
can be subjected to »t
theoretical teaching al
pupils; they ought n
tion and flavor. If to
will alway* he notice*
tation and poetical feel
True Meaning
of Technic.

is >"
-ln «
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Bach is not to be laid aside, as the studies may be,
after thorough practicing. A student who had spent
weeks on one of the “English Suites,” and flattered
himself that at last it was satisfactory, was surprised
to be told at the end of the lesson: “Good; now
learn it! ”
His pupils soon learn to delight in
Strictness.
praise which at first seems to them the
faint praise of condemnation. For he
is strictness itself. “Music is too sacred a thing to
make compliments about.” And he is as severe with
himself as he is with his pupils. They may be thank¬
ful if he says: “That has been practiced as I wished
it; ” they are lucky indeed to have as a rare com¬
ment: “If I heard that played so, I should say au
artist played it; ” and to be told: “1 would be
willing to have Liszt hear you play his concerto,” that
is to walk on air, and happens to few!
In studying the greater corninterpretation
positions, one is struck with the
through Fine
individuality which is brought
Points of Study.
out for each composer. And it
is a somewhat dazzling sensation,
even for the most proficient, after weeks, or months,
perhaps, of toil over points which at times seem discouragingly numerous and painfully fine, to feel in
a flash that you have the thing that is meant. It is
yours, to know and to reproduce. And then you
realize that interpretation can never be a matter of
books. Finishing, polishing, hearing, repeating—from
ear to ear and from finger to finger is the tradition.
And that is a basis for your later, independent study.
As a young student, Baermann had
Interpreting
the instructive privilege of listening
or Creating.
to Franz Lachner’s masterly and rev¬
erential interpretation of the classical
symphonies, the conception of which carried to some
extent the Vienna traditions. He cites Liszt’s Bee¬
thoven as full of inexpressible inspiration and devo¬
tion, his playing of the Adagio of Op. 106 as a revela¬
tion. But he warns against too literal acceptance of
a composer’s performance of his own works. “Execu¬
tive tradition is not always a safe thing. Schubert
exclaimed over his Wanderer Fantasic: ‘Xur der
Teufel kann solches Zeug spielen.’ ” Of the necessity,
on the other hand, for the performer to create music,
he says: “The perfect virtuoso is hardly possible un¬
less he has also a producing mind. It is not neces¬
sary that he should compose great music, but he
must have the imagination which carries him be¬
yond mere reproducing. There is a sharp line which
divides the art of the mind which can also create,
from the lower plane of achievement. To improvise
is excellent ‘exercise for the student, if he has the
imaginative faculty. But unless he controls that, it
will be ruinous to both the producing and the re¬
producing faculties. He must never improvise when
he sets himself to practice but must then hold strictly
to study, and never confuse the two activities.”
Before endorsing his pupils for public
Playing
playing, he requires the greatest thorin Public.
oughness of study, and for finish one
may scarcely hope to satisfy him. With
him it is quality that counts. “Public performers are
inclined to play too many compositions, and the
quality of their playing suffers proportionately. It
is not possible to play thirty-six sonatas with the
same perfection that one could achieve in six or even
sixteen. It is said that Rameau practiced his ‘Tambourin,’ only two pages long, for two weeks before
playing it in public. It is the feeling for perfection,
the'sense for fine accentuation that cannot be con¬
tent with less than exquisite finish.” And when I
asked: “Do the public feel the differences?” “It is
not to be expected nor is it necessary that they
should all appreciate the fineness of detail. A part
of them will see it; the rest will be uplifted and
carried away by it, as Schumann says, though they
may not know the reason why.”
The impression which remains with
Personality.
one after a lesson or a talk with
Baermann would be far from com¬
plete without the sense of his genial personality. The
practical and the ideal are wonderfully proportioned
in him. He is fond of nature, of animals and out¬
door life, and interested in books and events over all
the world, quick at repartee and humorous in epigram
or anecdote, and his winning kindliness has made for
him most devoted friends. It has well been said of
him: “He has many admirers, more friends and no
enemies.” For his musicianship and reverence for
art .when one thinks of these, it is to remember the
presence of an artist of great stature.
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MEN AND THINGS OF THE DAY IN MUSIC.
BY AKTlIUK ELSON.
The operatic ventures of Richard Strauss have
not proved successful, yet the advent of his new
"Salome,” soon to be given at Dresden, promises to
be an important event. The libretto is based on the
work ot Oscar Wilde, and the score gains interest
from the presence of a new instrument, the Heckelphone. This addition to the orchestra is not a
• freak,” like the lamous wind machine, but a new
member of the oboe family, made by Heckel at
Biebrich. It is keyed like the oboe, but gives a tone
that is fuller and richer, stronger even than that of
the English horn.
Speaking ot new instruments, the Ritter quartet
is still causing discussion. It consists of violin, Hitter
viola, tenor violin (an octave below the usual tuning),
and bass violin, larger than the ’cello. While its
effects are highly interesting, present opinion rates it
as a new combination rather than a substitute for
the classical string quartet.
New operas are the rule abroad. Siegfried Wag¬
ner’s fourth venture, “Bolder Lustig,” is billed for
November 11th, at Hamburg. Like his other ivorks,
it has a legendary subject, this time drawn from an
Austrian source. Humperdinck is at work on “Das
Wunder von Koln,” while his “Heirat Wider Willen”
has reached the Italian theatres. Max Vogrich, whose
“Buddha” aroused interest recently, is bringing out
a new’ w’ork, while Cyrill Kistler’s “Faust” will ap¬
pear at Diisseldorf. Berlin is to hear De Lara’s
“Moina,” while Dalcroze, of Geneva, bids fair to win
a Cologne success with his “Bonbomme Jadis.”
In the instrumental field, Goldmark announces a
new symphonic work, “Zrinyi,” while Georg Schu¬
mann’s “Overture to a Drama” will soon be heard.
Novelties for the Berlin Philharmonic concerts in¬
clude xVIax Reger’s "Symphonietta,” a new symphony
by the Russian Scriabine, and Draeseke’s Fantasie,
“Am Tliuner See.” The vocal innovations of Mahler
seem to have opened a new field, for Busoni’s coming
piano concerto has added parts for six voices.
In the vocal field, Oskar Fried proposes to unite
the Stern Gesangverein with the Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra, giving Mahler’s C Minor Symphony,
Reger’s Choral Cantata, the “Herbstabend” of Sibe¬
lius, and his own “Verkliirte Nacht.” At a recent
Rhine singing concert, blueberries caused unexpected
trouble; a well-known Miinnerchor arrived in haste,
confident of victory; but at the sight of their parted
lips, still azure from the fruit, the audience burst
into laughter, and the number became a hopeless
iailu e
Shakespeare tells ul that we may “Find tongues
in trees, books ir. the running brooks,” and now a
Frenchman, Kavard, has created a one-act drama,
“La Foret.” in which all the characters are trees,
personified. Doubtless, the use of the woodwind will
add appropriate color. The new opera by SaintSatins, entitled, “L’Ancetre,” is based on a libretto
by Angd de Lassus, and will be heard first at Monte
Carlo. Massenet is still active in the field of inci¬
dental music, following “The Cricket on the Hearth”
bv a score for Ricard’s tragedy “Le Manteau du Roi.”
Ilis “Jongleur da Notre-Dame” is charming audiences
in many countries, and would prove a successful
novelty for America, if we are ever to be allowed to
hear new works.
Debussy’s “Pelleas and Melisande” has been re¬
ceived with interest at the Hague. The composer’s
vague harmonies would seem eminently suited to the
shadowy suggestions of the Belgian dramatist, ac¬
cording to the success of the work. Maeterlinck’s
plays are furnishing librettos for other composers, for
“Ariadne and Bluebeard” has been chosen by Dukas,
and Gabriel Faure is at work on “Soeur Beatrice.”
Bruneau’a realistic operas have sometimes suffered
from a heavy musical treatment, but in “L’Enfant
Roi,” a five-act comedy with a Zola libretto, he
strikes a lighter note. The score abounds in melody,
and includes actual children’s songs.
Open-air performances evidently arouse much inter¬
est in France; for no less than twelve thousand peo¬
ple witnessed Levadd’s new “Hdrdtiques” at Beziers.

The music showed much facility, though the work
was handicapped by a poor libretto. Another dis
play piece, given at Nimes, was “Venus and Adonis”
by Xavier Leroux. That composer, whose “Rej^
Fiamctte” won such renown, has just finished
“Chemineau,” and is now at work on “Theodora”
Paul Vidal is attacking an Egyptian subject in
“Rameses.”
Italy, too, furnishes her quota of new operas
Mascagni’s “Arnica,” treating a Savoyard love story
is just now holding the public attention, but we are
accustomed to seeing new Mascagni operas meet with
sudden eclipse. Leoncavallo, undismayed by attach
on his “Roland of Berlin,” is planning a three-act
comedy, entitled, “The Youth of Figaro” and he is
said to have gone to Spain in search of local color.
Franchetti’s “Figlia di Jorio” is announced at the
Scala Theatre, in Milan. His works are little known
in America, but many of his countrymen give the
most exaggerated praise to his music.
The national talent of Belgium was greatly in
evidence at the recent royal festival. Paul Gilson’s
“Patriotic March” was earnest to the point of solem¬
nity, while Tinel’s “Te Deum” also reflected the glory
of the occasion. Jan Blockx contributed a “Jubclgalm,” or Flemish festal hymn, while his popular
“Princesse de l’Auberge” and “Fiancee de la Mer”
were given at the theatres.
In England, the period of autumn leavos and mu¬
sical festivals has come. Dvorfik once remarked of
the English: “They do not love music, they respect
it,” but the multitude of festivals would seem to dis¬
prove the fling. Ernest Newman, too, said of Bridge
and Mackenzie that such men could no more hatch
out a national school than a hen could hatch hard
boiled eggs. Yet the works of such men, heard in
the numerous festivals, have led to something better,
and the new school of Elgar, Coleridge-Taylor, and
Bantock is now in full sway. The death of Walter
Cecil Macfarren removes one or the old guard. His
symphony, overture, and “Song of the Sunbeam” are
hardly works of genius, but his piano pieces are re¬
ceiving much praise in the press. London gave a cold
reception to “The Swan of Tuonela,” by Sibelius,
calling it monotonous and lacking in ideas. Tuonela
is the land of Shades, surrounded by “a rapid black
stream, on which a swan swims majestically, singing
his song of life and death.”
In Russia, Rimsky-Korsakoff enters the lists (pub¬
lishers’ lists) with a new opera, “Pan Voyevoda,”
also a suite from the same, consisting of Introduction,
Krakoviak, Nocturne, Mazurka, and Polonaise. Rach¬
maninoff’s “Francesca da Rimini” is another work of
note, the luckless heroine being disposed of in a
prologue, two scenes, and an epilogue. Russia’s
reverses have not yet reached the field of music, and
in the tonal art she still reigns triumphant.

DEFINITIONS OF EDUCATION.
Education secures the harmonious and equable
evolution of the human powers.
Herbert Spencer: The end in education is prepara¬
tion for rational living.
Alexander Bain: Education is the means of build¬
ing up the acquired powers of human beings.
Alfred Fouillee: Education is to cultivate faculties
which are the most elevated in character, and give to
them greater fixity and solidity.
Walt Whitman: Education should widen the .atitude and lengthen the longitude of the individual, the
community, and the race.
Comenius: Education should develop self-reverence,
self-know’ledge, and self-control.
H. Thistleton Mark: Education should reach the
individual in the mass and help him in his speci
difficulties.
Herbert Spencer: Education teaches how to live ®
the widest sense.
,
Henry Watson: Education is the gaining of know
edge in order to culture.
,
Bishop Spalding: Education is the awakening «
the mind and the formation of character.
W. T. Harris: Education should form right ue
and right habits.
«
The Greek idea: Education is the development
all the powers of the human being in due propor i
and harmony.
.
Francis W. Parker: The motive of education »
make man better.

Music in the University of California
By W. FRANCIS OATES

there is a great field for musical activity in
.. State universities is gradually dawning on the
ilislaturcs of the various States. The success of
rfmusical departments of the universities of Mich“ „ Pennsylvania and other States has led to a
j and in still other commonwealths that the art
common to all the people be given a representation at
their seats of learning.
The latest to enter the field is the University of
California, which by Act of the Legislature has re• wntlv established a chair of music and has called to
Han eminent musician of the East, Dr. J. Frederick
•Voile a conductor who has made a prominent name
for himself in the past decade. Dr. Wolle made such
a reputation as a director of the Bach festivals at
Penna., that he is now regarded as one of
the foremost choral conductors of the country. The
great Bach works that are allowed to lie untouched
bv the other conductors and societies because of the
great difficulty of the compositions were taken up by
this ardent musician and his well-trained chorus in
the Pennsylvania city, and given such performances
as were entirely new to this
country. Wolle secured the en¬
comiums of the most competent
judges of classical music on his
scholarly efforts.
He studied with Samuel P. War¬
ren, of New York, and with Rheinberger, at Munich, and succeeded
Peter Wolle, a member of the same
family, entering a line of illus¬
trious organists and conductors,
which for more than a century
had made the Moravian Church
noted for the best oratorio work
in the country. He soon made bis
choir (volunteer) the nucleus of
an Oratorio Society which later
became known as the now famous
Baeh Choir. The town of Bethle¬
hem, with its history of choral ac¬
tivity covering more than a cen¬
tury and a half, furnished tlie en¬
vironment in which a man with
Wolle’s musicianly qualities and
genius for organizing could pro¬
duce results. Nevertheless, the ut¬
most devotion to musical art and
an immense- amount of hard work
were necessary.
When Dr. Wolle first proposed
to his singers the study of Bach’s
masterpieces, even the most sanguine among them
shrank from the task; but his zeal and ability over¬
came all obstacles. Soon one saw extremely busy men
and women setting apart two and even three evenings
a week for “Bach practice,” and this uninterruptedly
for a year and a half before the festival of 1900.
March of that year witnessed tlie first complete pro¬
duction in this country of the Mass in B Minor—a
date to be marked in the history of music in America.
At a three days’ festival the following year, the
first and second were glvgn to the “Christmas Ora¬
torio” and the “St. Matttfew^ Passion.” Professor
Bade further writes of this occasion: “The magnitude
of the undertaking can only be appreciated by one
who has attempted to sing these works. No other
choral work, so far as I know, is so tremendously dif¬
ficult from all points of view as the B Minor Mass,
which was sung the third day; tlie nearest approach
to it in this respect is the ‘St. Matthew Passiort.
Both are so absolutely unique that it would be wnwjae to attempt a relative valuation of the two.
The musical critics of New York and Philadelphia
were inclined to look somewhat patronizingly on
what they regarded as an impossible task, but they
^ere> together with a multitude that filled the
600 ^ats in the church. Tlie overflow lined the
‘erraces outside.”
The choir consisted of 110 members, supported by
a» orchestra of 60 pieces. An auxiliary choir of 100
ooys sang the “Cantus firmus” in the opening chorus
“e “St. Matthew Passion.”

So much for the man. Now the question is, what
does the University of California offer him in the
way of material for tlie elaboration of his department
and the spread of the musical gospel? In answering
this, it must be remembered that while the University
is one of the best in the country, the chair of music is
newly established, and the needs of an art department
dawn on regents and Legislatures with the slowness
of an Arctic sunrise.
The greatest material asset the University offers
Dr. Wolle is the Greek Theatre, a structure unique
in this country, but one of which the accompanying
photograph gives a good idea. This theatre, which is
solidly built of concrete, consists of two unconnected
parts, the auditorium and the stage, with a broad
walk between them. The auditorium forms a great
semicircle, 254 feet in diameter. As each of the steps
serves as a seat, it is sixteen inches high and two feet
and a half deep. Eleven aisles with steps but eight
inches high divide this portion of the auditorium into
ten wedges that will accommodate 4000 persons. On
occasion, 600 chairs can be placed in the orchestra.

Greek Theatre, University of Californiai *1,0 entire auditorium
so that the seating capaetty of
-.
,
is nearly 6000. The
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above the orches ra and on a level w.t^ J
^
or entrances, is 133 feet long an
wa]{
is enclosed on the back and
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thf

minutes by train and
• .
about 275 acres. At
site of the University
of struct ion di*
Berkeley, there arc '
2700 gtudents; a
tributed among 30 depart
to.
llerv. museum*
library of 113,000 volumes, anart£ ^ ^
and laboratories.
‘ , demom*trators and other
officers of instru2».^“ % ^ ma*s of.toassistants, and 0°V,tud ? mnsiderable material for
dents, Mr. Wolle will*lnd«ns>^^ <
will be
a chorus which may do good won*
subject to much change
vhieh was built
The above-described
R Hearst, at a
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It is hoped that at n
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The University Glee Club, the Woman’* Choral So¬
ciety, and other musical organization* of the Univer¬
sity, will form a nucleus for Dr. Wolle's great chorus.
The development of the Department of Music should
result ultimately in the establishment of a conser¬
vatory of music, which, while it would have no ab¬
solute connection with the University, would give the
special instrumental and vocal training, leaving the
University department to give the broader courses
in the history and theory and to lead Uie student
body into a higher appreciation of good music. The
same regulations that cover work in other depart¬
ments will govern those who elect to take university
work in music. Announcement of the courses to be
given were made immediately after the arrival of
Dr. Wolle, in September. With the growth of the
classes it is very likely that additional instruction
will be needed.
While Dr. Wolle undertakes tlie instruction in these
subjects, his great work is the organization of these
choruses wherein there is opportunity to reach a
greater number of student* than possible by any
other method, and interesting them in broad musical
training. Die chorus will correspond to a great lab
oratory in which the ear and musical judgment will
l* trained to something of the degree of perfection to ,
which the hand and the scientific judgment un¬
trained in the chemical or other laboratoriea. It is
hoped that the work of the department will create in
the University an artistic atmosphere in which «tu
dents will come by a superior taste and greater loir
for music—an appreciation for the
best in music which will be carried
with them throughout, the West
and act as a good influence in nay
community, wherein they may
choose to take up their life-work.
In s{leaking of the prospects.
Dr. Wolle recently said: “I am
delighted with the enthusiasm
shown by the students, for I did
not expect the men to take the in
terest they do. I catnc here, not
knowing the exact musical status
of the University, but from the
showing made there is promiae of
a big achievement in our work. I
found flue soprano voices and a
mimhcr of rich l>a**o». Of these,
most were members of tlie various
musical clubs.
These organize
tions 1 hope to make tlie nucleus
of the chorus and in their separate
work I will help them in all the
•iblc. I ' ant
feel I am at their senior. Aside
from the practical, theoretical
courses will be established as soon
a* possible, to l* built up aa the
interest grows. I have found the
Californian* a music-loving people
and 1 am happy to be working
amid such enthusiasm.”
WRh the grcat student body to draw upon for
material, and with the well-known love of music
which seem* inherent in tlie people of Ran Franctseo
and the Bay r«*ion. it is very reasonable to believe
that Berkeley will become one of the musica orntrr.
of the West, as the 600.000 population of Oils dis¬
educated
trict is made up to a Urge degree of t
and artistic das*.
ns son or a public performance can net r be
1 private
practice.
In the fprmer
CUUU
J*'
I
|.
pUver is under extra tension, making additional
effort to do Ma beat, the presence of a tothrr or an
audience may be more or leva di*conce ng.
strumrnt and surrounding* may be strung*,**.
None of these condition, exist at private practice,
which has the additional advantage thM prevtom.
work roav have added extra warmth, flexibility, and
vigor to the hands for the time Iwing. To iinmre a
satisfactory lesson or {nil.llc parfomance. the w*
should be devclojied quite a '‘ttle toyond the jiemred
standard, to allow for the unavoidable
Tin DAtl.r practice ahmdd be divided into short
periods, with rest or other work totwees them.
Practice does no good when one }■*«*%■**
teres ted. An hour’s dally practice, divided into
periods not long enough to toll oa —yKUr w
rmu strength, will be more effective than two «ontinuous hour* when the latter part of them » arduous
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MADAME WANDA LANDOWSKA.
BY BOBEBT BBUSSEL.
(Translated from the French by Edw. Burlingame
Hill.)
The triumphant success which Mme. Landowska
has experienced at Brussels, Berlin and Vienna, calls
fresh attention to the harpsichord, which was for so
long either forgotten or ill-played. It is even possible
that a considerable musical revival may arise from

Mme. Wanda Landowska.
this new interest in the harpsichord. M. Gustave
Lyon, a master in the production of musical instru¬
ments, has made harpsichords of such perfection that
the Musical Museum at Berlin has recently acquired
a specimen for its celebrated collections.
Some explanation of the mechanism of the harp¬
sichord may not be unwelcome. The harpsichord has
several keyboards (usually two), various stops and
pedals. Each key is connected with a narrow strip of
wood, which, in turn, is furnished with a tongue of
wood, mounted with leather, forming a sort of spring.
This spring acts so as to return the jack, which
touches the string, to its place after the note is
played. There are several ranges of jacks and strings
which can be used separately or in different ingenious
combinations. Even the tone can be varied not only
by the skill of the player, but by employing the stops.
The tone itself is directly produced by “feathers”
attached to the jack, which pluck the strings instead
of striking them. The “feathers” are sometimes made
of leather, but generally they are obtained from the
plumage of the raven. It is of the utmost importance
that all the materials used in the construction of a
harpsichord lie. of the finest quality, and Francois
Couperin, perhaps the greatest of French harpsichord
performers, laid especial stress on this point. It
only remains to remark that by means of a delicate
mechanism, the “feathers” can change position under¬
neath the strings, furnishing further variety in tone.
The stops of the harpsichord, which change the quality
of tone, are moved by pedals, so that in rapid passages
the hands of the performer need not leave the key¬
board.
Whereas today fifty workmen unite their efforts
to produce the modem piano, formerly but one, both
artisan and artist, put together the action, made the
frame and case, fitted the strings, prepared the
“feathers,” decorated the instrument with paintings,
tuned it and finally played upon it himself. He then
received a certificate as “master.”
The harpsichord seems to date from the beginning
of the lfith century, and is a descendant of the
virginal, so celebrated in Queen Elizabeth’s time. The
virginal, in turn, belongs to a family of instruments
which had a considerable vogue before the invention
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of the harpsichord—among them, the clavichord and
the clavicembalo. The clavichord was an instrument
of real artistic value. Its case was square, it orig¬
inally had no legs, and its strings were placed from
one side to the other. This instrument was the
favorite of Johann Sebastian Bach, and it was for it
that he wrote the two famous collections of preludes
and fugues.
All these instruments were in use until the 19th
century, when the piano with hammers displaced them
for good and all. Nevertheless, the harpsichord has
always had its illustrious champions. “The piano,”
Voltaire once remarked, “is the invention of a tinker
in comparison with the harpsichord.” In fact, the
harpsichord has played a prominent part in the music
of the lfith, 17th and 18th centuries, and masters like
J. S. Bach, Frescobaldi, Chambonnieres, Couperin and
Rameau have written for it in all the plenitude of
their powers.
-To Madame Wanda Landowska should belong much
of the credit for bringing the harpsichord once more
into use. Not only the general tendency of her musi¬
cal tastes, but the subtlety of her musical emotions
render her an ideal interpreter of this individual
music, in which delicate interchange of sonorities is
combined with rare melodic invention. Madame Lan¬
dowska brings to her performances a spontaneous
grace and a delicacy devoid of all mawkislmess,
which reproduce perfectly the spirit of the harpsi¬
chord. Her manner of playing this instrument has
the charm of absolute novelty. It is not merely the
seduction of curious and exotic sonorities, but the
absolute personification of the spirit of an epoch.
She continues the tradition of the women of high
degree who played the harpsichord during the 15th
and 18th centuries, adding also her personal feeling
for this style.
The renown of Wanda Landowska is wide-spread.
At a recent French musical convention she was given
high honors. She is a familiar figure on concert plat¬
forms in France, Belgium, Germany, Austria and
Poland. Her face, with its large, velvety, deep-set
eyes, a dreamy profile with a certain timidity of out¬
line, recalls the frail heroines of Maeterlinck or the
women of Burne-Jones. She possesses a natural in¬
dividuality of attitudes; her gestures, supple and
capricious, have all the charm of spontaneity, and
above all, her hands (an outward manifestation of her
personality) are the finest and most expressive that
one can imagine. She plays simply, with a reverent
devotion to her task, and the olden music that she
dreams, awakens in our memory delicate visions of
aristocratic ladies in Watteau costumes smiling at
their cavaliers, while Rameau improvised.
Wanda Landowska, marvelously endowed with in¬
telligence, gave evidence of musical tastes at an
early age. While still a child, she exhibited a natural
repulsion for everything not vital or sincere, for all
musical expression which was that of a clever
trickster rather than of an artist. Her virtuosity,
which is so extraordinary that one of her eminent
contemporaries said that has two right hands, re¬
mains always in a subordinate position as a means
to an end. While still young she absorbed the works
of Johann Sebastian Bach, and penetrated not only
his musical thoughts but the characteristic spirit of
his period.
When Madame Landowska first became interested
in the French harpsichord composers of the 17th and
18th centuries, she was not content with playing such
of their works as were already known and published,
but by patient and laborious researches in libraries
brought to light others of equal merit that had been
unjustly forgotten. In order to enter still more
thoroughly into the spirit of these works, she studied
other arts and the customs of the epoch, and even
went so far as to study the dances connected with
these harpsichord pieces to arrive at a more perfect
conception of their character. She also studied the
harpsichord literature of Italy, England and Ger¬
many. Each piece reflects under her fingers the true
sentiment of which she possesses the secret. If she
has relegated mere virtuosity to a secondary position,
she has done as much to control her tonal effects.
Her fingers, which might be termed “little hammers,”
after Rameau’s expression, not only possess an extra¬
ordinary flexibility, but also a strength which gives
her tone an unusual breadth. In this way she can
produce subtle shades of tone-color while preserving
the purity of the melodic outline.
The harpsichord masters have in her an ideal
interpreter, because she is able to give to their works
the true color of their period, an atmosphere that
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is at once dreamy and precise. Wanda I
is one of those rare women virtuosi who donot’
to imitate the masculine style. She hass the
the inteir
intelij.
gence and the good taste to maintain ii
exquisite and attractive femininity. Madam^la*1
dowska is not only scrupulous to preserve the it "
viduality of each piece alone, she avoids
sedulously
the ordinary routine of programs in which one viZ
follows another without regard for sequence Each
program forms a complete whole and a definite pur
pose regulates its construction. A singular good
fortune has united the artist to the works most
formable to the display of her talent. She has assimilated them so deeply, and has made them so large
a part of her life that she seems like a musied
daughter of that Bach, who has showed her her own
individuality, and of those masters whom she has re¬
vealed once more to human admiration.
This new epoch of the harpsichord, which is largely
due to Madame Landowska, will have the effect that
it deserves. These harpsichord works revived in their
proper conditions will prove that emotion is not only
to be associated with grandiose masses of sound. To¬
day, music is somewhat weary of the sublime on a
large scale. It is weary of routine pianistic liters
ture, and conscious that it is impossible to go farther
in brutal effect without sacrificing the very nature of
music itself; it is tentatively searching other hor¬
izons. The present re-awakening of interest in the
harpsichord, and the hearty reception accorded Wanda
Landowska seem to accord perfectly with our newartistic necessities.

Two Manual Habpsicuobd by Ruckebs.

HOW MAY A CHILD’S MUSICAL TALENT
BE DETERMINED?
BY JAMES FBANCIS COOKE.
One of the first questions usually presented to
young teachers is: “How may we tell whether
child is talented ? ” The parent applies to the «*c
for the instruction of some young person and
first inquiry is: “Can you tell me whether “e
any musical talent?” The parent little knows
the question has been the basis of volumes o
cussion and little definite opinion. The teacher m .
times, unfortunately, prompted by an empty poo
book, assumes that a course in music cannot do
child any injury and fearing the loss of a P°~ „
pupil, always replies: “Yes, he has musical tafenIn making this assertion he can hardly be ca e
truthful, for very few children come into this
who do not possess sufficient innate love for
to accomplish results quite satisfactory in P
.
tion to their intelligence. It is true tha
men and women of note (among them Men e ^
lips) had a positive aversion for music.
#f
the present writer knows personally severa
t
intelligence and culture who are not only m
^
to good music but who dislike music of any
^
In the majority of these cases, it has bee

that these persons had their true musical instincts
ruine(i by the music they heard in their youth. Some
country melodeon, or accordion most of the time out
0f tunc and played by a bungling novice would
prejudice any sensitive person against music. In
fact, bad instruments are always liable to jeopardize
the musical taste of a child; although a few have
become prominent musicians in spite of an unmusical
instrument, it is obvious that a good instrument is
almost as important as correct tuition in a child’s
musical career.
The parent almost invariably assumes that since
the child shows no burning desire to practice scales
and finger exercises, the child is necessarily unmu¬
sical. My assistants tell me that the most common
complaint is: “I am sure there is no music in him
—he detests his technical exercises.” To the present
writer’s mind, this is perhaps one of the best in¬
dications of a sensitive love for real music. Only
by much discipline and persuasion, as well as in¬
finite tact and patience, can some of our most mu¬
sical American children be induced to give the cor¬
rect amount of time to technical practice. In Ger¬
many it is somewhat different. I have watched class
after class of pupils of all grades in all parts of the
German Empire, only to find that although the childlife and child-spirit is always the same, the dis¬
cipline gives the teacher an authority bred of both
fear and respect that makes his work entirely dif¬
ferent from that of the American teacher. Perhaps
two or three centuries of militarism, from which no
male parent has escaped, has given the children a
sort of hereditary willingness to receive and to obey
orders without question or objection. Beethoven was
known to have had an aversion for practice and
technical work, as a child.
Some of our most talented children have been
denied musical advantages after an entirely inad¬
equate trial term under some over-bearing musician
destitute of proper pedagogic training. The artistic
nature seems to have a sort of aversion for technical
details. That a student has a dislike for mixing
paint does not signify that he is inartistic. More¬
over, the student must learn through experience that
the technic of an art is the currency with which
beautiful results must be purchased. It was at one
time my custom when a child displayed indifference
to technical work and the results were not what
they should be, to introduce the following object
lesson: The child was shown a very much crumpled
and soiled piece of paper money, say a dollar bill—
then he was shown a highly colored pretty picture
worth two or three cents. He was then asked which
was worth the more—the reply invariably being:
“The dollar.” He was then asked which a savage,
who knew nothing of the value of money, would take,
the reply invariably being: “The pretty picture.”
He is then ready to see that technical exercises, while
not attractive in themselves, may be worth very
much more than some little piece of transient value.
Parents are often misled regarding a child’s mu¬
sical talent by assuming that since the child cannot
shig, he must, as a matter of course, have no love
foT music and would be unsuccessful as a pupil. This
inability to reproduce tunes is usually called “a lack
of a musical ear.” Of course, such a pupil ^.would
have difficulty in becoming a singer, and in some
cases there is a corresponding lack of intelligent ap¬
preciation of good music. However, I have known
several cases of pianists who have learned to play
artistically and with genuine “feeling,” who have
had what might be called “an unmusical ear” in that
H>ey were unable to reproduce melodies vocally. It
•s perhaps safer for a pupil not possessing what is
commonly called a good ear, to be taught the piano
rather than the violin or other string instruments less
mechanical in construction than the piano.
Should the teacher examine a new pupil and find
‘hat the child prefers a trashy composition to one
of the better class, this should not be taken as an
uwication of lack of musical talent, but rather as
*n 'Bdication of an unfortunate environment which
"as produced the condition. Musical taste is cultiTated, and while many of the trashy compositions
8n un',ealthy or abnormal appetite for music
?
. class, the presence of this appetite should not
j mistaken for the child’s natural musical taste.
*“.“**> musical taste and talent are two very differthings, although commonly confounded by the
general public. Musical taste is cultivated by intel-
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lectual effort which 1l_
a proper comprehension
and an analytical appreciation of w.rittn
simple and great. The means of obtaining this t
by present methods are intricate and ofttimes tedious
However, the very sense of satisfaction that follows
true artistic accomplishment after genuine labor, is
one of the very factors which establishes what is
known as musical taste. To penetrate into the varied
mysteries of musical art requires at least the amount
of mental labor customarily spent in enabling one
to play a masterpiece. Until this is done, that mas¬
terpiece can hardly be said to have been mastered
and works for other instruments as well as orches¬
tral works of similar calibre must be beyond the
keenest appreciation of the student. Our picturesque
American artist, J. M. Whistler, said in connection
with the famous Rusldn-Whistler libel suit: “Merely
seeing pictures does not make an artist or a critic.
The policeman in the National Art Galleiy sees
paintings day after day but he can hardly be con¬
sidered an artist or an art critic.” Whistler con¬
tended that Ruskin could not be rated as a com¬
petent critic, as he had simply written about art,
and had had no practical experience in the tech¬
nical branch of actually painting art-works them¬
selves. Musical taste or what most persons com¬
monly call musical talent depends upon the pupil’s
education, and one of the great disadvantages of
piano-playing instruments is that they afford no
opportunity for the proper mental development of
the talent of the possessor leading to a true ap¬
preciation of an art-work.
Perhaps the safest methods of measuring a child’s
musical possibilities are first to estimate the child’s
general intelligence and then his desire to commence
the study of piano. Intelligence and a strong desire
to study almost invariably lead to good results.
The present writer is inclined to look upon the child¬
like habit of strumming upon the keyboard as an
encouraging sign, and if the little one gives any
indication of trying to pick out original melodies or
of reproducing those previously heard, musical talent
is certainly evident. It should always be rem<*nbered that musical talent is a matter of degree, and
is not a negative or positive quantity. A child may
be more or less talented, but very few children can
be said to be without talent. It often happens that
a child shows a strong disposition to study music and
is reasonably successful as a student, and is, at the
same time, very dull at other studies. Such chil¬
dren are in the long run less successful than their
comrades with broader capacities.

OUR OPPORTUNITY.
BY FAY SIMMONS DAVIS.
^OAIN a new season of activity faces us, and let us
ink God for that! Too much play and no work
kes Jack not only dull, but stupid. Enough, how
■r is as good as a feast.
The summer, when we teachers “laid down the
>vel and the hoe,” has passed. FaB is here and
, shoveling and the digging must beg,n again m
■nest. Deep down to the roots of all musical thinpi
must go, discarding all unnecessary, dead material
we plant that which is new and more
e musical harvest of 1905-1900 seems golden for
who will work to gather in
..
Standing as we do. just over the threshold of a
,v term we teachers should have a “heart-to-heart
k with our consciences and ascertain if ^e are
iv Why or unworthy of the< successfor whlrt,
intend to strive. If we honestly weigh imrselvcs
d are not found wanting, then we must waste not
moment, but be “up and doing wfih a bea**®
y fate.” In proportion as we succeed in ***
7
meaning of the word, so will the progress
’assured of all who depend upon us for instruction.
Work.

1

t0

*' “■*
mean

WHY destroy present happiness by a distant misery
which may never come at all, or you may never live
to sec itt Every substantial grief has twenty shad
own, and roost of them shadows of your own making.
—Sydney Rmith.
Jubt to be good, to keep life pure from degrading
clement*, to make it constantly helpful ht little ways
to thane who are touched by it, to keep one’s spirit
always sweet and avoid all manner of petty anger
and irritability—that is an idea as noble a* it is
difficult.—Kdicard Howard Origga.

rreiuS £ »o>
•ength and energj.
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shall, by God’s blessing, do with my might what my
hand ftndeth to do, and H I do not find work, I shall
make it! ” The season of 1905-1900 is ours. The
greatest and most beautiful of all things (our work)
is with us for the effort. There are the lessons we
are to give; the hours we are to practice; the music
we are to look over and grade; the studying of each
pupil’s needs and the prescribing for him as a physi¬
cian does for his patient; all of these and more, are
for our hands, hearts and beads.
“Learn! Do! Try! He who resolves upon a line
of action, by that very resolution often scales the bar
rieas of it and secures its achievement." There is a
splendid inscription on a broken helmet in Battle
Abbey, which reads: “L'rapoir eat nut force."'
Concentration of Time.
Every day and hour, and moment, even, must be
systematically planned for, and utilized to the great¬
est advantage.
There is not a book on “(Success” that does not
reiterate over and over again, the importance of this
advice. Every successful man will tell you how much
of his success was due to his working in the odd
minutes. It is truly wonderful what can be accom¬
plished in always finishing one day’s work before the
next one dawns.
The mother of one of my pupils said to him one
day, as he was going to school: “Will you try to
have a good day and learn a lot. my son? ” “Yes'm.
was the answer, “for I’m not going to waste a min
ute.” There’s the secret! The occupied minutes are
what count for success, and the unused ones for fail¬
ure.
I have often adjusted my metronome at 00. and
then worked to see just what I could accomplish be¬
fore a minute was over. Sometimes the technical hr
provement of my fourth and fifth fingers would sus prise me; oftentimes a short letter could be written
or a lesson outlined or an inspiring passage gleaned
from a book during that precious minute, which
would come not back again! And such minute* make
the hours, and the hours the day*. We find this verse
in “Poor Richard”: “He that would la* beforehand
in the world must lie lieforehand with his business:
it is not only ill management, but discover* a slothful
disposition to do that in the afternoon which should
have liccn done in the morning.”
It has been sard that "tomorrow is the day in
which idle men work and fools reform.” Many great
men have had printed over their desk* the word
“Today”—and attributed (heir success to living up
to its significance.
Watches were invented, not for us to eat, sleep,
and be merry by, but so that we might the better
plan for and use our time in relation to our bnsi
ness or our profession. Many musicians are like
Rome watches—always in working order. These men
succeed. Others arc always "run down” and out of
working order like a valueless time-pieoe. Such men
are sure to fail.
The old German proverb, "Den mutigen geh&rt die
Well,”’ is a good and true one to remember.
It is the busy man (the man who make* his hour*
and minutes count for something) who proves the
man of influence.
“Now ia the syllable constantly tiaking from the
clock of time. Now is the watchword of the wise
Now ia the banner of the prudent. Now is the only
time for us. That Now is our*. Then may never be.”
If all the teachers who read these words will bait
enter this new season of activity with increased
intensity of purpose and with more system as regards
the nse of their time there will l>e no shadows of
labor* imperfectly done to darken the profession they
love. And the results which will count for advance¬
ment and for a higher musical atmosphere everywhere
will prove of marvellous proportions.

„ -wseles this year. Work

'_i,~i-

*
-Wherever I may be. I

’“Hope is my strength.”
•"To the eonrageod* belongs the world."
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Permit me to call the attention of thoughtful and
progressive teachers to the fact that one of the
most sadly needed and neglected elements in the
musical education of the day is a training, however
elementary, in intelligent, discriminating musical
criticism; not the criticism that merely finds faults,
real or imaginary, but that which analyzes, compares,
judges a composition or performance on its merits,
with some little, definite knowledge of what these
merits are or ought to be, and is able to give, in
plain, comprehensible English, some idea of the in¬
dividual characteristics of the piece and the per¬
formance.
When the young person of average intelligence at¬
tends the theatre, he is usually able, on his return, to
describe the play with more or less accuracy, to give
some idea of the plot, the action, the relative ability
of the actors, and even of the costumes and setting of
the play, so that the friends at home may form a
fairly clear conception of what it was like. But how
many of your pupils, not children, if you have such,
but the older, more advanced players, can bring home
from a concert any clear notion about the program or
the artists? If you ask about it you will be told
in nine cases out of ten that it was “grand” or “fine”
or “lovely,” and that such and such pieces were
“awfully pretty.” You will try in vain to learn any¬
thing in regard to the kind of music which was
actually given, or the manner of its presentation.
Most pupils would not be able to tell you the names
of the pieces played without referring to the printed
program, still less who wrote them, or to what epoch
or class of music they belong.
In fact, the average piano student possesses more
information and general intelligence about almost any
other subject on earth than about music, and talks
like an imbecile on the very topic regarding which
he might be supposed to know most. He is digging
away often with laudable patience and energy in the
acquirement of pianoforte technic, but has, and seeks
no ideas, regarding the purpose to which this technic
is to be applied.
If he attends concerts and recitals at all, and many
have not even sense enough to do that except under
protest, when driven to it by the teacher, he listens
much as he plays, in a dazed dream of sensuous
emotionality, with his intelligence dormant or wool¬
gathering, deriving certain vague pleasure from the
effect on ear and nerves of the rhythm, the melody
and the kaleidoscopic changes of harmonic color,
fondly imagining that he is enjoying and appreciating
music, but without the faintest idea what it is all
about. He likes certain pieces which he hears or
studies because they appeal to his special emotional
condition at the time, and condemns others which
do not, apparently without a suspicion that they were
not written tq please him, and that all styles of
composition are equally meritorious and enjoyable,
provided they are good of their kind, and that a very
important part of his education is to learn to under¬
stand and to like them all.
The trouble is that he lacks mental development, a
trained taste and, above all, a definite basis for
esthetic judgment and discrimination. Can not these
l>e supplied, at least in some measure, by the teacher?
I believe that they may, and that without much loss
of time, and w ith a vast gain to the pupil in interest,
in effectiveness of study, and in general results, which
is, of course, a gain for the teacher.
I suggest that pupils he formed into classes for mu¬
sical analysis and criticism, not too large in num¬
ber, perhaps ten in a class, and, so far as may be, of
those of about the same age and advancement. Let
them meet once a week for an hour or more where
practicable. A small charge should lie made for this
lesson, not large enough to keep pupils away, but to
give the teacher something for the time required, and
to cause the pupils to feel that w'hat they are getting
is of real value, which is more likely to be the case
if they have to pay for it. Where this is not deemed
wise, the time should be given gladly for the cause
and for general results.
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At these classes let the teacher, or the pupils,
preferably the latter, play a part or the whole of
several compositions, repeating them two or three
times at the first few lessons, later playing them only
once. Let these pieces be, as far as is possible, such
as are unfamiliar to most of the class. They should
be simple at first and of widely divergent and very'
pronounced character, so that their differences and
most salient points will appeal to immature and
sluggish perceptions and be readily grasped. Then
let the pupils give a written or spoken statement of
the impressions each has received, specifying in de¬
tail every point recognized; as, for instance, the key,
the time, whether major or minor, gay or sad,
martial or tender, dramatic or playful, brilliant or
graceful. A number of the more common points
might be listed, and a record of answers regarding
them kept, on which a percentage of accuracy could
be given to stimulate emulation and alertness.
Of course, the details of such a line of work would
have to be modified by the teacher to meet local needs
and conditions, but in a general way it could be
adapted to almost any class however elementary or
advanced, and its working out would tend to broaden
both teacher and pupils, to classify their ideas regard¬
ing the various elements of musical art, and to in¬
crease their vocabulary of adjectives beyond the two
words “pretty” and “lovely,” which are the complete
stock at present even among many professional musi¬
cians. It would teach them the meaning and proper
application of such adjectives in connection with
music, train them to listen carefully and intelligently,
and to derive from the hearing of music something
for the mind and the imagination and not merely for
the ear. They will learn to judge and enjoy a com¬
position objectively from the standpoint of the com¬
poser’s intention and not merely from that of indi¬
vidual likes and dislikes. That is, they will appre¬
ciate a Tarantelle or a Nocturne for what it is and is
intended to be, if it is good of its kind, and not view
it simply as appealing or not, as the case may be, to
their personal preference for rapid and brilliant, or
slow and quiet music.
It is a narrow and undeveloped musician who can¬
not appreciate and render with about equal readiness
all the manifold, diverse types of composition that
go to make up musical literature.
As this class work progresses, pupils should be en¬
couraged to express more and more freely and ac¬
curately all the subtler and deeper impressions on
brain and heart which the music heard produces;
what mood it creates, what memories and thoughts
it awakens, what pictures it calls up before the mind,
what conditions in life or nature would be likely to
produce similar impressions, and, in the absence of
definite information on the subject, what experiences
might be supposed to have led the composer to write
as he did. Thus they will be led gradually to per¬
ceive more interdependent connection, more vital con¬
tact between life and art, to find more vivid interest,
more latent possibilities in’music as an art, to asso¬
ciate it with other arts and judge it from the same
standpoint; that is, as a medium of expression.
A long step has been gained in the evolution of a
musical student when for the first time he is able
aptly to illustrate his idea of the significance of a
composition by means of a metaphor or analogy
drawm from life or poetry; and be sure that this
insight and perception will go back into his own
playing in the form of intellectual and emotional
content.
When that stage is reached, and not before, he will
begin to interpret and not merely to execute; and he
will begin to have something to say about music which
will stamp him in the minds of educated persons as an
intelligent being, and not as that universal synonym
for inanity and mental incompetency, “Only a MusiThe chief reason why so many young musicians
fail to take what they consider their rightful posi¬
tion professionally, socially and financially in the
world is, not that they have not enough talent or

training or opportunity, but simply because thev h»
not enough brains, or rather, because they haveTt
developed their brains, and applied them to th ■
work and their intercourse with men. They are t"
ing to be musicians only as far up as the wist or^t
most the elbow joint, forgetting that the head and th
heart are both more important factors than th
hands. Any lines of study which tend to develop the*
and make them a part of the working capital of th!
student, cannot be too earnestly sought, or too
strongly insisted upon. The plan suggested above
may serve as one. Teachers, try it.

MUSIC, A MEANS OF EXPRESSION.
BT JOHN PAXMER.
Music exists not because of, but i
spite c
jpano hammers, fiddle strings, and vocal chords. Do
you not remember Walt Whitman’s: “All music is
what awakes from you, when you are reminded bv
the instruments; it is not the cornets, it is not the
oboe, nor the beating drums, nor the notes of the
baritone singer, singing his sweet romanza, nor those
of the men’s chorus, nor those of the women’s chorus;
it is nearer and further than they.”
This is a partial truth only, for long before the
music awakens in the listener, it has been born in the
mind of some great man. “Born in his mind,”. 1
said, and by “mind” I meant what is sometimes
called fancy or imagination. How it comes, who
knows? But thrice blest is he who hears the still,
small voice that sings to him of thoughts that “no
man can utter.” It is this knowledge of the unknow¬
able, this speech of the unspeakable, that makes the
musical genius unique. For in that region of the
soul where language does not penetrate and which
brush and chisel cannot depict, there music resides.
Poetry vaguely lisps of the unknown in broken syl¬
lables and painting dreams of the ideal, but music
is filled with the essence of the unknown and tbs
ideal. And still we listen in suspense to a glissando,
and with bated breath to an octave passage! Ah!
when will we learn to be frozen with ecstasy at a
single tone, and to be wafted to the seventh heaven
by a modulation!
Anyone can play fast enough and loud enough if
he will work long enough. These are simply matters
of quantity. But how few can awaken that in uwhich is music! Do you know the passage toward
the close of Chopin’s F* Major Fantasie, where in the
centre of all the storm, the still, small voice singslowly and so very pianissimo that one must listen
to hear it? Do you know Schumann’s “Nachtstlick
in F? Or the Brahms’ “Intermezzo” in B-flat minor,
without a single climax, but surcharged with a
human quality? These are not matters of fingers;
they are webs of pain, joy, and dreams not woven b;
hand. Nor will you derive pleasure from watching
them played. But close your eyes and let spirit for
once commune with spirit, or else take up the printed
page and recreate them for yourself by letting yonr
own soul sing them in that recess where none may
enter.
Why may we not enjoy a poem in sounds witbon
the interference of fingers and piano hammers? A
best, these can but imperfectly reproduce the ori¬
ginal.
We think nothing of reading a piece o
literature without speaking the words, why can **
not do the same with music? Only those who h«'
tried can know- how lucid an obscure composition
will become after an earnest mental study. TW» •
an art that can be cultivated. At first, it Wl1
difficult to reproduce the intervals of pitch by men
process, but they can be conquered in time,
student does not know that feeling of utter
'inspiration in the piece he has practiced fai
•
for a month? How the fingers will go throug
mazes with the utmost indifference, ''hi ®. -s
thoughts persist in taking a long vacation!
simply because of the attitude assumed towar P
music; namely, that it is finger dexterity
the expression of the spirit through tone sue
and combinations.
„htful
Well, if it is the first, let us give it its ng»
place among other indoor sports, but if ie
and some great men have thought it so, le
to it the eye that reads between the lines,
ear that hears beyond the sounds.
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imSIC TEACHERS AND PUPILS: A STUDY
*
IN INFLUENCES.

than we imagine. Ten years after, we find that our
whole way of thinking has been changed by what that
last teacher told us, or did not tell us (for remember
that
the good trainer of minds does not tell everything
by t. carl whitmer.
at once!).
We are so much influenced by what reaches our
In the many present-day discussions concerning the
ears last that on the spur of the moment we are
celebrated teacher of this, that and the other great apt to misjudge; just as judges in contests have
nianist or singer, the serious thinker finds a certain trouble in keeping in clear outlines the pieces and
lack of respect for the value of the uncelebrated players coming first or second on the program. Were
pedagogues who preceded, and consequently a cer¬ they to have until next day to decide, they could sup¬
tain very decided miscalculation when teaching meth¬
press the intensity of the most recent impression.
ods are studied for the purpose of arriving at essen¬ So those who regret now that their previous teacher
tial principles- There is a tacit, but none the less
was not thus and so will change their minds when
emphatic denial of the tremendous power of first they have time to put events in their proper perspec¬
influences; a denial of the intensity of early impres¬
tive.
sions; a denial of the importance of elementary
Then, we hear complaints over and over that the
teaching. A writer, it is true, does not usually attain
last teacher gave nothing in such rigidly systematic
to any dizzy popularity by talking of the “Great Un¬
way as does the present inspirer of regrets. I think
we all recognize the truth of what Gladstone said:
knowns,” the numberless teachers whose voices are
heard only in their private sanctums. But it is none “A man with a method does more in a week than
the less productive of false conclusions—not to speak one without such method does in a month.” And
of the tremendous injustice—to attribute capacity many others have said the same thing. But few
persons have ever said clever things about what their
for teaching only to the last one who takes in hand
apparently undirected and unmethodical excursions
aspiring executants.
It is a trite saying that those who first handle into music did for them. I heard a literary woman
the sensitive mind-stuff of a pupil have the greatest once remark that she undoubtedly would want all her
responsibility; but inasmuch as most of the fluent children brought up in a perfectly methodical manner;
contemporaneous journalism has to do with the but as for herself, even though she would have the
“Great Unknowns,” the present writer deems it not opportunity to live over her early life again, she was
at all out of season to contribute something in the not so sure that she would desire to be trained other¬
wise than she had been; because she thought that
nature of a true study of influences, whether it con¬
being thrown in to swim without too many and mi¬
cerns the great or the small.
nute directions had given her a certain broad and free
taste for things which resulted in a healthy culture
1— The Influence of Teacher on Pupil.
which a thoroughly systematic training does not al¬
A teacher must possess knowledge, power of ex¬
ways give. You may have read Laurence Hutton’s
pression, personality. Many are they whose desire
book in which he tells of the English philosopher,
to teach is beyond their acquired knowledge; many Thomas Day, who attempted to systematically “build
they who know but cannot tell; and just as numerous a wife for himself.” He must needs have a wife built
—perhaps even more numerous—they who do not
upon Spartan lines; so he fired pistols at her legs
possess that magnetic something which drags a pupil and dropped melted sealing wax down her back. But
in spite of himself your way; that almost unexplain¬
when he got through he found that she was not what
able something which draws the chaotic tendencies lie thought she would be by such training; so he
of the immature into shape. Personality in a broad
married her to another man.
sense is this silent but powerful coercer of human
No one in his right mind would deny the value of
minds. One needs a very definite belief in w-hat he method; but on the other hand, our last teacher may
teaches before he can acquire this irresistible power;
have given us a fine power of perception, an interest
an avidity to have his beliefs heard and followed; and
in many things which our present teacher, thank the
suflicient contentment with his present teaching—
planets, cannot wipe away though he scrub never so
although he works towards higher things. Then, hard with his systematic brush.
too, there must occasionally be worked up artificial
enthusiasm, so that when the natural supply of com¬
4—Influence of Past Pupils Over Teacher.
pulsive energy is exhausted, the teacher, by his own
Have we not the kindest memories of those who at
galvanized feelings, will still be able to direct to a
,ne time under us gave us of their sweetness and
definite and serious end. Teachers who always follow
heir light; of their intensity of purpose-always
their moods cannot exert a constant influence. Too
ontagious; of their fixed wills; of their real though
many of us are loaded down with pupils; but to be
informed personality? They who have snuffed then
spasmodically useful to them is nearly as ineffective
andles after the midnight time have compelled us to
as constantly being inert.
lo
some staying up late, and so we have become
It is also necessary to have an eager sympathy with
eachers with more knowledge and singleness of pur
subjects other than our specialty. We need breadth
,ose. Their carefully-selected questions wb.chhavc
of learning in order to interest the many natured
breed its in self-defence to fly to our dictionaries
pupils who come to us. Had we only musically in¬
indencyclopcedias and the quiet of our thinking
clined students it yet would be necessary to have
this broad sympathy. Only he who knows the laws
yen though our memories try to cast off the
of mind can teach; and only he who has widely
iressions made by the stupids of this earth.*>ur wits
studied knows truly these mind laws.
,ave been made razor sharp, nevertheless, m the a
empt
to sharpen theirs.
2— The Influence of Pupil on Teachers.
The pupil who wills, not wishes, is the one who
gives something to the teacher; for. unfortunately,
"e And many guiders of the undisciplined who are
never strong-minded enough to will that they' influence
the young minds placed under their care; never
strong-willed enough to compel themselves to study
outside of the lesson hour. Blessings be on the head
of the pupil who by the example of a strong will
gwes his teacher many a lesson! This is the pupil
who by infusing power into the teacher accomplishes
not only his own work but helps along the work of
he master’s other pupils.
3—Influence of Past Teachers Over Pupil.
We seldom give credit exactly where' credit is due.
e often erroneously suppose that because our pres¬
ent teacher presents the subject in a different manner
from the last, that the one is right while the other
was ^together wrong. No two people teach alike,
nnesa the one is weak-minded and becomes a mere
duplicate. Then, we forget that we ourselves have
"Umged and changed conditions need changed methods- The influence of our last teacher is greater

5_Future Influences.
itudy of music and ^ minds who^ ^
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JEXoC honesty, standing al» good and beautiful in music.
"T.-ABSSi of the heads not selfAs to planning
. 7the ^ with the majority
evident—it undoub
’ ,,
Jo not prepare their le*
jf music teachers that they do
Most of
them keep account
f enee to the morrow s
that is consulted with.re
read history
lesson. They mav p
’
' but it is for themof music, they may ^^fn TTas of course. « great
■—> “d “““t. “
jet It I.
bearing upon thelr
. u^ing in most eases upoft
enough. It h*s no
jfejng in higher grades than
the next day s lesson.
U
n tjme to do the
their _pupils, they
teachers are impro-

architect he would plan, not improvise. A teacher
occupies much the same relation to his pupil.
A great deal of the lack of teaching influence lies
in this, then,—that most of those engaged in teach¬
ing music, especially in the most important lower
grades, are always hoping to do something better,
something greater; so that .they lose sight of the
present needs in the otherwise commendable considers tion of the future.
Looking sanely at the whole question of the in¬
fluence of a teacher, we cannot help arriving at the
conclusion that the greatest contribution a person can
bring to a proper dissemination of the main ideas of a
real music culture is Personality. This complex con¬
dition expressed by such a simple, though abused,
word is usually considered a virtue bestowed upon us
by nature in her kindness and we lose sight of the
developable characteristics of w’hat we term a per¬
sonality. We believe in muscular growth and forget
temperamental progressiveness. I have said that one
must have a belief in what he teaches; that he must
be eager to learn and to impart* that he must not
forget the today for the tomorrow. We do not all
have an intense desire to acquire that which in our
original state exists but as rudimentary; if not, then,
let us know that unless we first consciously will to
possess what we need, yet have not, we cannot arrive
at that condition where we can exert the widest in¬
fluence. Many teachers whom I know have started
on the long and weary path of musically influencing
others without a spark of apparent magnetism, yet by
a strong will directed towards what they knew they
needed rather than what they seemed to have in their
constitution*, have turned into vitally interesting
presenters of the manifold problems of technic.
It is not a theory which looks well on paper, but
a frequently demonstrated fact: temperamental ad¬
vance is as possible ns that of the muscles. Mag¬
netism is knowledge plus the intensest desire.

WHY DOES A COMPOSER COMPOSE?
Great music has existed in our present scale since
Bach, but no one as yet has arisen to tell u* exactly
in what great music consists. Young musical minds
have exercised themselves in this matter, but to no
purpose. It is from the outside help must, come,
from the scientist: and is there no one who will help
us? Is music merely the re awakening of old mem¬
ories? Are we conscious they arc indeed old mem¬
ories? Memories of what? Of ideas, facts, events,
in our own consciousness? Hardly. We think them
suddenly-revealed depths in our souls we never pre
viously even dreamed existed. We are too apt to
think the brain holds only what we arc conscious
of knowing. It is a mistake, for the brain holds
many more things than we suppose, things we can
not have learned in our own personal experience:
different personalities, sometimes.
Seen simply, “rule of thumb” is at the root of
it all, the compose/ experimenting with different set*
of chords and effects until he finds those which give
the maximum emotional reaction when applied to
his own consciousness. In doing this he is a*»uming that other people will react in the same way, and
to the same things, as he himself does. I do not
mean this is a necessarily conscious process, this
“rule of thumb” selection: only that, when analyzed,
this is what really happens. He roust, then, select
such a series of progressions ns will give a oontin
nous ehain of maximum emotional reaction: in a
word, he must trace out inch by inch some deeply
cut path of emotion: one common to humanity, nnd
not one peculiar to himself.
To do this felicitously, over and almvc technic or
craftsmanship, “taste” or “judgment” is require.!:
and (an important point) this faculty Is -lowly
matured along with consciousness. Though existing
in varying degree* in different individuals to begin
with, it yet does undoubtedly mature, though he who
exercises it knows not how or why it does so
Is it to obtain power over their fellows that, com*
posers write? or is it to something within * cmselves urging them to creative effort, that r owe
the masterpieces of music? Musicians do not acem
to have attempted to analyse this. If it be in obedi¬
ence to some mysterious law of their nature, let u«
lay bare this law. dissect and analyze it. if we can,
tracing it down to its remotest fibre.—T. D. in the
Musical Standard.
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THE USE OF VELOCITY.
BY EDWARD HADE.
Students make their own difficulties. This is a
veritable fact, and to so large an extent that one is
tempted to say that there are no difficulties about the
mastery of the pianoforte which are not of the stu¬
dent’s own invention. And his favorite way of making
them is by premature attempts at velocity. In view
of the wholesale mischief thus wrought, it is not
strange that the part legitimately to be played by
velocity in practice is not always understood. That
it really serves a number of very useful offices it is
the design of this paper to show.
In the first place, it is the infallible index of the
particular deficiencies of the practicer. Let him but
try to play rapidly the passage that he is at work
upon and he will be made aware instantly of the
points in it that need his especial attention. The
practical application of velocity in this function is
this: the moment it is evident that careful, detailed
practice of a passage has made an impression upon it
and brought it somewhere within range of actual per¬
formance, try it rapidly; the fruit of such a trial
will be the infallible uncovering of whatever difficulty
remains to be practiced out. In the light of such
discovery, return to the practice (that is the per¬
sistent, accurate repetition of the right thing), con¬
centrating it particularly upon just that point of
uncertainty that has been disclosed. Other trials,
at higher rates of speed, will put the student upon
whatever other difficulties may remain. This process
intelligently pursued will very materially diminish
the work needed for the mastery of a passage and
velocity becomes, instead of the student’s arch-enemy,
his active, beneficient friend.^ But it has other uses.
The arpeggio (to employ a conspicuous example)
demands for its rapid execution a swing or flow of
the hand—a movement along the keyboard by which,
smoothly and freely, the fingers are brought to the
notes (keys) they are to take. Now it is a cardinal
principle of sound practice that the final, finished
movement of the artist is to be the direct aim of
practice from the very beginning. In the case of the
arpeggio, this cannot be attained or even conceived
without experiments in velocity. The present writer
has satisfied himself by careful and ample experi¬
ment that the first practice of the arpeggio should
be rapid. The first experiment should be inward
and extend to a tenth only, to bring the third finger
once over the thumb. With a little care upon the
part of teacher and pupil, this can be done with no
blundering and with no stiffness; and with intelli¬
gent guidance from the teacher, this movement of
the hand may be made perfectly clear to the pupil
and made a reliable element in his technic. The
solidity, sonorousness of a brilliant run may be
wrought in afterward upon the basis of this pre¬
paratory work.
And here again incredible cost of time and toil
may be saved the student. For in the old con¬
ventional way of studying the arpeggio, a close, in¬
flexible legato was insisted upon, which necessitated a
swerve and recovery of the hand, which are simply
out of the question in an allegro. Therefore, when a
fast run appeared, the old, crystallized habits had
to be broken up entirely and a new scheme of execu¬
tion grafted on—which proves always, as we all
know so well from bitter experience, the most irritat¬
ing and discouraging of the pupil’s tasks.
Again, the teacher finds, in the case of nearly
every pupil, a certain hesitating, tentative habit of
finger movement. He will feel his way to a key—
evidently with a strong apprehension that he may
not hit it—and once having felt it safe under his
finger, push it down, with a resultant tone almost
big enough to drown a mosquito. How shall the
teacher break it up and transform the movement into
something decisive and adequate? Try the velocity
scheme and see how like a charm it works. Begin
with playing (I like the word trying, better) the
scale inward, each time as far as the thumb at a
high tempo and pausing there. Look out, of course,
that, -to stiffness supervenes, but do not be particular
at firoc about clearness or sonorousness. And see
how, instantly, all the superfluous movements will
disappear, and a habit begin to be, of direct, simple
and therefore adequate action. Lead the pupil to
examine this resultant, clean-cut action, and clearly
recognizing it for what it is, develop it in all his
playing.
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For the advantage of velocity itself, have him
carry the experiment to the octave and then to a
double octave, and so on with both scale and arpeggio.
This carries us beyond the strict scope of this paper,
but there is one important thing in general about
velocity which is not known. Swiftness of movement,
like accuracy or discrimination, must be cultivated
early if it is to be a consummate thing. Early habits
of slow, detached movement are as nearly ineradicable
as any other undesirable thing. With the youngest
pupil, therefore, rapidity must be diligently culti¬
vated; and the present writer has found that, so far
from any evil resulting, judicious training of this
sort is every way safe and stimulating.

REALISM IN MUSIC.
An interesting address on the subject at the head
of this article was delivered before a body of English
musicians, a short time since, by Mr. J. C. Ames.
We have selected some of his illustrations for our
readers. They will serve to show to what uses com¬
posers have tried to put their art.
In Richard Strauss’ symphonic poem, “Don
Quixote,” the composer has tried to reproduce the
bleating of a herd of sheep by taking six horns and
making them play continuous semitones, muted and
tremolo.
In Elgar’s “Apostles,” there is a passage to rep¬
resent the clinking of silver pieces paid to Judas.
In his “Rheingold,” Wagner imitates the sound of'
sneezing when Alberich is climbing about on the rocks
under the Rhine and complains that the damp gets in
his nose.
In “L’Enfant Prodigue,” a musical farce by Wormser, there is an imitation of the buzzing of a blue¬
bottle fly, played on the bass.
In his “Queen of Sheba,” Goldmark has given us a
remarkably clever and extremely beautiful imitation
of a bee. It occurs in the ballet in the second act, and
is called the bee-dance of the Almees. Let me read
you the stage directions. A girl enveloped in a veil
is chasing a bee, sometimes running away from it,
then attacking it again with her veil. Gradually she
becomes frightened, as if the bee had begun to chase
her. Suddenly she stops, the bee has apparently set¬
tled on her. She tears off the veil, wrapping the bee
up in it, and throws it on the ground. She is then
about to stamp on it, when her companions come for¬
ward and gently draw her away, pleading for its life.
She takes pity on it, and at last releases it, and
dances off the stage with the bee still buzzing round
her.
In Verdi’s “Falstaff,” there is an amusing and
very realistic gurgle when the fat knight drinks.
A well-known example is Handel’s, “Israel in
Egypt.” Here we have imitations of the hopping of
frogs, the buzzing of flies, a hailstone chorus, and a
wonderful gloom in connection with the chorus: “He
sent a thick darkness.”
Wagner’s works, of course, are full of realism: a
frog theme from “Rheingold,” the dragon theme, fire
theme, Walhalla motive, etc., are other well-known
passages.
In “Vie de Boheme,” by Puccini, is a representation
of the gay life of the students and the jostling and
shouting of a crowd of men, women and children.
The composer uses a long passage entirely in con¬
secutive fifths.
Realism, like everything else, has been a more or
less gradual growth; we have examples even in Bach,
and many of the great classical masters have left us
beautiful specimens. But I think that the grandest
compositions will be found to be in those in which
realism plays no part, where the music depends on
itself alone. Music does not necessarily express any¬
thing definite—in fact, the great charm of the art lies
in just this indefiniteness; but there is no denying
that, in many cases, the great composers have received
their primary impulse or first conception of a musical
idea from some external thing. For instance, the sen¬
sitive and highly imaginative mind of the musical
artist might be moved to write by the spectacle of
some beautiful object in nature, such as a moonlight
night on the sea, a sunrise in the Alps, or he will be
placed in a certain mood of joy or depression bv
purely outside influences, and will compose accord¬
ingly, but he will not of necessity, perhaps I should
say consciously, try to realize in tones the sea by
moonlight, the Alpine dawn, or those influences which
first impelled his musical imagination to action. A
poem or a picture may excite his emotions to the
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point of expression of his mood in tones, but it dne
not follow that he will express that poem or th
picture throughout the composition. He recei ^
only his first impulse from outside; what folio™
may, or may not, be in accordance with the primarih
received expression.
But when the writer names his composition
must take it that the first idea has been adhered to
and that the whole work is the outcome of that fir t
impression. This, then, is the beginning of realism
as we now understand it.

ON TRAITS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF
STUDENTS.
BY E. B. KBOEGER.
Every teacher should be something of a psycholo¬
gist. Various types of students come under his hands
receiving instruction, each in his own way. The
public school teacher necessarily deals more with
generalities, because he educates pupils in classes
and therefore holds out common ideals, for which his
students are to strive. The private tutor or the music
instructor deals principally with individuals, and
accordingly must shape his information to conform
with the specific cases in hand. Consequently, he is
obliged to examine the peculiar traits and character¬
istics of each person in order to ascertain the most
advantageous way of sowing his seed and thereby
reaping a good crop. This makes him to a con¬
siderable extent a psychologist, and the more capable
he is of discerning the strong and the weak' points of
his pupils, and working upon his knowledge, the more
efficient he becomes as a teacher.
It is a never-ending source of interest to the close
observer to watch the extraordinary variety of per¬
sons who come to him for instruction. While there
are averages which may be made and which govern
these general laws deduced, yet no two pupils possess
precisely the same characteristics. Therefore subtle
differences in imparting information distinguish his
manner of instruction in individual instances.
For example, here is a pupil somewhat apathetic,
with a love for music concealed somewhere, at first
far from the teacher’s discernment. Should such a
student be coldly given his task at each lesson in¬
volving labor without ideals? If so, what would be
expected in the way of truly musical results? Here
is another pupil, temperamental with no judgment.
He is undisciplined, untrained in either mind or
fingers. Should the teacher encourage his recklessly
emotional style of performance, full of technical
errors ? A third pupil is full of good intentions, but
lacks steadfastness of purpose. A fourth has mucli
intelligence but plays with pianola-like precision.
A fifth is a dull plodder who will fulfil his task from
lesson to lesson. A sixth has talent, but has no de¬
sire to practice sufficiently at technical exercises in
order to ensure accuracy. A seventh has a good ear
but a poor eye, and therefore plays most erraticallySuch examples are frequently met with, together with
many more. Does not the teacher have to treat each
case differently?
After all, what constitutes a good teacher? Is »
he who listens to each lesson, and merely indicates
at the close what is to be done next time, without
proper criticism? Is it he who only illustrates for
his pupils without explaining the work in hand? «
it he who enters into a lengthy discourse concerning
the different joints and muscles of the hand and ami,
without any desire to increase an interest in his art!
Is it he who always severely blames or he who al¬
ways extravagantly praises ? Is it he who is so a
sorbed in technical problems that he loses track o
musical values, or he who is so intent upon
interpretation that accurate technic may “go hang
It ia he who judges each case individually, basing
his criticism upon good commonsense; who does no
make all his work conform to any one method or sys
tern, but who finds some good in all, and is ab e
employ the treatment best adapted to each instan >
who strengthens weak features, points out err0'j
holds up ideals, excites the imagination, “rou-.
interest, increases knowledge. He may be 'oc®
London, Berlin, Vienna, Paris, New York,
'
Chicago, Denver, San Francisco, or any
p ^
But he who is hide-bound by one “method ,
lacks sympathy with his pupils; who fail* A*.jn.
est them in music as music, but who is absor
P
cipally in anatomical or mechanical problems
the ideal teacher?

PREPARATION IN

PIANO PLAYING.

by WILLIAM ERHABT SNYDER.
one of the most important elements in piano prac.
.g “preparation.”
Chords and melody-tones
Tuld be prepared. Staccato tones—whether played.
•th hand or arm—must, as preliminary exercise, be
Snared In short, every note, phrase and passage
nst be practiced with special attention to prepara®
As here used, this term signifies—placing as
nv fingers as possible in actual contact with the
and placing them, not in any chance, haphazard
maruier but with special and particular reference
to the tonal or dynamic effect desired. Even stac¬
cato, scale, and arpeggio passages should be done in
this manner.
Have you marveled, while listening to a great
oianist at that almost absolute security of execution,
coupled with beautiful singing, ringing tone? Have
you wondered how he attains those results? Witness
how he places his finger on the key preparatory to
producing the tone, then with a simultaneous pres¬
sure of firm finger and either upward or downward
motion of wrist, a pure vibration results.
Did it even occur to you why piano pounders pro¬
duce a disagreeable noise on the keys and blur so
frequently? It is obviously because they wait until
the opportunity to prepare is past, and then hit the
keys or allow the hand to fall inertly—one fault
being as bad as the other.
One essential difference between amateurish and
artistic playing consists in this preparation. The
slow practice of rapid passages, studying in turn each
separate position assumed by the hand within a given
phrase, gives far greater certainty in rapid execution.
To illustrate by a passage from Chopin’s Valse in Aflat, Op. 42:
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principle is applied as well to all chords, perp even more strenuously. The finest tone—either
m s aceato or sustained chords—is obtainable only
by placing the fingers in actual contact with the keys
they are to play in any given chord, while those which
not to play must be raised high enough to clear
the keys. Many pupils would play such chord )
sages as in Schumann’s “Whims”' (from Fantasie
Pieces, Op. 12):

with a stroke, or pounding touch, or by letting the
hand fall on the keys instead of preparing on each
chord before playing. Hitting or slapping chords
produces inevitably and invariably a noise on the
keys besides an inferior tone, therefore the principle
may be advanced that they must be “prepared” when¬
ever the tempo will admit. Slow practice always
makes it possible. But when playing chords in a
rapid tempo, the touch necessarily varies according
to tempo or speed, the chords being attacked with
lightning-like quickness with both hand and fingers
from a position very slightly above the keys, while
in the very strongest climaxes, for instance in Liszt’s
pieces, the whole arm and sometimes the whole body
take part in an attack tremendous!
Pen-descriptions of piano-touch, like pencil-nota¬
tions on music-paper, can convey no notion how it
should sound. The first need practical deraonstrn
tion; the other, interpretation; both require “reading
between the lines.” Complete comprehension comes
only in individual instruction.
However, in order to give some idea of the pre¬
paration and touch used in chord-practice, we will
attempt a detailed description of the above passage
by Schumann.
Place the thumb, second and third fingers on the
first* chord, f, a, c, wrist rather high, first and second
fingers curved, third somewhat more perpendicular
than the others to assist in making the melody-note ■
How few students think of practicing such a run, for stronger than the accompaniment notes, f and a—a
very important point which must be observed in nil
instance, in the following ways:
1. The first, second and third fingers prepared on chords. A simultaneous grasp or pinch of the finger¬
g, d-flat and e-flat, fourth and fifth raised—repeat tips and downward pressure of the hand, followed
each note four times with a finger-pressure touch, not instantly by a light, upward rebound of the hand,
produces the desired clean-cut. techmcally-purc tone.
raising fingers high, then play g and d-flat alter¬
nately, then d-flat and e-flat; lastly, all three notes The hand remains up in the air only an instant, but
while there, changes its form and prepares on the
consecutively.
• 2. Hold d-flat and e-flat, prepare thumb on the next chord so rapidly that the motion can hardly be
seen. Swiftness and deftness are the words here hut
lower g, then play it softly and staccato, and with a
avoid
This quickness
avoid all
an jerkiness and nervousness.
- .
.
slight side-movenient of the wrist to the right, imme¬
d
diately prepare thumb on upper g without playing it of preparation should ^
at once. After a moment, play upper g precisely ^“in^he^ right pUce at^the^riglit^Uine'^lor often
like the other. Repeat this proceeding several, times.
better before the time), constitutes the best guarantee
This is the best thumb-exercise imaginable if you
\ut JTL conceived for security and clear, pure
keep the thumb curved and very light.
3. The third preparatory exercise on this passage
°In regard to position of fingers on
V™
should be something like this:

1
care being taken to place thumb under on upper g the
moment lower g is released, and the instant e-flat and
d-flat are up (that is, when the thumb plays upper
g), the fourth and second fingers must be prepared
on d-flat and f. The same applies inversely descend¬
ing.
4- To proceed with the above passage, the second
measure is practiced, first holding down all the keys
and exercising each finger singly (repetition of one
lone in all rhythms), then in pairs alternately, in
threes, fours, fives, sixes and skips.
5- Now, to practice the positions or placing in
measure 2, begin with the last three notes of measure
1. Place the first, second and fourth on g, d-flat and
Play only f, then shift the first and second to dnatural and a-flat, the third and fifth also being preon their keys e-flat and a-flat.
Continue
throughout the passage in like manner, and you will
Perhaps conceive a new idea as to what thorough,
Practicing really means.
Thus should all runs in all pieces be practiced, preI^rmg each position in advance—training the hand
and fingers to take the next required position unme■ately upon concluding a preceding one.
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curved, but not prepared for the following tones until
after the fifth plays), then playing with a downward
arm-pressure and a rise of the wrist, the impulse
coming from the forearm.
In the left-hand part of this Nocturne, or in any
similar accompaniment in which there are single low
bass-notes (notably in waltzes) an important prepara¬
tion takes place. The fifth is prepared on its key, and
the thumb is placed on the octave above, thus causing
the hand to assume the octave position for every
single low bass-note. Thia peculiar preparation may
at first seem absurd, but faithful persistence in it
gives one such security and accuracy in bass-notee as
well repays one for the trouble. It is not that the
octave is played in this case, where single notes are
written, but only that one may feel for bass-notee and
make sure of them by preparing on the octave. There
are blind pianists who play with more security than
many who see; why? Because they are foread to
“prepare,” measure distances and feel for everything.
Of course, there are bravura passages the brilliancy of
which would be greatly lessened if one were to adhere
strictly to the principle under consideration, which
point being conceded does not in any wise diminish the
general efficacy of our principle. “Exceptions prove
rules”—except when rules prove deceptions.
In modern piano playing, chord* and inelody-Umes
are frequently shortened; that is, lingers leave key*
and pedal sustains in order that one may prepare
for the next tone or chord. It is desirable to form
the habit of placing one hand during rests in position
for what is coming while the other is playing—a point
which totally escapes the average student. It re¬
quires, and therefore necessitates, the acquirement of
independence in the hands. In suc-h
e hand know what the other doeth.

p^^/with details, especially

‘’'Tif written that “Genius is the infinite capacity
It is written „ 00,0^ I believe all thinking mu
for taking parn^
^ that -infinite capacity for
s,cians will hardly
to niaUe a musical
St
of th/^ntia, rexpiiromenls in
ill it is one
_ .maioiir or
of every piano student, whether a
the work - “ "iflno 8tui
is perhaps nine-tenths of tncp

^ ^idy with

ody-tones the haI>A ^ingle^particular tone with the
regard to that
m(.„ow and chnracobject of making
’ a tone, the ordinary finger
teristic. In execut.ng uch
’
ais|,n^i with,
touch P-M-yjJi ip specially .da,.ted to the
and one adopted
flat fifth finger even on
end in view.
and advantageous- For
white keys >s ®
{ the melody in Chopin »
example, the fir*
2-__a big. mellow tone result*
Nocturne i" D-flat, Op^ * * ,
„„d firm on

METHODS AND THEIR USE.

Almost all pianoforte teacher* have been trained
in sonic pnrticulnr method. This method i» very fre¬
quently one expounded by some famous teacher.
When the young teacher commence* the practice of
his profession, it is his aim and object to lie a true
apostle of the great master to whom he owe* hi*
training. And *<> he starts with the intention of
leading every pupil in exactly the way he ha* come.
In a few eyars he find* out hia mistake. He find* that
every teacher must have his own method suited to
his own individuality. And lie nl*o discover* that
every pupil must 1* dealt with individually. In
his blindness he ha* not perceived that these two
made his own teacher the man he woo.
The day* of those hard
fast method*
are over.
xiic*
linru and
ana ia*i
n
Formerly piano teaching consisted of
_ __
Now a days it consist* of nine “dp*” to
“don’t.”
~... -.
one “don’t.” Why is this? Simply liecausr we are
awakening to tlic fact, that a method does nothing
but supply thc framework, and that our own person
alitv must supply the rest I’ersonslity plus teaching
ability is the secret of the so-called ••method*" of
thc great teachers. What is understood by the “l»chetizkv method,” the “lUpoldi method” or the
“Deppc method" is not responsible for turning out
great pianisU. It i* the ,-rrsonality of the great
artists who teach them. What people call their
“method” is lheir w»y of presenting the truth.
What the great teachers do we also must endeavor
to do. We must work out our own sslvstioa. We
must become our own method. The mistake pro¬
fessional students Often moke is, that they remain too
long with one teacher or in one school. Tlwy do not
take advantage of their privilege to broaden their
In consequence they become narrow miodnd.
Their view is bounded by what their
then)i and they ro ver rise als.ve that.
v different way
realize that there are a great
lead to the same
goal. Also that we have not completed our knowl¬
edge of technic when we have finished a course of in¬
struction from some celebrated to.cber, or when wv
have graduated from a ronserv’tory.
And we must study the individuality of our rnPo'
Pupils differ. Their hands diffm. Their minda and
capabilities differ. UnU- we suit eMlm U
varvinu need* of our pupils, our teaching will n*wr
make much progress.
There is nothing
greater stride* today than the teaching of p.ao-sorte
pbiving. It is by taking the beet of all that w|pro
rented a* technic, that we become oompetent teacher*.
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MUSIC AND CHARACTER.
It is slowly being recognized by the community
that music, to have any real justification at all, must
be allowed its proper share in the formation of
character, and in the moral training of the genera¬
tion of tomorrow. Of course, a man may become a
millionaire or a prominent politician without having
a spark of the divine lire in his composition; he
may make corners without knowing anything at all
about counterpoint; but in the main what keeps
the world going is character. That is an essential.
The man without it sooner or later fails; the man
with it influences, perhaps unconsciously, the world
for good. To say this is not to ignore the fact that
materialism has also its part to play in everyday
life, for no man can afford to neglect the main
chance, but at the same time mere materialism will
not avail a man in getting the best out of his life,
which is one of the chief ends of existence.
Education is too often looked upon merely as the
acquirement of a knowledge of certain things which
have a recognized value in the commercial market.
It is that, among other things, but it is not only
that. It is also, and chiefly, the building up of
character; it is the cultivation of the graces of
civilization as well as of the material things of ex¬
istence. Among the arts, no one will be disposed
to dispute the pre-eminence of music, to the power
of which evidence has been borne by ancient and
modern writers alike, yet it is quite the exception
to find it regarded otherwise than as an extra item
in the scheme of education. True, it is no longer
looked upon with contempt as a mere accomplish¬
ment for the softer sex; men now are not ashamed
to avow their love for and proficiency in music;
but there still remains too much of the ancient feel¬
ing that only those who have a distinct gift should
undertake its study. It need scarcely be pointed out
that this principle is by no means carried out in
general subjects. A child’s predilections are not con¬
sulted there; he has to learn certain subjects, not
because he likes them, but because he cannot afford
to do without them, in a commercial sense. So, in
another equally important though far from commer¬
cial sense, he cannot afford to do without music, the
purest of the arts, the mistress of the emotions.
The absence of any signs of special talent is often
used as a pretext for not permitting a child to learn
music; but it is most certain that what is fre¬
quently taken for want of ability is nothing more
than lack of industry.
Children cannot possibly
know what is good for them, and they will shirk
every task if left to themselves. Were their music
practice as firmly insisted upon as the practice of
arithmetic there would be less talk of want of
ability. Speaking in a general sense, a child has no
real education at all until its fourteenth year; it
is then that he begins to apply intelligently the in¬
struction he has previously received. Is not the same
thing true in music? Here is a subject which must
be taken in hand at an early age while the muscles
are yet lissome, much ungrateful and wearisome labor
has to be bestowed on the acquirement of mere tech¬
nic, and the child has to work, not knowing why;
but then, at the period when childhood ends and
adolescence begins, a new world opens out before his
consciousness, and interest supplants indifference.
Let it not be forgotten either that the appetite
cornea in eating. Daily contact with good music is
sure to beget love for it and appreciation of the
diverse manifestations of its power and beauty. A
girl once remarked apologetically about her mem¬
bership of a small choral society: “I know I can’t
sing much, but I do enjoy the practices, because
now I see so much more in the music than ever I
used to.” In its absolute sincerity this testimony
carries weight, because it is but a type of so many
otliers. The appreciation of music is not merely a
sensuous, but also an intellectual enjoyment, and
those who think that they can derive the highest
pleasure from it without knowing anything at all
about it are simply imagining a vain thing. The
only way to love music is to work at it, and thus
gain some idea of what lies concealed beneath the
surface. Under the fostering care of a good and
intelligent teacher, the pupil’s sense of beauty, of
proportion, and of symmetry, can be enormously in¬
creased. Could one but imagine for a moment that
all the musical knowledge of those' who love music
were taken away from them, what gaps would there
be in our concert rooms!
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Can the effect of music upon the individual be
otherwise than beneficial ? No art is so potent in
arousing the emotions or in quickening the sensi¬
bilities, and yet it purifies while it excites. Shakes¬
peare was a man of infinite wisdom, as we all know,
and his lines on music, however hackneyed they may
be by too frequent quotation, illustrate a great truth.
The man that hath not music in himself is to be
distrusted, not simply because he is unmusical, but
because he has never been subject to its beneficent
'influence.
During the last thirty-five years music has been
a compulsory subject in elementary education. Who
can measure the good it may have achieved? Results,
unfortunately, are not in proportion to the trouble
involved, and in the great majority of cases music
is dropped when schooldays cease. This is a thou¬
sand -uties, but even so music may claim some por¬
tion of the credit due to our schools for introducing
a leaven of refinement into the life of the nation as
well as for reducing the prison rate. The interest
which is being displayed in the teaching of music in
secondary schools, the activity in the concert world,
the spread of competition festivals, are all healthy
signs of a desire to make music universally appre¬
ciated; but to be appreciated it must be studied,
and must therefore be recognized as a part of gen¬
eral education. There are plenty of opportunities for
the musically gifted, and circumstances are rarely
likely to restrain them from the development of
their talents. What is wanted is the study of music
for the so-called unmusical. With its aid they will,
without diminishing their position in commerce, cer¬
tainly become more useful, as well as more agree¬
able, members of society. We are far from having
attained such a pitch of perfection as that every¬
one knows and loves real music; but let it ever be
remembered that its study ennobles and elevates char¬
acter, and is therefore a benefit not only to the in¬
dividual but also to the community.—Musical News.

TRUE MUSICAL UNDERSTANDING. IS IT
THE RESULT OF RULE AND MEASURE?
BY ARMANDE DE P0LIG.NAC.
[From the French by Florence Leonard.]
Alas, that so many persons have pianos! Number¬
less others devote themselves to studying some in¬
strument, and these, when they can perform upon
the elephant’s tusk or the catgut, offend us either by
their ignorance or their too complete knowledge.
They learn a few rules, apply them anywhere and
everywhere;
we suffer from hearing Beethoven
rhythms crowded into two-bar effects, instead of
spreading out in larger groups; we hear dynamics
treated with absolute ignorance, or rather absolute
lack of curiosity concerning this side of form; we
hear arbitrary interpretations of the various signs,
which mean staccato, portamento and so on. In play¬
ing a fugue, these zealots forget that here is counter¬
subject, or they exclaim if they hear a canon, or
simple imitation: “All, there is a fugue! ”
The laity of art, who would gladly listen to un¬
derstand, or for the love of music would go a little
deeper into it, these are repelled by the dry useless¬
ness of harmony. Instead of counting up the semi¬
tones that a chord may contain, would it not be
much better to show them how important and how
personal a role this chord has to play in the tonality,
how its influence changes according to its place as
mediant, or sub-dominant, dominant, or standing on
the sixth of the scale?
The demons which possess the amateurs recognize
only one law, “the note.” They heap up their per¬
formances in fragments and as accumulated diffi¬
culties; therefore line, building plans, thought, and
the flower of feeling are overwhelmed. Some one said
of a painter: “He has put in everything, but there is
nothing to see.” It was a just criticism, and one that
applies to those who work at music with their fingers
instead of with their brains.
The “note” is one of the least stable things in the
world. How often has it been changed! The tem¬
pered scale is relatively modern and yet that is no
longer satisfactory. Noise is scarcely separated from
music and music is very near to noise. An ear that
is slightly perverted or much forced, hears music in
the noise of the street. In these noises there are
many regular vibrations which are notes, and in
the orchestra there are instruments without notes
which make noise.

What about the rubbing of the bow upon the
strings of the violin, the breath in wind instruments
and in the human voice, the stroke o^ percussion in
the battery, these noises which make half the sound
of the orchestra ? The only perfect instruments per¬
haps are the castanets, for their sound cannot be dis¬
tinguished from the method of its production. There
are no pure notes, however much one wishes to hear
them and imagine them. Even the sound from the
harmonics of a harp, or any other sound as slight
and ethereal as it is possible to produce, is not pure,
because one feels or hears more vibration than sound!
Music ought to be an esoteric art; indeed, it is
of all the arts, the one which has the least prac¬
tical or logical foundation; it is perhaps for that
very reason the most lofty and the least within our
reach, and the one of which we can only catch
gleams or intuitions. It is the one that has under¬
gone the most transformations, and these by a
groping process. It is not founded on scientific laws.
We have made compromises with it. We have
adapted it to our common ears. How weak a sup¬
port is the harmonic system, of which many notes
are entirely false according to our system and arise
from the tempered scale! Even the resultant over¬
tones discovered by Helmholtz, whose pitch is mea
sured by the sum of the vibrations of the component
tones; these often fall between two half-tones. Our
ear is not a very sensitive instrument; one will hear
the fifth on his violin a little sharp, another a little
flat, an almost imperceptible variation,, and never¬
theless these two quints may be “perfect” although
they have not the precise number of variations in
the proportion of two to three.
Furthermore, the ear can accustom itself to any¬
thing. Could we not conceive of a scale founded
only upon a rational series of vibration and worked
out by an arithmetical theory of harmony irrespective
of sound?
This last-named science, harmony, which has
grown up a posteriori, from experience, is just as
elastic as any other branches of musical theory.
In drawing we have geometry, in architecture the
laws of proportion; in music we have not even laws
of euphony.
The oryanum and discant sound false to us now¬
adays. Chance has given rise to laws. We have
created a little series of intervals which are sup¬
posed to lead into the octave, necessarily. So far as
I am concerned, the octave has never seemed to me
the necessary repetition of a note, but merely an in¬
terval just as different and decided as any other.
The masters preceded the laws which the theorists
have formulated from their works.
Since, then, music is a treasure which we have
taken so much trouble to possess ourselves of, we must
protect its delicacies and subtleties. For these are
no less a part of its essence than are its more ob¬
vious qualities, its rhythm and its infinite potter.
We must open wide to our young amateurs who
are growing pale over their musical work, the win¬
dows of true and intimate musical understanding;
and the phantoms of flats and sharps, tones and half¬
tones will vanish, to give place to a surprising en¬
chantment which is beyond names and schools.

THE MUSIC OF EXISTENCE.
Each one of us may make life a strain of music
if we will. If our lives are humdrum we can live
them with the immortal simplicity of a folk-songwhich impresses the commonplaces of existence wit
the beauty of sorrovv, hope or joy, and brings com¬
fort to souls untouched by great symphonies. Tm*
symphonies, too—amid their magnificent complex'^
of interwoven interests we must remember the broad
foundation theme that makes them purposeful an
beautiful. The pioneer and the wanderer live t e
wild Hamelin music that beckons down the open
roads of the world. Some lives dance merrily, bu
the sympathetic ear can find alike in country “an<*
and minuet the note of sadness. We sometimes e*
of lives that sound about the world like anthemsi ‘
a cathedral, and. alas! there are also many d’3C0 .
Some life-melodies begin brightly’ but fall >nt0
minor; many are broken off abruptly on a leading
note that lacks its tonic. Very many rise to a *nI
only to drop gently to a delicate close. Greatest ®
fewest of all are the melodies—and they mal’ .
those that have seemed broken and harsh, ev®n(l...
cordant—that fold their wings on a noble chord 1
the sound of a great Amen! ”—U. P. H-

,,F l could only study with a good teacher, I am
»
make a good musician!
Now, isn’t
‘
one girl if not 8% time,
’ Sosfeves will rest upon this article? Girls,
* ' t to work by yourselves and see how much
Si accomplish!
„ .
.
°How often we hear of “self-made men who have
Z to “the top” through their own earnest en‘.°®L Why can it not be said of you, “she is a selfTade musician?” (And you need not make a poor
Z of work of it either.)
Tour music is your
It, which has been given you to improve, and it
ends upon you whether it shall be “hid under a
,Ll ” or not. We can always gain inspiration and
i!elp from another’s experience, so let me tell you the
"tory «f » young friend of mine, and then I can
v to you- “Go, and do likewise! ”
wilf begin when a little girl baby came into the
world bom into a family where all were fond of
music, and from the time of understanding, the baby
listened to the home music, and grew to love it.
When the little hands were able to touch the keys
lirmlY, she began to “make melody” on the piano, and
when five years old played correctly “by ear,” and
also accompanied herself when the sweet little voice
was raised in the “school tunes,” which she heard
the older children sing. There was money enough to
have taken the little girl to a teacher, when she was
old enough, but in some way while the family were
proud of the little sister’s “cunning musical ways,”
all the attention was turned to the older sister, who
played the piano very well, and who, from the time
she was a little girl, had studied with a good teacher.
When our little maid was about seven years of age,
she began to hunger for the real knowledge of music,
hut never a word of “can’t / study?” did any one
hear; but she got to work, child though she was.
■She has told me of how she would sit at the piano
for hours at a time studying the notes in an old in¬
struction book, marking the letters over the notes as
she puzzled them out, fixing them “tightly” in her
mind. As a result, today she is a remarkably quick
and brilliant sight-reader, and when questioned as to
how she does it, modestly tells of her experience
teaching herself to read music.
She had struggles with “time,” but persevered until
that was conquered. She learned to play suBmenUy
well to take charge of the piano in her Sabbathschool (which
with • U*. City
church), when she was twelve years old; but yet,
never a word at home about a teacher. Fortunately
‘ho was in a community where much line music
eonld be heard, and her parents enjoyed taking her
"ith them when they attended concerts and recitals.
Trulv. this
this was
u rns nn
Truly,
an education
education in itself, because she
listened with intelligence.
When she was about fifteen years of age—her older
sister having left the home—it suddenly occurred to
the father that he had another daughter left, who
played “prettv well,” and “it was time she took a
few music lessons.” So the older sister’s teacher
was engaged to instruct her—a fine musician, by the
0f the credit for
"’ny—and to him she gives most of
success. I know that she was overjoyed at the
“Pportunity for study, but imagine her disappoint■T*. "hen after one quarter-of twenty lessons’
"»tion, the father decided “that she played plenty
"ell enough now, and might as well stop.” One
quarter! But never mind!—she kept right on praclcing, and working with the information she had
Poned, and played the piano beautifully, with
expression and intensity which would speak to the
heart of a listener.
When she had just passed her nineteenth birthday,
m
U|e mother died, leaving the care of the household
this brave girl, who assumed the caT
—*"n~
*7 "Singly. But she felt that her
™t be neglected, and with the household duties—
s|>e never shirked—kept up the study of her
mus.c regularly.
But now a new problem arose—her father failed
" business, and our musician felt that she must
P a onS in a financial way—but how? In telling
this story of her experience (which she wishes
■ff*" on to others if it will help them to study),
,rjaid: “When I thought of what I must do, I
uered how I could leave my music for any work
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enhnn\'7U!^
b<! con&enial- “nd yet I hardly felt
enough faith in my own ability to teach music, and
that was all I could do which I truly felt would
bring success.” But she went to the public library,
where there were plenty of books upon the subject
dear to her heart, subscribed to The Etude, so full
of helpful hints to teachers, and how she read, and
studied, and practiced! In a short time she felt
competent enough to announce to her friends that
she wished pupils, and without any dishonest as¬
sertions upon her part, in a short time, had secured
ten pupils—all children of intelligent, refined fam¬
ilies. As “nothing succeeds like success,” her own
work, and that of her pupils was known by all to be
successful, and very soon she had a large class of
pupils, at fifteen dollars per quarter—enough to re¬
lieve her father of her personal expenses, as well
as “helping along” at home. She had no time now
to give to a teacher to further her own work, but
took a full course in musical theory and hormany—at
a slight cost to herself, from a reputable school of
correspondence. I was told the other day by a mu¬
sician of high authority, that undoubtedly this young
woman is the most thoroughly intelligent and capable
musician in the community in which she lives, and
that her pupils’ work testifies as to her ability to
teach. Still more—she has a beautiful contralto
voice, cultivated by a good teacher, for whom she
accompanied in w’ork w’ith other vocal pupils, in
recompense for her own tuition, and now, for three
years, she has acceptably filled the position of alto
soloist in one of the large churches in the town where
she resides.
Has she “buried her talent,” do you think? With
a moderate amount of strength you can do the same,
if you will, and so enjoy yourself, and also pass on
the music which you love. Get to work, girls! "Go
and do likewise” with your musical ability.
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has most marks gets a star. At the end of the term,
the pupil who has received the greatest number ot
stars is given a little prise of trifling value. This
plan not only arouses but sustains enthusiasm, and 1
believe every teacher would find it helpful.
After this mental exercise has been worked on for
a while, some muscular work would be in order, and
for this purpose tlie following wrist exercise would
be suitable: Hold the arms at full length, forming
almost a level line from the shoulders to the hands,
alightlv curving the fingers from the knuckles. Throw
the hands hack from the wrist, counting one, then
let them drop downward, counting two. This may
be continued (always counting i for a few moment*
It strengthens and relaxes tlie wrist and is a good
preparation for future technical work. Tlie re ate
many books of finger gymnastics which can be bought
from dealers in music or kindergarten supplies, and
some of these are most helpful.
The lesson so far should have occupied about half
an hour; there is still time to give a short lesson on
the staff, and here the blackboard will come into
requisition. The pupils have already learned Urn
letter-names of the keys, and tlie position of one
line C has been especially dwelt upon, so the teacher
might write upon the blackboard (u|»on which a staff
is either painted or chalked), first a treble clef, anil
then the staff position of every key in Hie one lit.,octave, using whole notes to indicate them and lo¬
ginning with one line C.
Then give each pupil a blank book or |nul or part
of a sheet of music paper, and let these note* with
their letter-names be copied over and over again.
While they are doing this the teacher might take the
pupils in turn to the piano, and teach them to pl*y
the one finger exercise given la-low.
BIOHT HAND.

PRACTICAL IDEAS APPLIED TO THE
TEACHING OF CHILDREN.
BY KATHARINE BURRO WES.
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A Discobd.
Mb. Carl W. Grimm, of
Cincinnati, has kindly sent to
the Editor a copy of the programs given by his class dur¬
ing the season of 11)04-1905.
Quoting from the announcement, we offer to our
readers the following excellent suggestions: “The
points kept in view are both practical and artistic,
and are certain to develop the appreciation of the
good and beautiful in music. The object is to pro¬
mote musical intelligence and interest in every direc¬
tion; to help pupils to learn to play without fear;
to study with more definite aims; to gain knowl¬
edge of the great composers and to take delight in
their works. The Junior and Senior classes will have
their own meetings, but occasionally pupils of the
Senior class may play difficult numbers before the
Junior class.
Famous symphonies, overtures, etc.,
are to be studied in four, six and eight hand arrange¬
ments.
All students desirous of increasing their
knowledge have the free use of a select library of
musical literature.
Such pupils will receive as¬
sistance in choosing l>ooks to read. Parents are re¬
quested to be present at these meetings, which are
not limited to pupils only; each may bring a guest.”
The following topics were treated musically and with
essays: Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, Mendelssohn,
Russian Composers, and Tchaikovsky. Several “Mu¬
sical Domino” parties were given, and readings from
The Etude were used to enforce the lessons of the
music.
NOTES ON A
SERIES OF
CLUB PROGRAMS,

A Class Readixo, with
Questions. It is suggested
that the club members read
the following aloud, in turn,
then all books being closed,
the presiding officer will ask the questions.
JUVENILE CLUBS
CONDUCTED BY
THE MEMBERS.

Folk-Songs.
As the name indicates, folk-songs were (and are)
songs of the people, and had their origin among the
humble, rustic people of many lands. It was the
custom of these people to sing of their wars, their
victories, their trials and their hardships; also to
sing of their heroes and the joys of daily life. There
were songs, too, of a sentimental kind, which told of
the woes of parted lovers, etc., and still others which
were used to accompany dancing.
(The original
meaning of the word “ballad” was a dance.)

THE
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Folk-songs may be traced very far back of the
14th century, originating first among the ancient
nations: the Hebrews, Greeks and Romans, and later
among the people of Germany, Italy, France and
Spain; also among the Celtic races, the Scotch, the
Irish, and the Welsh.
Folk-songs are still sung
among the rural populations of several European
countries.
Unfortunately, many of the melodies of folk-songs
of the Middle Ages have perished, for the reason that
they could only be handed down orally, from one gen¬
eration to another, the art of writing music being, of
course, unknown until comparatively recent times.
All that can be found of such melodies conies from
the latter half of the 14th century, when composers
sometimes used these popular airs for themes upon
which to build sacred compositions, masses, etc. The
words of some of the ancient songs still remain.
The songs of the early Scottish people possess much
in common with the folk-songs of Greece, France,
Portugal, Denmark and Italy. Scottish ballads un¬
doubtedly had the same origin as the folk-songs of
other nations: that is, they were composed by pro¬
fessional minstrels, as some writers have thought.
Many of the legends upon which Scottish ballads
were formed are found to be a part of the stock of
primitive folk-lore. It is interesting to note that
the story of “Proud Lady Margaret” in Scotland,
“Lenore” in Germany, and “Aage and Elsa” in Den¬
mark, are all founded on a Grecian legend of “The
Night Journey,” which tells of a dead brother who,
wakened from his sleep of death by the longing of
love, bore his living sister on his saddle-bow, in one
night, from Bagdad to Constantinople.
Questions.
1. What does the name of folk-song indicate?
2. Of what did the people sing?
3. At what period in the world’s history did folk¬
songs originate?
4. Mention some of the ancient nations that origi¬
nated folk-songs.
5. Mention some of the later nations who thus ex¬
pressed themselves.
0. Are folk-songs still in use, and where?
7. Are the melodies of folk-songs of the Middle
Ages preserved ? Tell what you can on this point.
8. From what century do the oldest folk-song melo¬
dies, of which we have record, come?
9. How have these been preserved?
10. What can you tell about Scottish ballads?
11. Mention a legend that has been used by various
nations as a subject for songs.—Robin.
Evert
well-conTHE MERRY FARMER.
strueted piece of music
has a tendency to call
up some kind of picture in harmony with itself, in
the mind of the sympathetic listener or performer.
There can Ik: no harm in putting the mental picture
into words, if we but remember two very important
facts: 1st—the more we have within ourselves, the
more we will find in the piece; 2d—neither picture
nor words can express its entire content. Music has
much more to say than could possibly be said in
words. You know “w>- • i words end," there music
begins.”
Most young piano students early make the ac¬
quaintance of Schumann’s “Merry Farmer.” They
quickly learn it by heart and readily gain an impres¬
sion of its meaning. It may be enjoyed by them,
even if they cannot grasp all its composer put into
it. Let me describe a picture that rose in my mind
when I was a small girl and played this piece.
A bright-faced young fanner appears in the pic¬
ture, driving a stout, strong pair of oxen, in a
wagon heaped high with hay. The animals look so
sleek and well-fed, one feels sure they are fit for anv
duty that may be imposed upon them. Asleep on the
load of hay is a chubby, rosy-cheeked boy. It was

he who made those heavy chains of red and wh't
clover that hang so jauntily about the necks of th*
proud oxen. They are on their way home from t|>!
hay-fields, where each has done his part in a faithf
day’s work. Even the farmer’s little son has9 pi
"
pitched
hay and made garlands until he is tired out
As the wagon jogs along, the farmer sings -i
joyous song, lie is well content. His labors haw
been crowned with success. A happy home awaits his
coming. Why should he not be merry? The song lie
sings has for its accompaniment the motion of the
wagon and the voices of all nature about him. It js
in the key of F, in common metre, of a brisk move'
ment. and is divided into two parts, the first part
composed of eight measures, the second of twelve
The farmer has a rich-toned, manly bass voice, and
he seems to pour his whole soul into his song.
The opening phrase of this, which begins on the
unaccented eighth before the first full measure is
a burst of gladness in the tonic key. More subdued
gladness follows in the sub-dominant of the second
measure. In the third, a question is asked, but the
question is questioned in the fourth measure, second
beat, by the dominant of the dominant. The measure
ends with the dominant triad of the key, havin'*
dropped the seventh which made it the question
chord. Then the four measures that follow repent
the message of the first four, making it even more
insistent. What does it all mean?
Why, it is as if the farmer, while caroling forth
his joy at going home, felt an undercurrent of
thoughtfulness, and questioned if all would be well
when he reached there. In the first six measures of
the second part of the song the questioning pre¬
dominates. It has been a long time since morning.
Will all be at home as the farmer left it? Evidently
disaster is not greatly feared by him, for his song
ever finds its way to the joyous major tonic. The
opening beat of the sixth measure presents the first
minor chord of the song, the relative minor to the
sub-dominant chord. It is a reminder of the sorrow
that often comes unawares, but thought of it is
thrust aside by a glad answer to the question that
Suddenly a new element is added to the piece. A
clear, pure soprano unites with the farmer’s bass on
the last eighth of the sixth measure, and repeats
with him the first four of the preceding six measures.
It is the voice of the good man’s wife, whose own
soul has been echoing at home the emotions that have
been stirring within him. With beaming smile, she
stands at the farm-house door, the precious baby in
her arms. The two concluding measures are sung by
the merry farmer alone. Their song is the same as
that of the closing measures of the previous strain
of six, but they differ in the final tonic chord of the
accompaniment, which being here in the first posi¬
tion, expresses the return home. After wandering
and labor, the farmer is at rest.—Aubertine Wood¬
ward Moore.
“A EOBEST of salmon
colored sails, with their
maze of cordage—yellow¬
ish brown sails drying in the sun, tarred hulls and
apple-green decks, lateen yards threatening the
neighboring windows, derricks standing under pagodashaped roofs, tackles lifting heavy freight out of
vessels and into houses, clumps of trees, gables oveitopped here and there by belfries and spires;—ah
this bathed in smoke, traversed by sunlight, and gi'ing back the glitter of polished metal; the far-on
distance blue and misty', and the foreground full 0
vigorous color”—this is the “old” city of Hamburg.
Germany, in which Johannes Brahms was born ">
1833, just when Felix Mendelssohn was making the
nete part of the cit.v vibrate to his magic baton.
Johannes (this means John) was born in a gre»
six-storied tenement house, in a narrow little court,
where the family washings hung on the lines strung
from the house to the railing every day of the wee •
and tow-headed children by the dozen played abou
the door-steps.
.
His father was a musician who played in a ban
at the restaurants and in a theatre orchestra.
'•
mother was a sweet, pious woman who got up at da
break to scour their two-room tenement, and w"
talked to her little son about truth and honesty a"
manliness while she knitted his stockings and n"
tens.
_
,
Johannes Brahms was not one of the multitude »
musicians that have been intended for the 8 ^
Johannes’ father had decided on the day of hi9 90,1
JOHANNES BRAHMS.

. . t.ia* this son should be a musician, but he
Mat a musician like himself, one who would play in
orchestra on flute, horn or violin; and when he
fund that his small son would practice on the piano
10 d on no other instrument, Papa Brahms was very
an
He said all manner of things about men who
“'hied the piano; said the piano was nothing but
P Ljjjj
0f rattles,” and that one could not make
red music on it. But Brahms, Jr., had a way of
thrusting out his lower lip when he was very deter¬
mined about a thing, which people soon learned was
.. 9i(m that he was not the one that was going to
•e in- so when he stuck out his lip and clung to
fi'e piano with both hands, his father gave in and
got the best piano teacher that could be found for
h* Johannes’ education, however, consisted of a great
deal more than learning to play the piano. He also
be<ran to study the theory and science of music when
quite young, and along with this he received a mu¬
sical training such as only the son of an orchestral
player receives. As soon as he could walk, he be;,an to go to rehearsals of the orchestra with his
father. Here he listened to the leader day after
dav, and year after year; poked his nose onto the
scores and learned to read them; puzzled over the
different instruments, learning the mechanism of each
and its relation to the entire orchestra, and, as he
listened to the men repeat a selection over and t>ver
again until it became perfect, he learned the greatest
lesson of life, the lesson of thoroughness, and took
for his life motto this: “Thoroughness before every¬
thing.”
IDs Piano Practice.
Once he got his way about studying the piano, he
settled down to such study and careful practice that
he made rapid progress, and the friends who heard
him play said to his father: •“Why, your boy is a
prodigy! You should take him on a tour! You
could make a fortune on him! ” So Johannes’ father
made plans to bring him here to America and get
rich exhibiting little Johannes as a musical wonder.
But when the music master heard of these plans, he
advised Papa Brahms not to carry them out. He
said: “If you make a show player of the child now,
you will break up his habits of study, turn his head,
give him a big opinion of himself, and spoil him
generally. Better let him remain quietly at his
studies for a few years more, and then your son will
be a solid musician of whom you may justly be
proud.” The father was wise, let the music teacher
have his way, and Johannes never came to America.
At School.
His days at school were not all happy ones. His
father had gone to the school master and said: “Now,
this son of mine is going to be a musician, a pro¬
fessional musician. He practices much every day,
and also studies the theory of music and how to
write it. So I ask you to make his school tasks
89 light as possible that they will not take up too
much of his time, and that ‘they will not encroach
upon his music studies.” Herr Brahms had the very
best intentions in going to the master in this way,
but he made it harder rather than easier for his
boy, because the school teacher was like a great
many who are teaching today—he could not believe
that any study that was not taught in his school
was of the least importance. The idea of expecting
him to allow a pupil to neglect his school work for
an outside study struck him as really too ridiculous,
and caused him to make little Johannes the butt of
his sarcasm. He never called the boy by his proper
name, but always some musical instrument as if he
"e>e. in English, to call him a bassoon and make it
ihvme with buffoon, or oboe and make a rhyme with
the old boy.” He prophesied regularly that Johannes
would come to some bad end, and seemed delighted
whenever the boy did make a slip and gave him a
«hanee to put a‘ black mark down to his discredit.
Nevertheless, the boy kept steadily on, and did not
®”0"’ this treatment to make him hate learning, as
*t would many boys; for after he left school he at¬
tended lectures, read a great deal and studied with
another boy as anxious to learn as himself.
His Playtime.
Johannes’ mother realized that “all work and no
P'ay makes Jack a dull boy; ” so for Johannes
ere were many free hours which he loved to spend
°n the wharves watching the lading of the vessels,
?T at the carpenter shop3, iron foundries and printlnff offices, where he would watch the work in prog-
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ress, and where he learned to feel an interest in all
the ciafts and in all inventions; an interest which
grew more and more keen as he grew older. He was
a son of the people, was proud of it, and as inter¬
ested in the work of those of his fellow-men who
wrought in wood and iron and leather as in the
work of those who “wove fabrics of sweet sound.”
What He was Like.
Everyone that ever tried to describe Johannes
Brahms said that “he was a typical North German,”
which means that he was square and sturdy, blue¬
eyed and yellow-haired, very strong, very deepchested, very determined. He was very boisterous, a
friend said, up to the time he was twenty years old.
He much preferred sliding down the banisters to
using the stairs, and liked to pull the flaxen pig¬
tails of the gretchens playing about the door, as he
passed; but he was always ready to give “first aid”
to a baby that chanced to be “spilled,” and could
wipe away the mingled tears and mud tenderly
enough. When he went visiting he had a way of
pounding on the friend’s door with both hands at
once, and then bolting in without waiting for an
answer to his thunderous knock.
He had a dreadfully high-pitched voice, which a
long course of beseeching on his mother’s part that
he would modulate it, caused him to change into a
rumbly hoarse affair that must have been funny, but
which one of his chums found quite disagreeable.
As a boy, he had one other passion besides music,
and that was—tin soldiers. He said that the hap¬
piest hours of all were those spent with his tin
soldiers. After he had become a great man, a friend,
also famous, went to visit him and his mother told
about the tin soldiers. The friend began to tease the
great composer about his toys, but Brahms quite
gravely took him to the desk where he composed the
music that made his name, and, unlocking a drawer,
showed him two boxes with the tin soldiers neatly
laid away, saying (and he was then thirty years old):
“The happiest memories of all are resting in those
boxes.”
His First Public Appearance.
At fourteen, Johannes made his first public appear¬
ance as a concert pianist. He played music by Bach
and Beethoven, and some that he had written lmnself.
Soon after this he got a position playing at the concerts given at one of the theatres and. sometimes
playing behind the scenes during the tender parts ol
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A noble profession is teaching;. The teaching;
of an art should ennoble both teacher and pupil.
Should it not do so the teacher is at fault, both
in his own character and in the use he makes
of his opportunity. Work for permanent im¬
press.

“She stoops to conquer” might well be the descrip¬
tion of the life of many a music teacher. In fact, the
teacher who will not “stoop to conquer” misses half
of his opportunities for success in his chosen field.
That is to say, the teacher must descend from his or
her own position of advancement and place himself
on a plane level with that of the pupil. He must
push, not pull. He must help, not merely call out:
“Come up higher.”
Some think it a disgrace to teach beginners. Why
so? Are we not all pupils? Is not the most ad¬
vanced student still to be a pupil if he makes further
advancement? Hoes not the whole musical world sit
at the feet of the Paderewskis and Joachims? Are
we not all engaged in preparing the people for the
final instructions they receive at the hands of the
great artists? The only thing in this connection to
be ashamed of is that the work be slovenly done. If
the preparation be poor, if the ideals be low, if the
musical spirit be lacking, if the work be but per¬
functory, if it be on a purely commercial plane—then
there is reason for shame. And the greatest shame
should be the lot of the man or woman who falls
short of his or her best capabilities. “Act well your
part, there all the honor lies,” sings the poet; to act
poorly your part, to be careless, thoughtless, to be
any sort of quack—there lies the shame.
Teaching the rudiments of music is as creditable an
occupation as teaching the interpretation of Bee¬
thoven; it is as truly a necessary work in the mu¬
sical world, though it does not get the credit or the
emolument of the latter. Yet, when did the laborer
get the hire of which he is worthy?
As the teacher in the kindergarten and the primary
departments of the day-school has more effect on the
future mental and moral status of the child than the
high-school teacher, so does the teacher of the early
grades of music have more effect on the artistic stand¬
ing of the pupil than the one who teaches the
Chopinesque graces or the Beethovian ponderosities.
The man who lays the foundation does not receive the
plaudits awarded to the one who adds the fancy
cornice or the tapering spire; but his work is more
necessary to the building and more permanent in its
results. The teacher of rudiments need never be
ashamed of his occupation. He is laying a foundation
that will last through life. On it will be imposed all
further study and learning. If his pupils lie welltaught, then he may take pride in his work and feel
himself as necessary, as valuable, as deserving of
proper emolument and social position as the one
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who may hold his head higher because he deals only
in sentimental interpretation.
Do not lower the dignity of your place in the pro¬
fession by thinking less of it, or of charging less for
your efforts. Make yourself a specialist in the line
of foundation laying—but by this I do not mean that
you have to follow any “patent” method or much
lauded “system” of work—and demand what is due
the specialist in any line of instruction. The public
will take you at your valuation of yourself. See that
it is not too low.
One of those persons who delight in statistics offers
some interesting figures in regard to the extent of
the action of eye, brain and fingers in rapid piano
playing. He says that in playing Weber’s “Moto
Perpetuo,” a pianist is obliged to read 4541 notes in
less than four minutes, or about nineteen a second.
He further says that the pianist must cultivate the
eye so as to see 1500 signs in one minute, the fingers
to make 2000 movements, and the brain to under¬
stand all these movements. He indicates a point of
importance in saying that the eye can only receive
about ten consecutive impressions in a second. There¬
fore, a player reading a new composition full of runs
and rapid passage work of various kinds must, of
necessity, perceive by groups, not by single notes;
otherwise he must be limited to a lower rate of speed
than is possible to the fingers. Here is also indicated
the function of memorizing, for the brain can direct
the fingers at a rate more rapid than it can receive
single impressions through the eye.
These facts are right along the line of the best
modem teaching, which calls to the aid of the player
the various resources of harmony, analysis of chords,
phrases, rhythms, and various figurations which are
familiar, the extreme notes (first and last) being
those specially observed. It is also plain that teach¬
ing that is based on such a plan as this improves
the mind, gives it power to co-ordinate and to retain.
Teachers may make experiments with the metronome
to test the rapidity of their finger action, as well as
that of their pupils. Set the metronome to 120
quarter notes to the minute and play a scale in six¬
teenth notes; that will give 480 notes to the minute;
change to thirty-second notes, at the same metronome
indication and we make 960 notes to the minute.
Many intermediate rates are possible, as for example,
set the metronome to 126 and play a group of six
notes to a beat.
When the fingers have thus been thoroughly drilled,
a sub-conscious skill is acquired, the result being a
considerable increase in rapid execution. The moral
is obvious: Pupils should memorize all scales, arpeg¬
gios, and the various scale and rhythmic figures found
in their technical exercises and then devote some time
each day to promoting rapid fingering.
A writer in one of the magazines gives a bit of
philosophy about music which will doubtless prove a
comfort to those who believe that music in social
gatherings should be naught but an accompaniment
to conversation. Says the writer, a woman, as we
can judge from the last sentence of the quotation:
“At evening parties a man’s shyness is mitigated by
music. In my own experience, when some stray bian
and I have stood together speechless, no sooner did
the piano break into our appalling silence than ideas
seemed to inundate us. The dumb man spoke as if
by magic; and I, who hitherto had nothing to say,
couldn’t talk fast enough.” Music, a creator of ideas!
Unfortunately, we are not told as to the nature and
quality of the ideas that inundated the minds of the
two persons concerned in this social interchange. It
is the experience of many that music does bring with
it into the mind a chain of ideas, but our experience
has been that these ideas are not such as clamor for
immediate expression in the atmosphere of social
small talk. Music calls to mind deeper, more intimate
emotions and concurrent ideas than would pass for
entertainment at the average social gathering. It is
a relief, however, to know that it is because music
inundates with ideas that conversation redoubles in
vivacity and loudness the moment music begins.
[Tn our last issue a note was made in regard to en¬
dowments for music schools. We have been much
interested to read an editorial note on the same sub¬
ject in a recent issue of the Journal of Education, pub¬
lished in Boston. We take pleasure in reprinting
this for the benefit of our readers. It shows very

clearly the reason why liberal endowments are neces¬
sary and why those who are interested in music have
a right to look for such benefactions from those who
give to educational needs.]
Music schools should be, must be, and will be e
dowed. It is a strange and humiliating fact that
of the vast sums given to the cause of education by
persons of large means in their lifetime, or by be¬
quest, practically none has been for the benefit of
music, which really is one of the most needy and
deserving of all phases of education.
No other branch of education is so uniformly for
the benefit of the public. Musical talent cultivated
and musical art magnified are never primarily for
the benefit, comfort, or pleasure of the artist* per¬
sonally, nor for the benefit of the family or friends
but for the multitude. Literally hundreds of thou¬
sands of persons are benefited, rested, comforted by
every musical artist.
Music, vocal or instrumental, is the one talent that
must be skillfully and scientifically developed. A
genius in mathematics, in science, in literature, in the
classics, in oratory, or even in art may get great
power through home study and self-training, but not
so with music. Here there must be the best training,
always by a master in this art.
An ordinary man may direct one’s studies in other
branches of education and be fairly successful, but a
musical genius must be trained by a master, and as
masters are always scarce, it is the most expensive
of all education. Here false methods or quack treat¬
ment is fatal.
Musical talent and aspiration are as likely to he
found among the common people, or even among the
poor, as among the well-to-do, and as their num¬
ber is as ten to one, there are many more of them, so
that most of the possible musical artists can never
be given to the world without large financial as¬
sistance. It is needless* to say that such artists should
not be individually indebted to any one person.
The public schools can never meet the needs of
musical artists. These schools can do vastly more
than they are doing, should do and will do more, but
at the most they can merely educate all to a point
where genius may be revealed, and then there must
be such work at the hands of the master, instru¬
mentalist or vocalist, as will develop her strain of
individual genius, for no two musical artists are in
the same field.
All this sho-ws conclusively that adequate endow¬
ment is in immediate demand for the sake of the
public and for the advantage of worthy talent. Such
endowment can only be advantageously used in con¬
nection with some existing institution. It takes years
to bring together a body of harmonious artists in
this branch of education. Almost as well to try to
duplicate Harvard, Yale, or Princeton by means of a
fabulous endowment as to create by mere money a
conservatory of music.

It is said of some of the great captains of industry,
finance and labor, that they have the faculty of taking
up a problem, of concentrating their thought upon
it for a period, and then, in what appears a short
time, of pronouncing a decision. This would seem
to indicate that the strong men in the various walks
of life reach conclusions unaided. Not so. In every
case, the essential facts were laid before these men in
a thoroughly digested state, and what they did was
to review the various data and then reach conclusions.
It is not a case of individual work, but of solidarity.
A parallel can be made in the work of the music
profession. There are problems common to all teach¬
ers, certain troubles that annoy every one, needs that
confront the young and the old. How are these to
be solved? Is it the work of each teacher to find his
own way? Is such a method economical or scientific?
Why not take a lesson from practical business men
and from scientists ? They meet in convention; every
manufacturing industry has a national or State or¬
ganization ; the learned professions, medicine, theol¬
ogy, law, education, architecture, etc., hold annual,
in some cases, monthly' meetings, to discuss common
matters. Why should not the music teachers of a
community meet occasionally and talk over matters of
common import and interest? When two persons
seriously discuss a problem, additional light is sure
to come to each one. Try this plan, in a small way,
if you are dubious as to its value. Talk over pro¬
fessional problems with some teacher, not in your
own special line. Perhaps you will be willing later
to meet with three or four others,
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THE effects of moral character
UPON THE VOICE.
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Thebe is a decided tendency of late to observe U»*
mental as well as the physical side of voice culture.
Teachers vary all the way from extreme emphasis
of the physical to absolute reliance upon will power,
the majority taking a medium course between the**
two methods.
In entering the realm of mind, teacher and pupil
are either upon holy ground, or else they seek a high
way over a morass of evil. This moral element in
faithfulness with which the better class of these in¬
the problems to be solved seems scarcely to enter
struments reproduce the work of artists. Even the into the modus operandi of the average studio. It
color of the tone is there.
should lie understood and dealt with, as it will,
The present writer was one day teaching Schubert's when mind ceases to lie a mystery. Then we shall
“Death and the Maiden,” when a question arose as no longer have the strange phenomenon of a morally
to how Madame Schumann-Heink had rendered a cer¬ debased man lifting us to height* of religious exalta¬
tain phrase. It took but a moment to place the disc tion by his beautiful rendering of “If with All your
in position and behold! the glorious voice was in Hearts” while we are untouched by the efforts of an
evidence and the question settled. One student, an excellent singer of exemplary character.
earnest tenor, has the records of the great tenors,
“Temperament”! we say (poor overtaxed word!)
and is gaining rapidly in that intangible and evasive and at present can say no more, hut, quite aside from
quality, variously described as atmosphere, abandon, this subtle and undeniable factor, does moral char¬
style. In some mysterious way the study room is acter directly affect the voice ! A keen and deep *tu
transformed into an auditorium; one gets the glow dent of human nature once said to roe: “A singer has
that comes with the sweep of things, and that en¬ but to open her mouth, and her inmost self is revealed
thusiasm which enables the student to rise above fear
or distrust of self, or sensitiveness to another’s
Said a good vocal teacher, speaking of a certain
prudence is for the moment his, and he is pushed to pupil: “Her voice lie* to me—every note. I never
the limit of his vocal as well as imaginative possi¬ cun make an artist of her! ”
And again: “Mi«* A’* voice i« like herself. «wert.
bilities.
Guided by the cautious teacher, a student may —too sweet, it is cloying, like loo much hooey.
employ one of the perfect voice duplicating instru¬
Such amiability, such tranquillity, such cowptacenor!
If i could only make her lose her temper just oner, to
ments to great and lasting advantage.
make that perfect tone human! ”
1 am aware that this i* an unexplored Held i *eri
ouslv considered as bearing on technic) and that U«e
average teacher relies u)*.n three factors—rose, in
telligence, method. If I he student has a fine »<*ier
and musical gifts and works hard, what more ne»*
we ask? The had students sing a* well as the g'ssl
onml—aometimes better. \Vhut have we to do with
moral character?
And then there are the great singer*. ' trying
from real nobility of character to absolute voter,
thev seem to refute any possible argument that moral*
affect the voice, except the general admission, in all
professions, that actual diasipation ruins the lira mi.
But oliaervc one common virtue In the IP*B* a ugera, namely: sincerity. Signor It
. who is
V
I 1 of
.1 eimraeicr.
,.i.„r.Her pm*
outs more sinnwitv• into
from a model
one phrase of hi* aria than a devoted menils-r oi me
Christian Endeavor puta into an entire rejirrtoire.
Artistically considered, three singer* are models o«
«nseienl iousneaa. To thenii vanity, treachery. *•bauehery arc light mutters. To phrase badly, to' lack
tone color, to ruin a pianissimo t hw* are cri
•
What then? Shall we becoma a* had *» th«7
••
that we may sing a. well? Heaven forbid! Do no! ness! ratlaw to make up In moral and mruwi
strength what they may lack, inasmuch a* we nave
but » fraction of their
,£*"
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When the mowing machine first appeared, an old
New England farmer said: "Humph! a lazy man’s
invention. Riding across the meadows and marking
them all up with a heavy iron machine. My father
not along with a scythe, and a scythe is good enough
for me ” But as the mowers were made lighter in
weight and draught, and he saw his neighbors’ hay
gafcly stowed away, before he had fairly begun, he
came to better conclusions.
It was equally true of the women, when the sewing
machine was introduced. They pooh-poohed it as a
siUv advertising scheme. But it is appalling to think
of the increase in the cost and the change in the appearance of both men’s and women’s apparel if the
Living machine should suddenly cease its activities.
The present-day workers in any sphere of art or
business are more tolerant; they reserve judgment
until the new aid to their efforts has been tested.
Such has been the attitude of the vocal profession to
the phonograph, the graphophone, and the talking
machine.
_
Ten years ago, the present writer installed one ot
the then up-to-date Edison instruments in his studio,
and made a careful study of its possibilities. It was
then the idea that the chief value of the invention
to the student of singing was the ability to reproduce
his own voice, and to profit by the new view-point,
as also by comparison. For this purpose, our own
cylinder impressions were made with greater or less
success. Owing to the erratic tendencies of the in¬
strument, quite as much, I am sure, as to the inexlierience of the operator, some of the effects were
highly amusing, and not in the least instructive. It
did not take long to learn that the phonograph was
not then a practical aid to the teacher of singing.
But that it would one day wield a powerful influence
in the studio the writer then firmly believed, and so
affirmed.
,
The day of the usefulness of the better class of
voice duplicating instruments is at hand, and their
worth to the teacher and the student cannot be mea¬
sured. It is important, however, that a clear idea o
their peculiar sphere of usefulness be understood.
Tliev are at present valueless in method work or tone
production. In view of the availability of instru¬
mental assistance, they will not be widely employe
in rudimentary training. They cannot be of as
sistance in any part of the field, where the training
involves the initiative of the pupil, such as in sea es,
solfeggi, vocalises, etc. Neither would we advocate
their emplovment in early interpretative study, w ere
it is of the utmost importance for the student that
he establish a technical basis for every possible effort
in expression, but in the field of broad interpret ion,
where style, art, and tradition count, where the s u
dent has an abundance of resources at his comman
with neither the knowledge nor temperament nor ex
perience to utilize them artistically. Here it is ia
the phonograph steps in and condemns the develop¬
ment of years into months. It places before the
pupil the most perfect models which he can hear an
study in detail hundreds of times. The individuality
°f an artist who is great is protected by a ng
court than that which framed the international
copyright law and it cannot be violated.
c
technic and artistry of the singer are the com
property of all auditors and can be appropriatea
they can be caught.
, ,
. TP.
The difficulty in the past has been to catch andr
tain the innumerable fine effects which accomp ^
the finished rendering of an aria. But, now, J
expenditure of a few dollars and the right se
of material for study, the greatest living
their most successful numbers can be « “
_
one’s own music room and made to repeat their per
formances again and again until all details 0
‘
ment in accent, shading, tempo, articulation. 1P1“ r
and breathing are perfectly understood and
appropriated. It is little short of miraculou.

Mb. Cabl Sobeski.
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Miss D-has many fine vocal qualities, but is so
self-centred that no amount of technic will put her in
good form for an audience. She calls it sensitive¬
ness and stage-fright. She is far too cool-headed for
•either. It is sheer selfishness.
Miss E- will always phrase badly, and bungle
the tempo, but she will always please. She is as
simple and free as a child, open-hearted, honest, and
lovely. She is not clever or deep, but she looks her
audience in the face, and sings to them, not at them.
Miss F- is clever and deep; but somehow her
voice will not “come out.” In spite of months of
hard work, it is still a little throaty, and her style
too self-contained. She is a dreamer, reading her
songs like a poet, but too subjective to freely deliver
her message, and paint with bold strokes. If she
had the moral courage to step out of self, her voice
would blossom like the rose, and her delivery would
take on the authority of the artist.
These are a few of the instances where a teacher
struggles against great odds.
Every thoughtful
teacher could add to the list. Breathing exercises,
scale work, and vocalises, cannot atone for a serious
rift in the lute of personal character. Good singers
are made of sterner stuff than the public realizes;
■and the best teacher in the world cannot build upon a
poor foundation.
We have most of us heard of the three requisites
for a successful singer, given by a Parisian teacher:
1st. Voice.
2d. Voice.
3d. Voice.
Aye!
But
whence that voice? Does it spring wholly from vocal
chords, palate, diaphragm and chest? No! It is the
marvelous mouthpiece of a "great nature; as the
personal history of great singers will, in the main,
testify.
We cannot do without common sense and ordinary
technical training in the studio. But, adding to
that, keen insight into human nature, and an accurate
gauging of the effects of character upon the voice, will
technic not become a little less of a god? Does it
not behoove teachers to study their failures more care¬
fully; to consider that voice timbre is not more im¬
portant than moral calibre; that the intellect is fed
from the springs of morality and righteousness, and
the fountain never rises higher than its source?
AN INTERVIEW WITH PROMINENT VOICE
TEACHERS.
BY EDITH L. WINN.
-lfr. X.—Americans are careless concerning English
•diction. They should first learn to read English well
before they sing it at all. I was taught first to read
the classics aloud to my father, who was a voice
specialist. I always read to him in the evening, some¬
times in English, sometimes in German, but my Ger¬
man was stilted. Inflection we should first learn
from the spoken language. It is a strange thing that
most vocalists are poor readers and use their speak¬
ing voices very badly.
Madame V.—Phrasing is not absolute but how
necessary is a study of it to vocal success. I remem¬
ber going night after night in Paris to hear Bern¬
hardt. The study of her dramatic powers and her
subtleties of phrasing opened a new vista to me. I
believe that no one has ever influenced my ideas of
phrasing as did she, for the true artist learns quite
as much from related arts as from her own specialty.
.4. L.—One true object of an American Opera
School is to prepare students for the opera at home,
with the advantage of foreign teachers in a home
environment. There are many reasons why a young
woman should not go abro" ' alone to study. She does
not know to whom to go for lessons and she does not
know the language and customs of the country. Of
• course, there are just as many bad teachers abroad
as in America. There arc bad teachers everywhere
■and quite a good number in our large cities. We
select good teachers that the students may enjoy
the instruction of foreign teachers here in our midst.
■Of course, we do not aim to prepare for the opera
alone. This is only one of our aims.
There are many reasons why young men, and espe¬
cially young women, go into the opera classes. They
know that there are only a few places in legitimate
■opera in this country, but they remember that Mme.
Nordica, an American, is among the greatest of all
present-day opera singers, and they think that there
may be one chance for them. We do not ask them
why they come. If they fail to find a place in the
opera, the study which they have had will broaden
their education, enable them to criticise works which
they hear, give them poise in musical rendition and
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appreciation for what is fine in vocal art. Nothing is
lost. If they become teachers, the training is of
value to them. As concert singers, they need operatic
selections to give variety to a program. The study of
operas gives to the student dramatic ideas which must
color all other work. Then, too, the technical mastery
of operatic music requires years of study. The stu¬
dent of opera needs a good voice, a fine presence,
dramatic instinct, patience and, above all, a fine
sense of beauty in art.
Mr. G.—In preparing teachers for their work, we
cannot select a teaching repertoire for them. They
must assimilate and learn by experience what to use.
We cannot lay down rules for boarding schools and
colleges in which voice is taught. Our pupils go out
to teach and they select a few ballads, these are all
that young singers—beginners—should learn. Then
it takes years and years of study to know how to
train voices. What can we do in one or two years of
preparation? Simply nothing, hut try to impress
upon pupils who are to teach that they know nothing
of the art of teaching, and that the best thing for
them to do is to be careful of young voices. \\ e try
to teach them what not to do. That is all.
E. H.—Not one person in ten has the tonal ear
for voice building. Not one teacher in ten has fine
discrimination in producing tone.
Siffnor T.— American pupils are hard workers.
They learn the diction of opera slowly, however. The
trouble is they have not been reared amid the tradi¬
tions of the opera. America has not an “opera atmos¬
phere.” What is a week of opera in a season ? Noth¬
ing at all. Why, abroad, the students drink in the
opera with the very air they breathe!
L. X.—Tone is not absolute. It is relative. Voice
pupils should hear great pianists play, also great
violinists. Above all, let thei learn early to save
their voices and, if they teach, to teach others to
save their voices.
Mme. L.—There are rules, rules, rules, to be ob¬
served in the opera. Individuality comes only when
one has learned the truths of dramatic action so well
that one is daring enough to l>e original. Great art
is simplicity itself. Ranting is but the offspring of
amateur work. It looks easy to see a great opera
singer act upon the stage. It is not easy, for he is
actor, singer, interpreter—all in one. Americans
should not only learn to speak foreign languages in
the opera—they should be true linguists. Diction
seems easier for the American than interpretation.
There are certain traditions to be observed in all
operas. One must respect these. The interpretation
of great operas varies among great artists, however.
Grisi admired Jenny Lind and the Lind admired
Grisi, but each had her own interpretation of her
rOle. I have heard at the theatre, too, such artists
as Rejane and Bernhardt. They were wonderful in
their mastery of the same character—but they did not
interpret alike.
Mr. T.—There may be more than one way of play¬
ing the violin and piano, but there is but one way
of singing, that is—the true way. All are striving
toward the ideal but few have the tonal concept for
which they strive so hard. The finest teacher in the
world cannot teach a pupil to sing who has no inner
conception of what is beautiful in tone. Teachers play
upon the souls of pupils, upon a receptive mind, too,
but teachers cannot work when tools are not sharp.
Give me a keen, intelligent pupil and I’ll accomplish
more with an average voice than with ten gifted stu¬
dents who are nightingales only in natural quality of
voice. I am not looking for heavenly voices. I am
looking for average voices possessed by young men
and women who have brains and temperament and the
will to work. That kind of material pays better than
any other. Heavenly voices are mostlv disappointing
when one knows the possessors to be brainless.
THE EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENT ON VOICE.
BY GEORGE CECIL.
M. Van Dyck is of the opinion that the state of
the voice depends upon the singer’s health; other
authorities, too, have expressed themselves to the
same effect. But few persons take into consideration
the fact that the quality of the voice is, to a certain
extent, influenced by other conditions—conditions
which are less remote than might be imagined.
A naturally round, mellow and sympathetic voice
may lose something of its characteristics if the singer
is in any way harassed, or if excesses—no matter of
what nature—are permitted. Business worries may
bring a hard, strained quality; insufficient food (as
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might be expected!) an undesirably thin tonean over-indulgence in whiskey or in insinuate i;
ueurs is absolutely fatal; numerous instances;'1
this. Domestic troubles also play havoc with tl!
voice: a long course of friction between a hush* i
^»J|^^jO0jnojce dctenorating inti
a poor one. Briefly, happiness, moderation
health can practically make or mar the singer’s it?
It must, however, be pointed out, that the rule lik
all others, has an occasional exception. For •
stance, an artist sometimes finds it possible to sill
brilliantly while suffering the agonies of toothache
or the scarcely less devastating headache, while 1
desjiondent lover may be at his best when he hawooed unsuccessfully!
It will, perhaps, not be out of place to allude to
smoking. Everyone knows that Mario was an invet
crate smoker, even defying the rules of the theatre
by puffing his cigar in the wings during the waits, and
that his voice was a particularly beautiful one. It
may not. however, be common knowledge that most
of the prominent tenors, baritones and basses of today
smoke—in strict moderation! hi. Jean dc Reszli
cannot withstand the temptation of a cigarette; Sig¬
nor Caruso smokes cigars—and enjoys them im¬
mensely; Signor Ncotti prefers Russian cigarettes—
which he smokes through a holder; M. Joyrnet in¬
dulges in the same brand; Signor Bonci, who is
delighting all London at the Waldorf, prefers Turkish
cignrettrs—and Mr. John Coates (whose Lohengrin
has yet to lie heard at the Metropolitan Opera House),
has a hankering for cigars!
Surroundings also influence the quality of the voice,
the extent depending upon the singer’s strength of
mind, for whereas the ordinary person who is thrown
among vulgar people is almost certain to acquire a
common tone, the artist rises superior to the occasion
and emerges triumphantly from the ordeal. This is
specially noticeable in London—where a singer is
sometimes forced to live in the suburbs and to mix
with the unbridled Philistines. To many a young
and impressionable beginner such conditions are a
source of danger, though an older and more imagina¬
tive singer may emerge with safety from the ordeal.
Practical experience has shown that a residence in
Italy or in some other Southern country, plays a pan
in forming the quality of the voice, for though tire
possessor of a voice which resembles Svengali’s cannot
expect t" w->rk wonders with it by living in Naples, a
naturally thin voice may lie immensely improved by a
stay in the “sunny South,” as Italy is termed by those
who have not lieen there. For that matter, twelve
months spent in any warm climate have the effect of
strengthening the voice; a “hot weather” in India,
for instance, will work wonders with a small voice,
often converting it into a fairly serviceable one.

THE AMERICAN VOICE.
No man of real dignity, said Aristotle, could ever
be shrill of speech. It is a true saying, and it »
one that ought to strike home with peculiar force o
the minds of the American people. As a na IonAmericans arc certainly shrill of speech, nnd they »
slowly but surely awakening to a knowledge o
fact.’ But although an occasional article in news¬
paper or magazine 1ms of late stimulated tlioug a
promoted social discussion, there has been so ar
definite agitation of a subject more iniportan
national comfort and well-being than perhaps appe
upon the surface.
., to|
The cause of our shrill voices has been at n
by manv to the climate. But it would seem
seasonable to attribute the cause to the nervousn.
and worry which pervade business and 8®cl®
••
We have not yet gained the “power throng
that comes with settled convictions, with fu
ment of our ends, or with the equally saUrf^
though pessimistic conviction that the ends
worth attaining. We are anxiously pursuing
^
the almighty dollar or social position, or n
once. We are, as a whole, in a state of
fusion, scrambling, jostling, pushing in nios
^
nerly haste to grasp some fancied baub e.
^
has an over stimulating effect upon 11
do
the condition of the nerves has a great deal
with the voice.
.
in
But whatever the real cause of certain 7 . the
speaking may lie, there can he no dou
^ ^mvoiee in general indicates not only the
.. ^
dition but the personality of the spea er.
fin^r.
guide to the general tenor of a life1
y
post, it points the tendency toward gooi

We may not go so far as to agree with Gretry,
•ho declared in his “Essays on Music” that a “Goodmorning" was always sufficient to enable him to ap¬
->w
general the pretensions or simplicity of a
preciate
"and who insisted that this “Good-day, i
-‘•Good-morning, my friend”—being an undisguised
and natural expression—if put to music with the
■ ,exact intonations “would show what n power vanity
is and how quickly the key changes when its influence
I .ceases to lie the ruling one.” But we cannot fail to
I notice the all-powerful effect of tone in all relations
of life, and to perceive how certain tones express
the speaker s individuality. Chomet illustrates the
fact that individuality will assert itself through
speech by showing that although a man and a woman
liHng constantly together can adopt each other’s
intonations, these same intonations, creating such
surprise in ordinary conversation, will disappear very
suddenly if expression is to be given to the passions
or any deep emotion. At such times everyone re¬
sumes the tone which belongs to him individually.
-“Nature preserves its originality at all times, under
all circumstances.”
By musicians this natural tone language is more
easily interpreted than by others.
Skilled vocal
teacliers are rarely at fault in detecting the main
characteristics of a pupil from his speaking voice.
But even those unskilled in interpreting sounds can
Tealize the emotional significance of the tone of voice
under the influence of spite, envy, discontent, anger,
rage, and can perceive how nearly the sound resembles
-the hissing of serpents and the snarl and roar of wild
beasts. Kircher, who has written a most fascinating
folio on the subject, in Latin, carries the analogy of
voices between man nnd beasts to somewhat amusing
length. He says that those who have a deep, sonorous
voice, like that of a donkey, are indiscreet and quar¬
relsome; those whose voices are thin and shrill are
peevish, ill-tempered, passionate, possessing character¬
istics closely resembling those of a goat. But the
good Kircher drew other and less misleading con¬
clusions when he said that a full, abrupt voice de¬
notes a bold, impulsive, strong, enterprising man,
and that the voice whose tone is weak, besides being
sharp and drawling, gives evidence of a character
lacking in energy and firmness.
As the voice assumes animal characteristics under
•certain adverse influence, so it assumes musical char¬
acteristics under the influence of pure thoughts and
worthy ambitions, and these musical characteristics
may by habit become so fixed that one becomes in¬
capable of uttering an animal sound. This result is
often observable among Sisters of Charity, whose
voices are in general low, sweet and under admirable
■control. Their vocal organs, however, it must be
noted, are partly trained by the intoning or chanting
•of the daily prayer or "offices” which are a necessary
part of the life in a religious community or convent.
But the voices also of many old-fashioned gentle¬
women, of nearly all trained nurses, and of many
women in all classes of life who do not strive con¬
stantly and nervously to make themselves heard above
the din and roar of city streets, are also pleasant to
the ear, and the voices, too, of many of our grea
financiers, even in America, and of great generals
and leaders of men everywhere, so far as our observa¬
tion extends, are remarkable for steady, even tones
and musical intonation. In both classes of example
the musical quality is mainly due to the habit of selfcontrol—the conquering of the ego—which m
e
former case leads to self-abnegation and in the lat r
toward power over others.
Reasoning in a circle, we return to our startingpoint—that the possession or acquirement of a pleas¬
ant musical voice is largely dependent upon the con¬
dition of the nerves. This, in turn, is largely de¬
pendent upon the manner of living and the amount ol
self-control exercised.—Musical Courier.

TWO TEACHERS AT A TIME.
Deception is oftentimes more the result of weak¬
ness than viciousness; the deceitful man or woman
excites our pity rather than our contempt. But wnat
be done or said about music students who nave
not the courage ' o leave a teacher when they becom
dissatisfied, and while pursuing their studies wit
that teacher, also receive lessons of another,
summer vacation sometimes offers the s u e”
chance to escape from the ordeal of studying (
ro8a) with two teachers at the same time. Lessons
__a.. .
..and when
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he or she prefers most. Why this cowardly attitude
on the part of some students of music? One reason
for it is the goodness and kindness of the teacher
who has been deceived. New York is filled with
teachers who give free lessons to gifted pupils too
poor to pay the tuition, and naturally a pupil who
does not wish to be ungrateful keeps‘on taking les¬
sons, and all the while is looking forward to some
other teacher, and frequently begins the lessons with
the new professor before taking leave of the old one.
There are singers before the public today whom
several teachers claim as pupils. It is the same with
pianists and violinists. Now in the case of singers,
we believe that several teachers are better than one,
but, of course, we do not mean that a student should
study the same branch at the same time with two
teachers. There are teachers who claim that they
can teach everything, voice culture, opera, lieder,
oratorio, concert, and all that makes a singer an allaround artist. We do not, however, believe that there
are many teachers who can do this, and we are in¬
clined to the opinion that it would be far wiser to
specialize than assume the responsibility of teaching
all the branches included in the training of a vocal
artist. Let one make a specialty of voice culture,
another of repertory and a third of interpretation
and so on. More than that, we assert that in order
to become a great singer, the student should also be
a pianist and understand harmony, and be thoroughly
up in the history of music.
There arc many good voices, hut there is a dearth
of good singers in all countries. Instrumentalists,
who are generally better educated in music than
singers, frequently refer to the latter indifferently as
just “a singer.” The distinction intended is that the
pianist and violinist is “a musician.” but the singer
is “a singer” and nothing more. There will be an
increase in the number of broad-minded, well-edu¬
cated musicians when the musical education is mod¬
eled somewhat on the plan of a university education.
In the university there are separate professors for
branches somewhat similar in character, and no one
would think of attempting to upset this excellent
plan. This is a pretty big universe, and in the civil¬
ized parts there is a chance for all who possess some
ability, average intelligence and plain every-day
honesty.—Musical Courier.

We have not mentioned the physical acquirements,
for if one has intellect, voice, passion, impulse, the
physical (breath, control, attack and release of tone,
correct carriage, and chest expansion) can easily lie
acquired. Many talented persons have all the re¬
quirements for becoming artists had their early
training taught concentration and poise of character.
EXERCISES vs. STUDIES.
A round of studio buildings in our large cities sug¬
gests the thought that teachers are specializing, cither
through choice or necessity. Rarely does one hear a
pupil doing solfeggio or vocalise work; everywhere
one hears pupils doing short exercises that seem to
be intended to develop the voice upon some one line,
rather than to promote a smooth, well-rounded tech¬
nic. Is it rational to suppose that a voice eon lie built
up into a perfect machine without considerable work
in studies designed to promote execution and style*
Does the piano player stick to scale and arpeggio
forms exclusively? The violin student ha* studies in
bowing and scale and arpeggio forms, hut the work
that is relied upon to make the finished player is
that done in the study of the etudes of the masters
of violin composition as well as playing.
The present writer believes that the singing teacher
makes a mistage in not putting beginning pupils on
the same basis as the piano or violin teacher puts his
pupils. It should be understood at the beginning that
learning to sing requires the making of the instrument
as well as the teaching of the use of it, and that time
and the study of many exercises in teelmic and style
are necessary. The teacher who relies on a few exer¬
cises to “place the tone" and then begins to teach
songs, for fear the pupil will leave and go to another
teacher, is taking the quickest plan to send that pupil
to another teacher. Start the pupil on a systematic,
logically-arranged course of study and make plain
what you intend to do and you will be far more apt
to hol’d the pupil. The second year will show results
in smoothness and finish of voice.
The great singer* of the day, especially in opera,
were not made by sticking to a few |iet exercises of
one or more teachers, but by thorough study and work
on the best vocalises written by masters of their
art for the purjiosc of promotion of style and finish.

DOES THE VOICE MAKE THE SINGER?
BY EVA HEMINGWAY.
EMERSON says: “We are all wise Th<: difference
between persons is not in wisdom but m “rtEvery
person has something of a voice and some insight into
the gift of song, but not to every one with a voice does
nature grant the power of songVoice does not make the singer, but with voice
must be united intellect (constructive intellect), that
riIntellect that can concentrate intense passion
around a single subject can di,cnmmate upon w' a
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
H, F. G.—1. Jt is my impression that yodling if
indulged in to any great extent would mar the control
of the voice.
2. The correct way to breathe is to breathe nut
urally: since it is natural for most persons to
breathe wrongly I might add, naturally, as a child
breathes. After taking an active posture with the
chest in good position, fill the lungs slowly. Watch
the effect ami you will find that the body increases in
size throughout the entire circle which cover* the
larger, which is the lower part of the lungs, and
further considerations after you have made that dis¬
covery arc unnecessary.
S. A—1. In the male voice as it ascends the scale—
if the tones are left open in the extreme upper notes—
the result is n clear, hard, unsympathetic quality.
The best teachers modify that quality by teaching
the pupil to produce what arc by most authorities
called covered tones. When they should begin differ*
in different voice*, of cotir*e. The l*#t way to find
them is to sing nn oo through an o into an ah or
from an e into o then ah— taking care to maintain in
the ah the position, quality and feeling of the oo
_. Covered tones arc good tone* if correctly made.
3. I think it is proper to speak of tones as g<*"l
or bad. It would lie more elegant perhaps to say
correct or incorrect, perfect or faulty, right or wrong
Relna.—L You would slug the e long before words
vel. You would give it the
that began with i
short sound before words beginning with
v
Hie same applies to the vowel o. ITierc a c but fev
exceptions to this rule.
2 It is more necessary that you learn an excellent
repertoire than that you have selected for you song*
which “show off your voice better than others." I
advise you to take all the tenor solos from the
oratorios and study them. Both Church and Schirnwr
publish them in a separate volume. They also publish
the arias for tenor from the different opera*. ?»«
can order these books from the publisher of The
Etude.
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Am Ancient Organ Case.
The above represents the organ ease in the church
of Aire sur la Lys, a small town not far from S. Omer,
Pas-de-Calais, and was originally built about 1665.
Florid additions were made later.
When an organist or an organ
committee examines a new organ
for the purpose of deciding
whether or not it has been con¬
structed up to the required standard and should be
accepted, one of the first and most vital parts to be
examined is the wind-supply—the lungs of the organ.
At such times several points, which would clearly in¬
dicate the future shortcomings of the instrument., are
frequently overlooked, and in after years, when the
inadequacy of the wind-supply is painfully apparent
all the time, it is a common matter of wonder that
such shortcomings were not anticipated when the in¬
strument was critically examined.
Quite a number of years ago the common test for
proving the sufficiency of the wind-supply was to play
the “Doxology” on the full organ. The futility of
such a test is obvious. The question to be decided is,
has the organ sufficient wind-supply for every demand
that may be made upon it at present, next month, next
year, and at all times. Some organs seem to have a
sufficient wind-supply at the inaugural recital. No
composition requiring an extra large supply of wind
happened to be on the program, and all the conditions
were in favor of the organ. The organ being new,
all its joints were perfectly tight and there was no
escapement of wind. But at the end of a year many
of these organs show a deplorable lack of wind-supply.
There are various circumstances which reduce the
available supply of wind in an organ as the instru¬
ment grows older, circumstances which are not the
fault of the organ builder nor the fault of the church
committee, but which should have been provided for
at the outset in every organ.
TESTING THE
WIND-SUPPLY.

When the instrument is new, all the
wind-trunks, wind-chests and valves are
tight and little or no wind escapes. In
time, some of the joints crack open, due
to the swelling and shrinking of the wood
on account of the changes in temperature
and humidity. This is absolutely un¬
avoidable, though local conditions, espe¬
cially the location of the organ in the
church, produce less cracking in one or¬
gan than in another. The swelling and
shrinking cause a leakage of wind in
conductors, chests and valves, and exists,
more or less, in every organ after the first
season. All this should be considered in
planning the -wind-supply of an organ,
and, likewise, should be carefully con¬
sidered in critically examining the com¬
pleted organ.
If the organ is blown by a water
motor, another point must be taken into
account. The water pressure varies more
or less in every water system and the
extreme power of the motor cannot be
counted upon for all occasions. An in¬
stance of this kind happened with the
present writer at one time when playing
for a three days’ convention in a small
city. The wind-supply of the organ was
entirely satisfactory except during the
Monday forenoon session, when the full
organ could not be used at all. It was
only necessary to remember that it was
“washing day.”
Every organ should have a windcapacity greater than the demand which
may be made upon it at any time, or
the organist will frequently be compelled
to read his music with one eye and watch
the wind-indicator with the other eye,
in order to be always ready to omit part
of a chord or a pedal when the windsupply becomes nearly exhausted.
, With full organ and all couplers drawn, the windsupply of every organ should be sufficient to permit
the playing of any legitimate progression of large
sustained chords for both hands and both feet for an
indefinite period. Very good tests in printed music
are the following:
The last page of the “Marche Religieuse,” of Gnilmant, or the last page and a half of the “Finale,” of
the first sonata of the same composer. The last page
of the first and last movements of the sonata in D
minor. No. 1, for four hands and double pedal, of
Merkel, is a severe test. In the “Marche Funebre et
Chant Seraphique,” of Guilmant. the passage of large
chords during the long trill in the pedal is a severe
tax on the wind-supply of many organs. Parts of the
"Concertsatz” in C minor for four hands, of Thiele,
are impossible on many organs.
A very reliable test is to hold the following chord
(with full organ and all couplers) for an indefinite
period and watch the wind-indicator.

uc 5.u»L,, until me pumi wnen the motor is man¬
at its greatest speed, when the supply of wind sh2
be as great as (or greater than), the demands of a
chord, and the indicator should remain nearlv sf»ti
ary (possibly with a little oscillation). This „
should not be nearer total exhaustion of the wTi
than %. In some organs which have specially lar»
wind-capacity, it will be near
’ ar®e
If the wind-supply is sufficient to keep the indicator
between y4 and % indefinitely, the wind-suppTy fe «
cellent and will stand any ordinary loss of wind *
account of shrinking and swelling together with the
demands of full organ. If the above chord exhausts
the wind in less than a minute, the supply is insuffi
cient and will cause annoyance whenever the Full
Organ is used for any length of time during the sea¬
son when the unavoidable leakage is the greatest
If the above chord slowly exhausts the wind, and
in a minute and a half or two minutes completely
exhausts it. the supply is barely sufficient, without
any appreciable reserve, and may in extreme cases be
insufficient. The longer it takes to exhaust the wind
the better the supply, and if it cannot be exhausted
at all in this manner, the wind-supply i3 excellent.
I have seen organ builders, in displaying their
organs to the committee, play large chords on full
organ, but they vvatched the indicator closely and
whenever it began to show much of a loss of wind
they would shorten the chords, play staccato, or omit
a few pedal notes, until the indicator showed a suffi¬
cient gain of w ind, when they would again play the
large chords.
While no piece of music would require the wind
that the above chord requires for an indefinite period,
such a supply would indicate that no legitimate emer¬
gency could exhaust the wind.—Everett E. Truette.
One of the most interesting and
MODULATION,
practically useful subjects for
study for the young organist is
the study of modulation. A knowledge of this branch
of harmony is almost continually useful in church
playing. There are few’ churches in which at some
part of the service the "Old Hundred” with doxology
does not find place. Then, too, after the anthem or at
the offertory, there is frequent demand for a change
of key into that of the following chant or hymn.
There are few organists who are not called upon
at every service to modulate into the key of G or A
from almost any other given key. It is therefore of
the utmost importance that the young organist who
may already have some knowledge of harmony, should
master a few of the general principles which govern
the practice of modulation in such cases.
First, the modulation must be brief, the change of
key should be effected at once, so that the new key
can be established by a cadence or by a short prelude
in the new key appropriate to the hymn, chant,
doxology or anthem which is to follow. If some
thematic material from the music in hand can be
used or alluded to in the course of the modulation or
the prelude, it will, of course, add to the meaning
and interest of the work.
Such is the close relationship of keys, that brevity
in modulation is very easy of accomplishment, and
any modulation can be made in a succession of four
chords, counting the starting chord as one, and the
chord of the new key as four. Thus, from C to D-flat.
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of either of the component tones of the diminished
seventh chord by a chromatic half-step, four separate
dominant seventh chords can be formed from a single
chord of the diminished seventh. Thus, from (1),

one may derive dominant chords that follow.
But this device is rarely actually used in modula¬
tions Good composers, as a rule, employ diatonic
modulations, just as they write for the most part,
diatonic music. If we decide to employ diatonic pas¬
sages only in effecting a modulation, the point to be
first settled is this: In what way are the two keys
in question related to each other? We must there¬
fore have a thorough knowledge of the relationship
of keys, and in order to determine these relationships
we must become acquainted with the harmonic con¬
tent of each tonality, for relationship between two
keys exists through the presence of chords which are
common to both keys. In order to determine the con¬
tent of a key, we may write down the chords of each
degree of its scale.

in F minor.

ispt=*«F3

===n
~as
Vo

e-nJ-bj bj J -—Hi
The following table shows some of the relation¬
ships of the C major tonality with other tonalities:

and who desire to make a practical use of what they
have learned, and the best help to a thorough under¬
standing of the subject is to work out every con¬
ceivable modulation, both on paper and at the key¬
board. The student should also study in this con¬
nection all sorts of rhythms, and should try to eni
hellish his exercises with passing notes, suspensions
and other harmonic ornaments, so as to give interest
and meaning to ail his work.
It will also be of great benefit for the student to
analyze the works of the masters to see bow the
keys succeed each other, and how the modulations
are managed. The sonatas of Beethoven in C minor.
Op. 10 and Op. 13, Mendelssohn's U minor oonccrto.
Chopin’s nocturnes and polonaises, and any good
piece for the piano, or for the organ, by a standard
modern composer, will afford material for this profit
able study.—Serve /). ll’tUcin*.
Etest life is like a rare picture made up of a my*
terious arrangement of lights snd altadow*. Each is
essential, and would be as nothing without the other
If we could only believe this when the heavy lines of
shading are cast across the light of our happiness'
We increase the genersl efficiency of tlie mind when
we improve any one form of conscious process, is i
delightful statement of the attitude of modern pay
efaotogy.

„ In G In F (D minor.) J"*1' ma^0r'

:

|

1

o In A.

|

-l z\'- -

If, for example, we write down the chords which are
contained in the C scale, we shall have the following:

„ E minor, „u
Here we have major chords on the first, fifth and
fourth degrees of the scale, and minor chords on the
second, third and sixth degrees, each related to one
of the majors. So that in this and every major scale
we include three major chords, and their three relative
We mav prefix its dominant to each of these chords:

Christmas Music
NEW ANTHEMS

piiil

i
In B

mt

i

jl*

F3

,

i
ii

(6)T> minor. 2d deg. In F

In Bfe

InD minor _

=Sr-fc

’ inspection of this table we can determine in what
iy any given key is related to the key of . and
^course, this table may be transput! into every
her key or it mav be used in returning fr<mi any
y to th; key of a! or it may be used in a sU.dy o
iy possible desired modulation, since all practicable

the two keys under consideration are «lwlb"d^
lords. The number of keys
./ "Tlit"

modulations nwcMory to ""'T " £

For example, when in the course of modulating, "e
come to the chord of C minor, we can treat it as on
the sixth degree in E-flat, or as on the second degree
in B-fiat, or ns on the third degree in A-flat. Thus,
having struck the chord of C minor, we can continue
and conclude our cadence or interlude in either oi
these three major keys or in their relative minors.

C to B 1.
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DECEVF.E, E. J.-Glory to God In tin- Highest
►>'*
DF.MARKST, CLIPFORD-Atl Hall the M.«»!.>>
LANSING. A. W.-Whlle Shepherd* Welched.
THAYER. ARTHUR—The Lord l» My Strength
■»
SCOTT, CHARLES P—Behold a King!. '5
TRUETTE, EVERETT F..-Christian*. Awake!.«J

NEW SONG3
HANSCOM. E. W.—Bright In the East
t»*»
LYNES, FRANK—Redeemer, Saviour. Lord!. S»
Rl’BNKR, CORN—Hallelujah! Child JcOua. •«
SHACKLEY. E. N —O Holy Wight ol ChrhdmaMide. . .*•
From Alex. Guilmant’*
Concert Programme*
DUBOIS. TH.—Op-1 a No. j Hosannah' .TS
FOOTE. ARTHUR-Op. *». No >. Allegretto.
Complete Catalogue containing addition* I Ckrtotau* "sale
sent free U|wm ftppttrftUoti.

Arthur P. Schmidt
BOSTON
120 Boylston Street

new YORK
136 Fifth Avenue

ORGAN TEACHERS and
CHOIR DIRECTORS
* Pint OMA* IMTRCCTOE FOB PlAIIRTi
GRADED MATERIALS*'*PIPE ORGAN
B> Mmtt B l*t*rt
Frio*. II JO
tleaigncd Is give a good work In* knowledge
si the Inatrumest

ie scale Of O-fc*.■ b»
anj w reanh the key of
$ a dominant in
from th* k*y of O-IUt.
.flat, which is but one remove from the hey
CtoGi
The CHEAPEST Coliectloe of Aslbems ever PuMUbed
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ANTHEMS’*

Edllad kr B. P. BIRRS
ConUInlnf Anlbem*. Sentences, elr l. term ef Seles.
Duos. Tries, OMrteli aed Cbenwes.
the modulation is already effected on the fourt
The indicator should go down to a point between
’i and % and remain there indefinitely. To be more
exact, when the chord is first played, the indicator
will show a loss of wind, about 14 at once, hut as the

Secondly, the modulation ought to be
her than chromatic. Much has been writ ®
i use of the diminished seventh chord for ni'
na
I'av kir onli•> rmnnih nllflTlffGS and the 0

^

.noduMou *
£
-(1 from the beginning- From
ie chords belong *•*•■££* Br, ma„y
be said in ^f^^^Tmodulation

Si.* Csir.
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.TMENT
CONDUCTED BY GEORGE LEHMANN.
Admirers and disciples of
Joseph Joachim will probably
take great interest in the latest
publication bearing the vener¬
able artist’s name; but whether
in these days of too numerous “Methods,” Joachim’s
will occupy the position in violin literature which
seems most fitting for the works of so distinguished
an artist, is questionable. That Andreas Moser, a
pupil of Joachim, has associated his name so promi¬
nently with the new work may make no difference to
those who happen to know Mr. Moser’s name, his
actual abilities and his position in the world of art.
To these, the question of real interest is: Is the new
“Method” a valuable addition to the literature of the
instrument, and is it an exceptionally helpful and
valuable pedagogical work?
Most players who have studied under Joachim will
readily acknowledge, if they have the courage to do so,
that Joachim’s greatness as a player has never been
reflected in his work as a teacher. Like Spohr, he is
quite, if not absolutely, unfamiliar with the work of
teaching beginners.
Throughout all the years in
which he has been the recognized head of the Berlin
Hochschule, his pedagogic work has been among
young artists and players far advanced in the art.
All work of a preparatory nature he has invariably
left to his various assistants, one of whom is the
Andreas Moser, who is really responsible for the pub¬
lication of the new “Method.” It is chiefly Mr.
Moser’s ideas, therefore, that we must expect to find
in the new work—that is, Mr. Moser’s ideas as these
have formed and been developed in his personal teach¬
ing, influenced by his knowledge of Joachim’s ideas.
Whether or not a work intended for the very be¬
ginner, and ripened in the conditions under which
this “Method” has been written, is either valuable
or desirable to our serious teachers and students,
is a question which we do not care to discuss. Time
and experience will decide Joachim’s wisdom or error
in publishing such a work. The new “Method” fails
to interest us because we cannot recognize in it the
marks of genius that ennobled Joachim’s playing in
his younger days, and also because it gives no evi¬
dence of superiority over excellent works that have
preceded it.
Had Joachim published his ideas regarding the old
classical compositions (and some modern ones, too)
which he used to play in an inimitable manner, the
whole world of violinists would have welcomed the
product of such efforts and pronounced his work a
true gift to the literature of the instrument.
THE NEW
JOACHIM-MOSER
“METHOD.”

Not often are we tempted
to discuss any matter relat¬
ing to the violoncello or its
players. This is not because the ’cello is an unim¬
portant or unattractive member of the violin family,
or because its players are not of sufficient interest to
the readers of these columns. Quite the contrary.
The ’cello is a glorious instrument, of vital importance
in the world of music, and our ’cellists command at¬
tention and respect the whole w'orld over. But it is
not often that we happen to be in a position to record
anything specially noteworthy regarding ’cellists or
their instrument; and when the opportunity does pre¬
sent itself, we take advantage of it promptly, and
with satisfaction and pleasure.
Sara Gurovitch, a young American girl of Russian
parentage, claims our attention for a number of ex¬
cellent reasons, chief among which are the following
two: her exceptional gifts and the conditions under
which, September 16th. she sailed for Europe for
the purpose of attaining greater skill in her art and,
ultimately, laying there the foundation for an artist’s
career. While her talent is of such a high order that
we are more than justified in predicting for her an
exceptionally brilliant career, we are chiefly inter¬
ested in acquainting our readers with facts that relate
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to the necessity of her going abroad and the plans
that have been formulated to make- her trip a really
profitable one. Briefly, we wish to make our attitude
on the question of European training perfectly clear
to all those who may not have fully understood us
in the past, and further to assist all serious students,
by the example of this young girl, in comprehending
a situation which the great majority seem either un¬
able to grasp or unwilling to apprehend.
Despite everything we have heretofbre said in op¬
position to the educational methods of European
teachers, we are absolutely convinced that, in the
case of this young girl, there was but one sensible
course to pursue, namely, to complete her studies in
Europe, and, at the proper time, to begin her pro¬
fessional career on the other side of the Atlantic.
Of the thousands of students who go abroad for the
purpose of developing their musical gifts (or, we
should say, inclinations) Sara Gurovitch is one of
the few who are really justified in going. She re¬
mained in the United States until she had acquired
exceptional skill, instead of rushing abroad, as the
majority of students do, with practically no knowl¬
edge of her art. In other words, she has not com¬
mitted the stupendous folly of depending upon Euro¬
pean teachers to guide her through the rudiments of
’cello playing, but has acquired, with diligent, earnest
study at home, so much ability that she is capable of
self-development abroad, if such a course should be
found advisable.
Finely equipped as she is, Sara Gurovitch will
not experience the hardships and disappointments
of most American students. In the musical atmos¬
phere of Berlin, her talents should ripen wonderfully
in a comparatively short time. Then, when she will
be ready to step before the public, she will not make
the fatal mistake of attempting to begin her career
in the United States. She will play in the principal
European cities, and will patiently abide on Euro¬
pean soil until her reputation is firmly established.
All this, in our opinion, is a healthy object lesson
to the vast number of American students who go
abroad unprepared, without sensible aims, with en¬
tirely false notions of the results of European train¬
ing, and who return to the United States, after four
or five years, and drudge away in obscurity for the
rest of their lives. It is a lesson to all students that
much, very much, can be achieved at home, if talent
and determination are not wanting; and we are
firmly convinced that the future will prove that Sara
Gurovitch was wise to remain in the United States
throughout a period of musical development when
most students imagine that their most urgent need
is European influence and training.

SARA GUROVITCH.

In a conversation recently
THE
with a Sevcik pupil, who is
SEVCIK STUDIES.
an ardent enthusiast of the
system, but who deprecates
the teaching of the system in its entirety—to Ameri¬
can students of average ability, time and means, the
present writer was able to deduce certain principles
clearly defined by the speaker and thoroughly useful
to those who are striving to adapt the technical
studies to the needs of Americans. The speaker said:
“The strongest point in the Sevcik system is the
pel feet relaxation of the left hand. Rrofessor Sevcik
studies each hand anatomically; sometimes we were
asked to practice exercises involving the use of two
fingers, for weeks.
“My trouble was largely with the third and fourth
fingers. I had not been taught to keep the fourth
finger in the same plane as the third, and to drop
it toward the string when the third moved. I also
played for many years with my fourth finger strained
forward, not arched, as if anticipating its stroke;
the joints were not relaxed and the whole side of
my hand was tight muscularly because the fourth
finger was not at ease.

“Again, I sometimes kept the fourth finger alas,
vertical and did not lower it in curves, as it sou h
its place on the string. I also allowed it to **
under the third when not in use. With Sevcik th
fingers must fall in the same plane, firmly, quick!?
with suppleness and ease. Incline the left wrist :
slightly and throw the fingers simultaneously UJII
the A string. Do not move the wrist. Sevcik assert
that just as little muscular effort as possible is mm.
sary for the trained hand.
“Now 1 have intimated that the fingers should fall
curved, always in curves; they should never be raised
too high for an attack. Any great fatigue of the
fingers or hand is an evidence of a lack of relaxatiou
in the muscles. Sometimes it is necessary for player-i
with short hands and fingers to raise the first finger
while the fourth plays. Sevcik has most wonderful
success with small hands. He makes them over as
it were. Hand culture first and musicianship after
wards, he thinks.
“Many players take positions on the four strings at
once by placing first one finger down, then another,
and so on. Many times I have known Professor
Sevcik to work a long time with a student until he
can put his four fingers in place in a chord in the
fifth or sixth position and strike the chord accurately
and instantaneously. Sevcik’s chords are never arpeg¬
gios. Look at the perfect security with which Kubelik
places his fingers in the higher positions. Sevcik
never allows a pupil to ‘feel’ for the place. He in¬
sists on absolute knowledge of one’s fingerboard.
“Undoubtedly, Sevcik develops the possibilities of
the left hand to a marvelous degree, but he does not
neglect the bow arm. His book of four thousand
bowings shows that. Kubelik has an exceptionally
clever hand. He would have been a very fine techni¬
cian with any good teacher. Paganini must have had
just such a hand.
“Do not think that because Sevcik makes muscular
control prominent that there is not mind behind every
movement. You cannot play one exercise of his with¬
out thinking. He is a severe though kind task¬
master, a wonderful master of details, so wonderful,
in fact, that I do not see how half his students keep
their health and mentality.
“Prague is not a healthful place for a frail pupil,
however ambitious he or she may be. It is quite true
that many students practice over eight hours daily,
but there are students who for long years have
practiced many hours a day. The work has to be
done. They say it takes seven years to do it to the
entire satisfaction of the teacher.
“I thfnk it is wrong to say, as so many do, that
Sevcik’s pupils are automatons, rather than musi¬
cians. Some are lacking in spontaneous expression,
but other teachers have such pupils too. Technic
may be made too prominent an aim, but how can one
express with security and ease great works if one lm»
not a well-trained left hand and bowing arm? —
Edith L. ITinn.
In teaching materials for
the study of the violin, there
is a dearth of matter for the
training of the ear. bo
thoroughly is it lacking
that one without experience in studying or teac ng
the instrument would surmise that students mus
be invariably born with an appreciation of the 1
tonic scale and the ability to establish interva s
first command. However perfectly the measuremenw
of his instruments may coincide with the dimensi
of his fingers, the violinist enjoys nearly as m
freedom in fixing the pitch of a tone as when
his voice without accompaniment.
The average violin student of little advance
plays out of tune in a manner calculated to mw
martyrs of the older members of his househo . ^
cause of his ignorance of a fundamental princip ^
practice—that of proving note against no c.
object lesson presented by the piano tuner s
cause the student and young teacher to re ec
^
the loose and unsure character of his me
practice.
, ilU10
I have frequently observed the work 0 P
tuners, some of whom had grown gray m
^
ness and never have I seen one of them trus
^
to the fixation of a single note or remove his
a
from a string until he had submitted the 110
standard of comparison and so proved its cor* y ,
Despite the force of this example, we ■**
undf.
violin teacher expecting young students W1
pitch
veloped ears to fix, arbitrarily and correctly,
EAR-TRAINING
FOR
VIOLIN STUDENTS.

. Mne after tone to the extent of dozens and even
hundreds in the course of a lesson.
D In no two students
ts is the degree of aural acuteness
e than is the
the same any
tha formation of
nf the
**’“
““ " gar or any other special sense or feature,
While it is difficult to say just what degree of appre•ation of pitch and tone quality characterizes the
C1 nnal ear, I have observed that the average ear,
n° n in early childhood, is capable of appreciating
<V£fect intervals anywhere within the range of human
an(j) being given one nxeu
fixed or sustained tone, is
ces and,
'""able of bringing another tone into perfect concord
ca.U it in a 8pace of time varying from three to ten
m .
jt is capable, moreover, of appreciating the
seC0 e difficult intervals of the third and sixtn
sixth ana
and 01
of
huffing these into such just consonance as to pro, ce their differential tones within
wicJHB the
me space
oj/aee vn
»
iluce
of a
-r _ view
•_+V»io
flf aCllf
. ute in
of this oanortninprl
ascertained average of
acutein the
tact that it is
111 jn
ijje untrained ear, and of the fact
visible to sound every interval within the octave
n two strings of the violin without shifting the
hand from the first position, it would seem that the
amount of conscientious patience and foresight comto most teachers of the violin is considerably less
than is the capacity for development amongst the
young people entrusted to their care.
violin, by reason of its extreme mobility and
sustaining power, presents opportunities for eartraining far beyond those of any other instrument;
“.hard to see why these opportunities should
“t te improved as soon as the pupil has learned the
relative Positions of parts and can draw the whole
tow properly across the open strings. It is just
at this point that the road of professional practice
forks-one route pursues the immediate attainment
, however rough and bitter the result; the
tne
of melody,
of a sense of
oi
u. relative~
other a is at the - development
.a
_i„ .n.nkinniinn. of
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where, having
mg learned the position* of parts
part* and the
whole
"“'"c bow stroke, the pupil is about to begin plac
placinc both how
mi fingers upon the string*.
_t
ing
bow aand
Just Lhere,
instead of putting down a finger, let us teach the
bow to travel upon two strings with uniform speed
and pressure. Next, as the unison and octave are the
most easily appreciable intervals, let us devise an
exercise in which the open E and A are made to alter
nate with the unison, E open and E and A. and one
in which the open D and A are made to alternate with
the octave D-open and D 3d finger. Next, a* the
me
pupil’s ear has already become accustomed to the
perfect fifth, let him learn the perfect fourth by
alternating open A and E with B 1st finger and
E open. When these exercises have been taken upon
----third
by
every pair of strings, introduce
the maj
aueruauug the—
me unison
and A* open- ~
with A 4 and
alternating
— a* 4‘ —*
~
u-snarp
z. Having copied tins
reman
C-sharp
2.
this upon the remaining
pairs of strings, the pupil may he introduced to
ercises of such nature as the first —
He i
Schradiek’s “Technical Exercises,
to prove every note in them,
-training, introduce the minor
As a next step in ear-trr
sixth through alternating open D and A with open
D and
and B-flat
n-nai 1st.
isi. When
v> nen inis
D
this has been transposed, the
minor third may be studied by alternating D open
and A open with F-aharp 2 and A open;
diminished fifth by alternating A open and E ope
with A-sharp 1 and E open.
We may next teach an appreciate,. <■( _ th. di.
sonant intervals of the Urge second and «tU wnUi.
The second may be studied by alternating 1) 3 and
E o pen with Csharp 2 and E
.
~
of the dominant seven in in a
J
*y be
may
be studied
studied by
by alternating
alternating D open and HI with
'
and *,*,
02, thus
the dominant seventh
d open
ami
— resolving
—
of G
^ major
. in two voices.
Experience with pupils

tane.-ffofpli'wyWc

^

Tit* late Professor Ella ga
if Tam Moore had received

.ad a del
Men
he avoided breauw the singing
r»Valerius kind, everybody joining **• «"• *—•
his voice waa not equal to that. He did n>*
play hi* own accompaniment*. Ilia aiming
ad lib.
Thus i» a pccul

> has

essm; -HSSfeK
Z&SZZX7ZJL-XZ 2rf 3*.

rvitably In the spit

•:.

first of these routes that is most commonly followed,
vantage
^
£ „,rrort view point o!
thanks to the American impatience for results. Die
voice-leading One more exercise should be
second is apt to be unheeded and its ways avoided
until it is impossible to use them without either ena
sounded the substance of the key of 11 flat
countering resentment and apathy in the pupil or
E-flat I
fear of acknowledging error on the part of the teache,
J .
an(1VlUt 1. giving a full cadence in
who prefers to go on enduring falsities in intonati
„ ,nokt |K.»i-rful manner poaaible
as one who, having told an apparently harmle*ifal£ Mrt-Jj-- JUS Sum.
hood, must eventually confess or go on inventing he
_
exajnp]eg tirisiK Iran*posed as often »» posupon lie to bolster it up.
. ,‘
confine* of the first position and
It will be objected by some that the course here
further modified bv chang* * of rhythmical
advocated is not in accordance with the most natural
being
(hai| manJ. , ,,rin,r,l j*ge to
course of education—from experience to generaliza‘
0f relative pitch, swsken the
tion; from empiricism to science; from tlle c°n’
.
..
orK a„j lay a natural foundation for
crete to the abstract; that, like educators ofthe
past, I am advising the abolition of that good o ^
V.
that frequently confront* a teael,. r i*
sugar-teat of “simple but interesting little melodies
1
atudent «h‘> i* familiar with all t!» 1
in order to cram the philosophy of practice down the that of
^ #n,, wlw h„ never played throats of babes and sucklings.
.
intonation. Th.* type of pupil '•
To the beginner in violin playing, the teacher stands lme>x
^ ^ in,,1Iibiijt> of hi* < »r than i* t *
in the same relation as does nature to the infant w
hitrhlv cultivated mu»i< i*n. and » r:"“ “ " ' ‘
is to express himself, some day, in speech. 1 “ ur
. of hlj condition is »l>< to prnv« a
endows the youngster with the capacity for tonc-p
)iis crt.dulity and the fair n»»'r "
duction
the nrst
first tone
tone he
is «>-genera y
|, make*.^ ^ n, ms
_ and
__ tne
ne produces “
noticeable in point of fulness and uniformity of charc ia
art¥lff.;n M„dv
„tudv with a v.< - ~ “strengtbeni
— j
» yi*
acter. He gets this tone well practiced and tlior
Prf-P
..rcnd|.ring the bow l*"^'
.
oughly at command before he begins to vary h.s **»££*■ to ** «*««» * ***” !T
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CONDUCTED BY N. J. COREY.
Forming a Clientele.
The season is as yet comparatively young, and
teachers are everywhere striving to increase their
classes and extend their influence. In the smaller
towns, opportunities are limited, and classes must
remain small if there are many teachers. In the large
cities, the ranks are overcrowded, and the difficulty of
forming a large class still continues to exist, partic¬
ularly with young teachers. A letter like the follow¬
ing is then of pertinent interest to such musicians:
“How would you advise a young teacher to start
piano classes in near-by towns and villages, where
one is not known very extensively? I have just
graduated from a conservatory, after a three years’
course in piano and organ. I am already teaching
some, but desire to start classes elsewhere.”
The direct answer to this question would be—just
exactly as you started your class in the town where
you have begun your business experience. If you
were successful in obtaining a hold on people where
you now are, try the same tactics in an adjacent town.
Work your way in through your acquaintances. You
are a conservatory graduate. The supposition is,
then, that you are able to prepare a program and
adequately present it in public. Your best plan will
be to prepare such a program, and in doing so, do not
forget to take into account the capacity of your audi¬
ence. Don’t play too far above their heads. Two
or three things in the strict style will be sufficient
for a village audience, and will show the very few
connoisseurs that you are capable of playing such
music. Let the rest of your program be such as will
appeal to unaccustomed listeners. You have but the
one hour in which to make an impression. If you
fail in this you may gain neither the sympathies nor
the pupils of the people. You may be able to educate
the taste of the people gradually, while you may be
associated with them, but you cannot do it on your
first appearance. They will rate you in proportion to
the amount of pleasure they receive from your playing
—unless you bring a large reputation, and this is
not likely if you are a beginner. Do not sneer at the
depraved taste of the people whose sympathies you
hope to gain. You cannot expect to find them differ¬
ent with their limited opportunities—oftentimes, no
opportunities—and must take them as you find them,
and treat them tactfully. Show deference to their
opinions, or you will lose them completely. I men¬
tion this for the reason that young people find it
very difficult to restrain their disgust when they And
how little appreciation is given to their most cherished
compositions. But do not forget that in all prob¬
ability you yourself had to grow to an appreciation
of the best music. You cannot expect the public to
show more natural appreciation in the beginning
than you yourself did. The public only hears at long
intervals. Your growth has been the result of listen¬
ing and working every day.
First find a place in which to give your reeital. A
small hall may be possible for a nominal sum; per¬
haps a church or church vestry. Or if the town is
large enough to have a music store, the music dealer
might be glad to co-operate with you, and hold the
recital in his store, something that is often done.
You there get a good piano to play on, and exhibit his
instruments at the same time. None of these things
being possible, you will, without doubt, be able to
nrrange to have the recital in a private house. If
you can get one of the influential ladies of the town
to allow the use of her parlors, and perhaps give you
one of her children to teach, it will be a great help.
The only drawback to the use of a parlor is that it
limits the size of your audience. People are likely
to feel offended who are not invited, and thus you
establish an antagonistic element at once. This is
especially liable to occur in a small town where
people watch with jealous eye the doings of their more

fortunate neighbors. If you can find a large audience
room, you can make your invitation general, and
thereby hurt no one’s feelings.
If possible, obtain letters of introduction to some
of the people. Call on them, and get them to intro¬
duce you to others. Find some one to go with you
and call upon families who have children who might
wish to study. Invite them to your recital; leave
what printed matter you may have. It is a good idea
to leave at the same time a neatly printed program of
your recital. In this way you will most likely be able
to make a beginning. Once started, you can think
of other means to employ in order to increase your
patronage. As soon as your class is well enough
started, have a little recital for the pupils. Parents
like to hear their children play. It makes them feel
that they are making advancement. You may be able
to arrange with some lady for the use of her house
and piano for this recital, and also perhaps as a music
studio, in exchange for lessons to her children. The
Round Table hopes you will make trial of this, and
report your success for the benefit of other members
of the Table, especially if you happen on any schemes
of your own that may help you to make headway.
Members of the Round Table appeal to it for help
and advice, which is gladly given. But it is no more
than fair that they should turn about and also give
the result of their efforts—what failed, and what
succeeded.
While planning as to ways and means of building
up a clientele, and the satisfaction that a large class
will afford, it may be interesting to note something
of the practical results that sometimes confront a
teacher. Human nature is a very singular and con¬
stant study, and many of its manifestations will
puzzle the young teacher when first brought into con¬
tact with it. Mr. Leo E. Haendelman has sent an
item of his experience which contained elements of
dismay for his sensibilities, but to me it does not
seem so unusual. He gives as a title to his item:
Is it Human Nature or Common Sense?
"Lately there came to my notice a strikingly pecul¬
iar case, and one of interest to the fraternity. One
day, Mrs. B. came to the studio of a friend of mine
and related to him a strange tale of woe: the diffi¬
culty she had in finding his address. She had heard
some of his pupils at a friend’s house, and had been
so impressed by their playing that she wished to
engage their teacher for her little girl. At first they
said they did not remember the number of his house,
and when pressed, found other excuses for not telling
their teacher’s address. Mrs. B. could plainly see
that they did not wish her to find my friend, and
was at a loss to account for such a feeling.
“And, indeed, does it not seem strange? But my
friend’s explanation is quite reasonable. He is a
young and very conscientious teacher, and with the
growing demand for his services, naturally increases
his tuition charges. But the pupils, he asserts, do
not like to recommend him to others, lest by excess
of business he become independent, and their own
charges be raised. My friend asks whether it is
human nature, or common sense from their stand¬
point. Let us hope, however, that it is an exceptional
case.”
The case is in a certain sense exceptional in that it
would be impossible for it to occur outside of one
of the largest cities. In New York City, where the
above took place, it may be made difficult to find a
person’s address, but in any ordinary place one’s
address can easily be known to everybody. The spirit
shown, however, is not exceptional, and is manifested
in varying forms in almost everyone’s experience.
Ordinarily, however, it is not fear of prices being
raised that actuates the feeling, but jealousy, and that

of the simplest type. It seems to be nothin*
than that universal feeling of fear lest the
fellow” get ahead. Human life is frequently ^
pared to a race, and indeed it is so, a race for 2'
tion. preference, power, money and all the other thin*
that may be considered desirable. In the busim,?!
world it assumes the aspect of a struggle, a fieht
and a hardly contested one at that. But whileth’
business man can conceal what he is doing, the music
student cannot. I he very first principle of his art
is that it be heard by others, and as soon as it is
heard, the musician s advancement and merit are
commented upon. Students dread to perceive them,
selves outstripped, and although this is often a valu¬
able incentive to spur them on to still greater effort
yet it is often the cause of much hard feeling. That
some pupils shall advance more rapidly than others
is only in accordance with the inequality of human
endowment, whether that inequality be along the
line of natural talent, or energy and application.
This is particularly true with singers, for nature
distributes her voices very unequally.
Very peculiar cases have come under my observation
among vocal students.
Although enthusiastic in
praise of tlieir teacher under ordinary circumstances,
yet when talking to other singers with voices of the
same range as their own, they have assumed a dis¬
paraging tone, attributing their success to all sorts
of causes except the right ones. I have known so¬
pranos to use every effort to induce altos, tenors and
basses to study with their teacher, but when talking
with another soprano, have taken a patronizing at¬
titude that would discourage anyone from wishing
to study with the same teacher. The root of the
matter is that in such cases, said soprano, alto, bass
or tenor, as the case may be. expects the teacher to
find opportunities for public singing, and fears lest
another voice of the same calibre will get in the way
of these opportunities. I have in my years of ex¬
perience ns a choir director seen this jealousy fre¬
quently carried to such an extreme that when a cer¬
tain pupil of a certain teacher was successful in
obtaining a choir position for which a number had
applied, and in which all had had an equal oppor¬
tunity, the decision being made by persons with ab¬
solutely no connection or even acquaintance with the
teacher, the unsuccessful applicants would drop their
lessons to take them up with another teacher. It is
a universal characteristic of human nature to at¬
tribute all failures to some other person. It seems co
foster one’s pride and set one in a better light in the
eyes of others if one soys: “I should have had that
place and could easily have gotten it if So-and-so had
not used his influence to keep me out.” And it ac¬
tually seems as if it must be true when a pupil
makes so great a grievance of it. Such things are
not pleasant, but they are factors in one’s musical
experience, and all teachers have to take them into
account. As a general thing, the only way to deal
with them is to ignore them. If one does the best
possible with all pupils, his duty is discharged, and
if pupils continue to foster their little jealousies, in
spite of all that can be said, the teacher cannot be
held responsible. Although it would naturally be
supposed that a pupil would take pride in the superior
excellence of the pupils in a teacher’s class, an
probably does to a certain extent, yet each to a
greater or less extent, doubtless looks upon the in¬
crease of fine pupils as one more to stand in the way
of his or her success, whether it be piano or voice.
Modulation. (Continued from last month.)
I spoke last month of the simplest transitions to
lie made to nearly related keys by means of six
chords. Although I do not remenilier ever
^
seen so simple a method mentioned in any
on harmony, even elementary modulations ®el“g
erally managed by more recondite chords, ye
that’I am giving can lie made serviceable
st“d
who have had but a mere smattering of ,a
study. Any book on harmony that I have ev® . nt
leaves the subject of modulation until the
^
has acquired quite a comprehensive knowle g6
subject, and then introduces modulation, an
ga(,j,
erally nnything but a simple manner.
, )0St
transitions as I am now giving can‘be used a ^ ^
the very beginning of harmony study.
wi(je
necessary to wait until the pupil lias acquire
^
knowledge of the harmonic "system before c
^
is introduced. Too much is attempted at, a
^
in most of the books. Each new subje 8 , . 0f
introduced separately and dwelt upon wi
P
(Continued on page WO.)
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the words. The book is gotten out in the most attrac¬
tive form, every page illustrated in colors.
We shall be pleased, indeed, to send this work to
any of our customers “On Sale.” We only wish at
this time to draw the attention of those who are in
search of good children’s music.

easily make up a perfectly satisfactory assortment.
We are daily in receipt of voluntary testimonials as
to toe character and suitableness of the material sent
to our patrons. We take genuine pleasure in trying
to please—that is why we get so many opportunities

The next i
i of The
THE
Etude, that is, the Holiday
DECEMBER ETUDE.
Number, will be an espe¬
A Graded Course in Czerny, edited by Emil Liebcially attractive number
lin2 is about to be published by this house. It will
from every point of. view. As usual, it will be en¬
be in three volumes. In the preparation of this larged and illustrated. The matter for this issue has
course, the entire works of Czerny have been ex
been in preparation for a number of months. We
mined, and thorough discrimination has been used have attempted, and, we think that we have made it
L the selection of the different studies. In addition
an issue of general musical worth, and at the same
to the well-known opus numbers of Czerny which are
time have not lost anything in its value and attrac¬
generously represented in the work, many of the stud¬
tiveness to the teacher and student.
ies have been selected from a number of less known
In appearance it will be by far the finest issue in
works. Every study has been selected with a definite
every way that we have ever published. It has been
purpose on account of some inherent merit. It will
improved in paper and typographical appearance, and
be the most complete and truly representative collec¬
last but not least, we do not think that there will
tion of the studies of Czerny as yet offered to the
be a cover on any December magazine that will out¬
public. It will be far superior in every respect to the shine The Etude. Am eminent artist has conceived a
collection edited by Germer, which in this country,
most beautiful design. The mechanical part will be
done by perhaps the first house in lithography in the
at least, it is intended to supplant.
The studies are arranged in points of difficulty
country. The reproduction will be done in 8 colors:
from grades 2 to 0, volume 1. of course, beginning
this fact alone will attest to the artistic rendering of
with grade 2. The grading has been done very closely,
the most beautiful conception.
Before going further we want to make an offer to
so that the course is truly progressive. The studies
our subscribers. To those who desire to give a year’s
are all interesting and each one is intended to cover
subscription to The Etude as a present, we will de¬
some definite technical point. Czerny was perhaps
liver a copy of the December number with a presenta¬
the greatest technician that ever lived, and a sifting
tion card on Christmas morning to the recipient free
of his works has brought to light studies suited to
of charge. That is, we will begin the new subscription
all demands. There is not a dry study in this collec¬
with the January issue and present the December
tion. The editing has been done by Emil Liebling,
number; 13 months for $1.50; all other premiums
an eminent and most successful American teacher.
according to our published list.
His work is thoroughly practical and to the point. In
The following list of writers will show the general
addition to the fingering, phrasing and marks of in¬
scope of the reading matter for the coming issue.
terpretation, he has furnished most valuable, inter
Every name stands for the highest in their respective
esting and suggestive annotation to the studies. This
work. Mr. H. E. Krehbiel of the Xeu> York Tribune
course by Czerny can be used by itself or in combina¬
will contribute an essay on “The Distinctive American
tion with other works.
Note in Our Music”; W. J. Henderson of the Xetc
The collection will be handsomely printed from
York Sun on the “Attitude of the Typical Musical
specially made plates and substantially bound in
Audience”; in other words, “How to Hear Music.
paper in a form convenient for use. The work on all
No better man can be found than Constantin von
three volumes is nearing completion, and during the
Sternberg on his subject, “Quality of Musical Genius, ’
present month, for introductory purposes, we will
illustrated by his friend. Josef Hofmann’s methods of
make a special offer on Volume I, of 25 cents, post
composition. George Cecil, a wel -known Ixmdon
paid, if cash accompanies the order.
critic, Carl Reinecke, Edward Baxter Perry, Emil
Liebling, of Chicago, will be contributors, and last but
Lack of space in this not least, Isidor Philipp, the leading piano tether of
MUSIC FOR
column prevents giving
Paris, will write on “Modern Piano Music 1and Com
THANKSGIVING AND
here a list of suitable munosers” The Children’s Page, the Vocal Department,
CHRISTMAS.
sic for Thanksgiving and and the Violin Department have anixM-ngreatyen
Christmas, but if our pa¬
hanced in value by special work and special illustra
trons will turn to the advertising columns, a well
selected list will be found there. We will gladly send ^°We hope to make the coming year the greatest m
any of these works for examination. We recommend every wa^f the career of the leading musical journal
early ordering so as to insure sufficient time for re¬
of the world.
f , f
hearsals.
We will print among the advertising pages of this
We have been asked by
many of our patrons to furnish for the children who be¬
long to musical clubs a button
that can be worn on the dress or coat, thus giving
distinctive value to club membership.
We have
arranged to furnish a button which contains the in¬
scription “Etude Music Club” and a portrait of
Beethoven. In order to introduce these buttons we
will furnish free to any teacher who conducts a club
six buttons for the officers of the club. Additional
buttons can be had at the low price of 30 cents per
dozen, postage paid. We want to hear from all club
leaders.

BUTTON FOR
MUSICAL CLUBS.

The time of the year is approaching when volumes
of children’s songs are needed. We are the pubhs ers
of one of the best collections of children’s music, a
work entitled, “Merrv Songs for Little Folks by
Louis M. Gottsclialk and William H. Gardner.
This work is forging itself to the front rank among
works of this character, and deservedly so. It con¬
tains everything that goes to make up a success u
volume. First of all it has the most spirited and in¬
teresting music, written by a competent and expe¬
rienced musician. And next, the poet, Mr. Gardner, is
very happy in writing rhymes for children, tnese
two men have worked together in the making °
•wok, and there is a sympathy running through all tne
numbers, showing that the music is well wedded

The History of Music which we have in oourse
of preparation, is progressing satisfactorily. The
editors are endeavoring to make this the standard
text-book on toe subject of musical history. The de¬
lay in publication is on account of the thoroughness
with which the book is being done. In the meantime,
the special offer of 65 cents is still in force, but it
may be that this is the last month in which the
special offer will continue. We would, therefore,
advise all who wish to possess a reliable music his¬
tory for their library, to order at least one copy.
The work will be copiously illustrated with ex¬
amples of historical music. There will be 500 pages
in the work and it will be handsomely bound in doth
gold.
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.
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At the time that this issue reaches
our subscribers, the subscription business
of the year or of toe season is just about
to open. Thousands of persons throughout this
country are beginning to solicit subscriptions for cer¬
tain papers and in combination as a business. Tn*
Etude will be offered by all subscription agencies and
by some of the largest papers this year in strong com¬
binations. This is done because The Etude is tiecom¬
ing appreciated more and more by the public at large
as a valuable adjunct to the family reading matter;
not alone to the teacher and the profession, but to the
lover of music. At the same time never to detract
one atom from its value to toe profession.
It will pay all agents to write to us for our terms
and conditions. The plan hns been tried by a number
of regular agents to sell single copies of The Etude
to persons owning pianos. Even this makes a profit¬
able occupation at this season of the year. We have
not a few persons who devote their entire time to
soliciting subscriptions for The Etude.

AGENTS.

Book IV of Greene’s ".Standard Graded Course in
Singing,” the last of the scries, is now in the en¬
graver’s hands and will be pressed forward to com¬
pletion. This book is intended for the last year s
work of a full course in vocal culture and consists
of studies in the RcciUtivc. Aria, and Interpretation.
It contains lists of material for teachers to use m
these branches of work with models for study, and
if carefully followed will give pupils command of
vocal technic and at the same time put them in the
wav of thinking out their own interpretations of all
vocal compositions, and specially to teach. It rounds
out the work of a systematic course for vocal stu¬
dents which contains the cream of the literature in
vocalises. Book IV is intended to prepare for grad¬
uation and takes the pupils into artistic work-such as
is demanded of the well-trained professional singer
and teacher. Until the hook is on the market we will
accept orders to lie filled when the work is ready at
40 cents per copy, postage paid, if cash accompanies
the order; if a charge is to Is- mnde on our books,
postage will 1* additional. To introduce the complete
work we will furnish the four »»oks to teachers or
schools for $1.00, postage paid, cash with the order.
We have many requests for postal cards containing
portraits of the great composers. We shall Lave cm
hand for the Holiday trade very desirable car * ™
taining portraits of the composers Bach, Beethmren.
Brahms, Chopin, Dvorftk, Gounod, Gr.<*, Handel.
I iszt Mascagni, Mendelssohn, Mozart , Paderewski.
v««. wn---j
Weber We will furnish these to our patrons for 35
oeM. a dozen, postage paid, all of one compos or
assorted.

...

“Musical Euchre,” the new game by Mr. C. Wrirnm is now on the market and the special offer as
•rebv’withdrawn. Gaines that have with themUne
[ucational features arc rather scarce. We can recomend “Musical Euchre” as an instructtve
, attractive game. Teachers of children sbouldjamd
,r a copy of this game to use in their class work.

just a word with Tegatri to toe value of the ad
vertising pages of The Etude. The coming December,
January and February numbers will have an aggre

the
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gate circulation of more than 380,000 copies, all going
to interested musical persons. It is not possible to
reach such a tremendous number of musical people
through all other means combined.
Music teachers, schools, publishers, and manufac¬
turers of musical instruments, who desire to increase
their business, cannot afford to overlook the enormous
prestige which The Etude enjoys in the musical
affairs of this country. Anyone having articles of
interest to musical people will find an advertisement
in The Etude the most profitable investment that
can be made.
Our rates for advertising are quite reasonable,
much lower, in proportion, than can be obtained from
any other journal. They will be sent upon applica¬
tion.
The December issue, which will be a special Christ¬
mas Number (the most attractive ever issued of a
musical paper), will be an excellent one in which to
make a trial of our columns.

As a fore-runner of the more extensive clubbing
offer which we will print in the December number, we
give herewith some exceptional combination offers.
Everyone can take advantage of these prices, either
new subscribers or renewals. The papers which we
combine with here hardly need even an introduction.
They are those of the highest class; fit companions
for The Etude. Every musical person will do well to
use these combinations and have the news and doings
of the world before them monthly during the coming

$2.50
2.50
2.50

Combi¬
nation
Price
$2.00
2.00
2.00

2.50
2.50
4.50
5.50
6.50

2.10
2.10
3.00
3.25
3.50

The Etude
with The Cosmopolitan.(1)
or with Pearson’s Magazine .(2)
or with Harper’s Bazaar .(3)
or with The Woman's Home Com¬
panion .(4)
or with Success Magazine .(5)
or with Review of Reviews.(6)
or with Nos. 1 and G.
or with Nos. 1 and 4 and 6.
or with Nos. 1, 2 or 3, and 4 or 5
and No. 6.
or with Nos. 1, 2 or 3, and Nos. 4
or 5 .
or with the whole list of 7 journals

6.50

4.00

3.50
9.50

2.60
5J0

We announce that in the next issue of The Etude,
the December number, we will print, as usual, our
Annual Holiday Offer on books of music and musical
literature. This offer, which is looked forward to
and waited for by a great number of opr customers,
is one of those peculiar arrangements, we might say,
which hqve cemented the strong kindly feeling existing
between the teachers of the country and this house.
We ever have the interest of music and education
and its followers close to our heart. We make this
offer each year in the interest of all of this. It is not
a profit-making transaction. W7e reduce the prices, so
that our people can get their reading, their inspira¬
tion ; their Holiday presents, at the greatest value for
tfie least money possible.
The offer will be to a degree condensed. Only the
best-known and the best-selling books will be espe¬
cially mentioned. Nevertheless, any book can be
quoted upon, and we will make the price as low as is
consistent with the above facts.

In the last issue of The Etude we offered to our
subscribers an album containing all of the Moszkowski “Spanish Dances” for four hands. This offer
was for 35 cents, postpaid. This is an extremely
low price for such valuable music which is usually
purchased in sheet music at four times the price.
'There is no more original and interesting set of
four hand compositions than Moszkowski’s “Spanish
Dances.” They were originally made for four hands,
which gives them an additional value in this connec¬
tion. It will be gotten out in the regular Presser
Edition.
All those who are interested in four hand music
should have a copy of this, especially since it can
be had at so low a price. (

We will continue through this month only the
special offer on the new four hand album, “Four
Hand Parlor pieces,” which we announced in last
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issue at a special price. We are endeavoring to
make this album different from any other yet
issued.
The pieces will be of the parlor order
nature, and by the most popular composers in
our catalogue. All the pieces will be especially ar¬
ranged for this volume and will be taken from those
pieces that have proved a success for two hands.
In our last issue we gave the names of a number
of the pieces that will appear in the volume. They
will all be third grade pieces, and there will not be
a dull or impossible piece in the entire collection.
From the orders we have received during the past
month, it shows that our customers appreciate the
offer.
While there is yet time, we should be pleased
indeed, to send a sample copy at the special intro¬
ductory price of 25 cents, if cash accompanies the
order.
An interesting collection of piano pieces will be
found among the music in this issue, including sev¬
eral novelties of genuine merit.
Elsa’s Dream from Wagner’s “Lohengrin,” is one
of the most satisfactory of Liszt’s shorter transcrip¬
tions. It is a beautiful arrangement and well worth
playing. Seeboeck’s “Blue Eyes” is one of a set of
four characteristic little pieces. This number is a
little gem, requiring good tone production and the
singing style. Homer Norris’ “In a Boat” is one of
a set of easy little pieces suitable either for piano
or cabinet organ, the general title of which is “In
Camp.” This set of pieces represents Mr. Norris in
a new and interesting light. Kern’s “Dream of the
Homeland” is a melodious and effective drawing-room
piece. Schleiffarth’s “Regiment Passing” is a bril¬
liant and very catchy march or two-step; one of the
best we have heard. The four hand number is a
showy arrangement of the “King of the Carnival,” a
dashing march by one of the most successful modern
French composers. Mention of Sobeski’s song, “Hush,
My Babe,” will be found on page 455 of this issue.
Bischoff’s new sacred song, “Is My Name Spoken in
Heaven ? ” will rank among the best songs of this
character published. It should appeal especially to
choir singers and is capable of telling and sympa¬
thetic rendition.
The “Friendship Songs,” by Galloway, are about
ready for press, but the special offer will be con¬
tinued during the current month. Admirers of the
songs of Galloway, and especially of the well-known
“Memory Songs,” will not fail to avail themselves of
this opportunity of securing a new set of seven songs
by this clever writer. The songs in this set are varied
in character and cover quite a range of expression,
are well written and truly vocal in character. They
represent some of the best work of this composer.
The introductory price during the present montl*
will be 50 cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies the
order. If a charge is made on our books, the postage
will be additional.
Dubino the present month we will continue the
special offer on Czerny’s “Preliminary School of Dex¬
terity,” Op. 636. This volume has recently been
added to the Presser Collection. It contains the
twenty-four studies carefully revised. This is one of
the best-known opus numbers of Czerny and is in
quite general use. The special offer price for the
current month will be 15 cents, postpaid, if cash
accompanies the order.
We continue the special offer on Herz’s “Scales
and Exercises.” These have been added to the Presser
Collection. The work is to be printed in oblong form,
which has proved very popular, special plates having
been made for the purpose, with a new and accurate
translation of the original text. The special price
will be 15 cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies the
order. This month closes the special offer.
Kuklau’s “Sonatinas, ” Vol. I, will be added to the
Presser Collection in deference to a general demand
This volume will contain all the Sonatinas of Kuhlau
which are generally used, namely: Op. 20, Nos. 1 to
3; Op. 55, Nos. 1 to 6 and Op. 59, Nos, 1 to 3; 12
sonatinas in all. This edition has been carefullv pre¬
pared with editing, fingering, all necessary revisions
and the addition of correct metronome marking. It
will be gotten out in handsome and substantial form
The special price on this volume will be 20 cents!
postpaid, if cash accompanies the order. If charged
on our books, the postage will be additional.
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recital programs.

SPECIAL-^

Notices
A PARTNER WANTED TO HELP PRryurvm,
charming and thoroughly practical Musical K?n^0TE A
Method. For particulars, address Musical
Suite 70, Auditorium Bldg., Chicaeo.U?H Art Pub- Coppf*! vurn vnirr "rnr to''.min' mm .
fifth line? Is it hard and rasping below F
AT F'
Mezzos and tenors that must sc^aVaG* &£&*■«•»
't getting the full benefit 0?%
l’
My method of VOICE Cm
act together, and not at 'rro'^purpoa„dTh
are made able for what they hfve^to do. the remit wiu
be a voice of arge compass, resonant, and easy to
duce. and of lovely, even quality throughout 1? ?ku
Interests you send stamp for booklet. "The Voice* M»h,I
ercy"” New York™* Satilcrland' Sult«
tS®
REFINED I.AI1Y WISHEtTPOSlTlON AS A PL
“Jjeomjianlst or teacher. Address. Mrs. N. Venner,
FOR SAI.E CHEAP—ESTEY. REED, PEDAL ORO/F
1 Centre Street, Watertown. Mass.
ORGAN.

WANTED—A YOUNG MAN OF MARKET! TITilW
n music who win m«to hi,„=oif generally useful for his
. Box 873. Dallas. Tern
F THE VIRI
—• ““““
■'•■h St.. New Yors, were the
entire week of the 18th of September. Last year Droved
the most prosperous season this School has ever had and
judging from the outlook and the numerous applications
already received, this year will prove even more busy
All the teachers have been retained and Mr. John H
Stephens, formerly connected with the Agnes Scott Insti¬
tute, Decatur. Ga., has been added to the staff.

Etude, my entire satisfaction In regard to your musical
publications for both teacher and student. I also wish
‘o thank you for your attention and promptitude in filling
— orders during the many years in which I have dealt
teachers of
America s
wftL■. —..
., _ ___
— join in pronouncing The Etude of invaluable a
In their labors.—Sellie S. Shedd.
,
I have found the Presser house so entirely satisfactory
in promptness, accuracy and in every other respect that
I have dealt with no other firm for several years.—Auduy
Hess.
The Reward Cards are beautiful as well as Instruc¬
tive, and I hope to be able to use them to advantage this
season.—Julia Wanner Ward.
I have used hundreds of your Reward Cards in the last
few years among my eighty pupils with the best possible
results.—Mrs. L. Lewis.
...
I have received the "Musical Pictures," have carefully
examined it and consider It one of the best books I have
found for teaching pupils to enjoy the better class 01
music. 1 expect lo use it in my work.—Miss Adda Edit.
I have taken The Etude for several years; each year
it seems to grow better; it is helpful for both teacaer
and student.—Arthur V. Woodhead.
I have used "The First Steps In Pianoforte Study ior
a year now. with satisfaction, and think it excellent for
young people.—Wilhelmina Lea.
The Etude is ray chief joy. It is a constant source 01
help and inspiration.—Lizzie At. Jennings.
,
I find The Etude invaluable in my teaching work, ana
yon have my best wishes for its continued success.
Edna Vhler.
„
. n.,i
I have received the “Popular Parlor Album and nn
the work will do finely for grades two and three In tMc
ing. Shall use it with my younger pupils.—Mrs.
»•
I have received the “Popular Parlor. Aibum^ and an
very well pleased, and find it very entertaining for young
pnpils.—Mias A. Oileapie.
4ll
T r()n.
I have received the "Popular Parlor Album.
*
•'
• a great success,
success, both ffrom a technical and mo
sider
it
UUlltllK.
. n.
sicai standpoint.—Nellie A. Chadwick.
I have received the “Popup-r Parlor Album” andcon
sider It the best thing of tl 5 kind that you have,
line purposes.
purposes. -—Jennie "
would recommend it for teaching
Wheeler.
, ... ..j 1
I have received the “Graded Songs, Book I,
“
think the work Is most excellent, affording theteacne
who lack inspiration in choice of songs, a most n r
selection.—Mrs. J. 8. Dinwoodir.
„ Vni 1,
I have received the “Standard Graded Songs,
•
A happy thought. Deserves immediate and large
nitlon.—Oen. C. Young.
„
Year”
I have received the “Graded Songs for Flr td ygliand think them a collection of useful, pleasing ana
class songs.—Mrs. A. McKinney.
. first
I have received the “Standard Graded Songs for o()
Tear" and am very much pleased with It—-A. H;
I have **oAAltra4 (ha “flna TTnnrlrPfl RPCrCfltlODo, . ulud
They are ...
after several _
use them a good deal, since they apt
Improved form.—Mrs. W. H. Heave.
,,
. fln(] it
I hnve received the "Monarch Collection and
^
very desirable for teaching. The arrangements are
and make a work that all mandolin orchestralnleasin*
have at hand. The folios contain some very p
selections.—TP. E. Chandler.

FVItorC3.totte‘ Sc^arfei^6*1 Tarantella, Pieczonka ; The
JMdlbe Bumble Bee Chadwick; Triumph March,
raler- Curious Story, Heller; Ilumoreske, Grieg;
ftf'j the Little Soldiers, llorvath; With Wind and
S. ii hds ). Hewitt; Barcarolle, Scharwenka; The
in theFreplace, Kullak; Yalsc Caprice, Rubinyipst “A nteiie, Heller; Andante et Scherzettino (2
Cliamiuade; June, Tchaikovsky; Goblins’ RevEfifsllenberg; Iticorda-ti, Gottschalk; Scherzo, BielSMond Valse (4 hds.l, Godard; Venetianlsches
ni^llled Mendelssohn ; Mazurka, Op. 17. No. 1,
ohnnbi • Sbeperds All aud Maidens Fair, Nevin; Sonata,
£b Pift No 1 Beethoven; Valse Brilliant (4 hds.l, Mosz^
bP'.U|. Nocturne, Op. 34, No. 2, Chopin; First Mazurka,
Si 21 Salnt-Saens; Polish Dance, Scharwenka; Second
(2 Pianos), Durand; Nocturne in F. Op. 23, No. 4,
oihnmnnn
Schumann • Minuet, Op. 41, Paderewski; Rakoczy Marsch
(fbd“ “ Liszt; The Two Larks, Leschetizky ; La Fileuse,
S.
Panillon. Grieg;
Trapnion,
Grieg Murmuring Zephyrs, Jensen.
ptmiis of Mr. Grenville Commons.
P finanish Dance No. 2. Op. 12 (4 hds.), Moszkowski;
The Blacksmith. Op. 17. Ever; Bagatelle, Zelsberg;
Scherzo, Op. 50, No. 1. Bielfield ; By the Spring, Op. 101,
SoR flurlitt; Alla Turca, Op. 18, No. 3. Janke ; Sonata
in C major, Mozart; Rustic Dance, Op. 266, No. 3, Rein£ke- The Brooklet, Ryder; Scherzino, Op. 64, No. 2,
Handrock; Chaconne. Op. 62 Durand; Andante and
Eiiwin Panrlccioso. Op. 14, Mendelssohn; \alse In A-flat,
SSSkowSIi in the Green'Meadow, Op. 82. No 1, Merkel ;
ihmnner Op 160, No. 2. IJchner; Air de Ballet. Op. 30,
Chaminade?' Spring Song, Mendelssohn; Allegretto
ttavdn' The Fountain, Bohm : Polonaise Mllitalre in A
major, Op. 40, No. 1 (4 hds.). Chopin.
Puoils of the Chicago Piano College.
Sonata Pathdtique, Beethoven; The Butterfly. Lavallde;
Dancing Doll, Poldini ; Valse in D-flat Chopin; Pol¬
onaise “ (Military), Chopin; Etude (The Butterfly),
&; Ballade in A-flat, Chopin; Polka de Concert.
Bartlett: Two Skylarks, Leschetizky ; Pasquinade, Gotts¬
chalk ; Concerto in G minor (Last Movement), Men¬
delssohn.
Pupils of Walter S. Sprankle.
Little Prince Waltz, Krogmann; Little Bo-Peep Gil¬
lette; Hallowe’en Waltz, Eckert; Carnation, Egghard;
Soring Flowers Waltz, Sprankle; Tommy Atkins March,
Hckert- Dreamland Waltz, Sprankle; Alpine Shep¬
herdess neins ; Star of Hope, Kennedy ; Spinning Song,
Bllmenreich; Joyful Return, Jungmann : bndcr the Maypqle, Bohm; Hypatia, Dougherty; In bresh, Green
Fields, Giese; Cavatina, Raff; Meditation, Morrison.
Silver Spring. Sheetz; Springtime Gavotte. Sprankle.
Spring Reverie, Beaumont: Soire du Bal, Gillette, Vil¬
lage fete, Lange; Cascades, Sprankle; Scherzo, Klassert; Les Sylphs (2 pianos, 4 hds.), Bachmann.
Pupils of Eva F. Ditmer.
Ten Tempters, Forest; Up-to-Date March (4 has.),
Geibel; Dorothy, Smith; Morning i^ayert Streabbog;
In Rank and File, Op. 249, Lange; In Full Tilt (4 hds.),
Orem; Dance of the Wild Flowers, Wenrich, The
Meadow Lark Waltz, Schroedcr; Cradle Song, Op. 211,
Kern; Rondo, Op. 17, Muhling; Purple Pansies Bearis,
qul Vive Galop (4 hds.), Ganz; In the Arena (4 hds.),
Bngelmann; Violet Waltz, Streabbog; Frisky Galop,
Streabbog ; Rock of Ages, Transcr., Lew s; Jesus, Lover
of My Soul (song), Macdougall; Wayside Chapel, Wil¬
son; Turkish March, Mozart; Moonlight on the Ocean,
Martin; Song of the Robin, Warren; Bells at Evening,
Ryder; Fifth Nocturne, Ley bach; II Trovatore (4 hds.),
Smith.
of Frederick A. Williams.
.
py Days (4 hds.), Le Roy; Playing Tag, lYilllams,
! Confession, Thoma ; Mighty Lak a Rose (song ,
Nevin; Spring, Lichner; Valse lmprornpm ,(4 Uds.);
Bachmann; I Know a Lovely Garden (song), D Uardeiot,
Sonata Pathtftlque (first movement), Beethoven; Butter¬
flies (Etude), Williams; Valse, Op. 18, Chopin; Laugh¬
ing Waters, Smith; Scarf Dance, Chaminade, l Miss
You, Dear (song), .Williams; Saltarelle Caprice, Lack,
The Sweetest Flower that Blows (song), Hawley, On
the Lake, Williams; Valse Entralnante, Wachs.

S

^Cg&drBrfhm^The Robin, Ne.d.lnger; March
Milltaire, Schubert; Valse In A-flat, Op. 34 No. 1.
Chopin ; Rondo Caprlccioso, Op. 14-Me“delsa“h Weber •
Swallows, Bingham; Rondeau Brilliant, von Weoei,
Kamennol-Osti-ow. Rubinstein : Impromptu, Schu iert,
Goodby, Tostl; Scarf Dance, Chaminade ; Re.c“Ile^t}2“i
Lang; The Two Larks, Leschetizky; Meraories Etnel
Carle; Will o’ the Wisp, Liebling; Springs Awakening.
Hess.
Pnpils of Spokane Conservatory of M Constancy (song),
Magic Flute (6 hds.), Mozart;
Mlttel; Spokane Gavotte, Mueller; A Day Dream (song),
ano
Strclezki; Evening Prayer, Wlegand; nea%
Hearts fs
aDo
.1}'“
Flowers (violin), Tobani; Dance of the Demons. Hol ,
My Dreams (song), Tosti; Hunting Song. Mendelssoiin
Her Freischiltz (6 hds.), Weber; Good-NighL Beloved
laong), Oltiver;
Scherzo, Schubert; l lower song
(Faust), (song); Gounod; L’Aiglon, Schneider. New
Life (violin duct), Bailey; Sunrise Mazurka Pattison^

0

A Son of the Desert (song), rhillips; Blue Beils oi
Scotland (violin). Farmer.
PuS}Is of Miss Anna Downs.
...
14 14
Gipsy Dance, from Hungarian Itbapsody. No 14 t
Ms-). Liszt; Nocturne, Field: Valse Bleue (4 bds.L
Margis; March of the Folwer Girls, Wachs, Invitation
'he Dance, Weber; Hearts and Flowers (4 lids.). Toban ,
'alse Napolltaine, Rlnguet; Oxen Waltz (4 hds , Mc«art;
Swallows' Song, Botaml Polonaise, Op. 40, No. L Clhopin
At Full Tilt (4 hds.), van Raalte; IIow Sweet the Moon
fe’jt Sleeps, Decevee; Cotton I lolf,nJ? "The Fying
Sailors’ Chorus and Spinning Song, from The ny b
Dutchman” (4 hds.), Wagner.
Pukih °fRetta Bheckler.
„
„ ,pn Eugene;

Qp. 60, Wilson ; Narcissus, Op. 13, No. 4. N
• R|)i>0g;
Noc iirne. Op. 52. Leybach; Papa’s S^nette Waite
Mjtle Fairy Schottische, Streabbog: Mgnonette , ^
wlmi S,W.lng Song’ Boscovl'i! 1 SweetcRt Smile^ OP.
8ono, eufS‘: ^ Lady Grace. Finzel 'Golden Kaim ^ ^
Sounds from a Binging Rock, Walters, m
h
ter|e, Alien; The Mountain^Streaim Op. 13^
S™J,C Of the Butterflies, Op. 282.
n d_.„rl 1 er ' Home.
&VBohm : Convent Bells. Op. 116, Splndler.
sweet Home (variations), Slack.
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The Everett Piano
The heat symbol of musical culture

Our Graduates Earn $5 to
Si O Per Day the Year Round

•I You can usually estimate with reasonable
accuracy the intellectual aspirations in a home
by the class of books in the library.
<1 An Everett in the music room denotes
musical culture throughout the home.
<| The greater sum necessary in the purchase
of an Everett does not constitute a larger ex¬
pense account, but is an additional investment
in a finer and more valuable property.
The greater durability of an Everett and
the more perfect achievements resulting from its
use are the extra dividends you receive on a
judicious purchase.
^ If you are really interested in the purchase
-* write us and we will give you facts
; the above.

TUNING, ACTION REGULATtaorne BY CORRK8Undcr our nl
«tiok eviiem of la¬
nd by UK of our ixmtion. the TCNE-A-

PHONE, ANYONE WHO i
or three months of leisure hour study you
can begin
BEGIN TO
'
‘ ““'
EARN MONEY by tuning, regulating and repairing pism
When you have finished our east. THnanrr.H farcinati

you INDEPENDENT AND YOUR OWN
MASTER FOR LIFE.
WE SUPPLY FREE A TUNE-A-PHONB. also a forking
model of a fall size, modern upright PIANO ACTION,
necessary TOOLS, for each student
Many professional tuners study with us to perfect themthey may be able to care for their own instruments. Bat
more take our course as a SURE MEANS TO MONEY-MAK¬
ING . We fit our students to command splendid profits in the
pleasantest of professions. Read what some of our grad ns tea
say about it
“I average >9 a day "
Thomas, Aquebogue, N.
“I easily make an ave
to 35 a day.”—John T.
Galt, Ont.
“I made $100 fixing —
pianos.”-Mss. S. A. Albretui
Los Angeles, Cal.
“I made $31.50 the first tw
weeks, and $5 to $12 per da.
thereafter.”-Carry F. Hall,
Coffeyville, Kansas.
“I am earning good money
since I began tuning, repairing,
°'",e ° '
etc. Last week I took in $27.6u,
.
and next week I am sure I can raise that.’—Rat J. Maonax,
Manistee, Mich.
“This profession, I find, is one thst Is surely not overcrowded.
At a place where there are several older tuuers, I get mure
work than I can easily dispose of, from which I realise from
$2.50 to $3 per instrument. ’—J. W. Uxiaa, TilBn, Ohio.
“My best day’s earnings has been to tune fourplaaos et $3
each. ’—(Rsv.) C. D. Nicxxlbrx, Hood River, Oregon.
“I mtfe W laat week and $212 the la*t two
tuning
and regulating piauoa.!’-Jo«PH Ganna, Awtona, Oreaon.

The John Church Company
Cincinnati
New York
Chic*9o
Osvntrt of Thi Event! Pism Company. Bauaa.Msu.

NODDING VIOLETS

rwr,

LEARN PIANO TUNING
; If you have talenl make it earn $. on an hour.

1

LET IIS HUE YOU LIKEWISE PBOSPEBOOT

THE NILES BRYANT SCHOOL
OF PIANO TUNING
204 Music Hall,
LE CREEK,
MICH.
Send To-day For FREE Illus¬
trated, Descriptive Booklet.

A

TONIC

Horsford’* Acid Phosphate
Half a teaspoonful in half a gl»» °<
refreshes and invigorates the entire system.
A strengthening tonic and nerve food.

1906—ART

CALENDAR
THEODORE PRESSER
,712 Chestnut SI., Philadelphia. ~

n addressing our advertisers.
Please mention T

Ernwr H. Cathy

lie gem ior piano solo, carefully edited 1
i. Sample copy 20c, in tlampt or coin.
ERNEST H. COSBY
1403 Grove Avenue. Richmond. Va.

jsss LSrarr ««

experience. You cannot refret having acquired thi* dcligtotfa!
Drofcaaioci. Our free proapectu* will inter eat you.
CENTRAL SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNIN6. Shelbyvlllff. »M.

Musical Euchre
By CARL W. GRIMM
Price. jOc

ANEW
musical game by the inventor
of the popular Musical Dominoes
and other well-known interesting
and instructive musical games.
The game is played similar to the ordi¬
nary game of euchre, with the exception
that a special deck of cards Iias been pre¬
pared, in which the various suits instead
of being represented by clubs hearts etc ,
are named after orchestral instruments,
a Prima Donna being used instead of a
Joker, and the sequence of the cards is
represented by the circle of fifths.
This game will prove most interesting
and fascinating as well as musically instruclive. The cards are handaomely
and substantially gotten up.
THEODORE

PREJSUt.

Rttbll.hsf

17)2 Chastnul At., Phll»4#lphla. Pm.
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husioresques:

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART

HY ALFRED n. HAUSHATH.

S3 Fifth Avenue, New York

Pa: “I don’t know the exact number, but. , ,
know there is one too many, and its locatHn h ii, °
Hat above ours.
"»uithe

FRANK DAMROSCH, Director

Established and endowed for the education of serious students of music. Offers
all advantages of a European musical education. Faculty composed of the most
eminent teachers of Europe and America.
Prospectus on application to the Registrar.

^,.7:°^ b"au"

d“»'‘ «*

Willie (watching the frenzied antics of the nW*
wrestling with the Twelfth Rhapsody 0f fif
'Did lie make a mistake ? ”
'
Ll8“*:
Pa: “A mistake, why?”
Willie:

A HOLIDAY SUGGESTION

JVddi^of Siy toy> i8 a man wh° *
Willie (after a little reflection): “Then the fellow
who plays t he big fiddle with standing room only is a
lobster. I thought so.”
Willie: “Is he playing now (the pianist),
Pa: “Why, of course.”
Willie: “Well, if that’s playing, I don’t want to
learn. I call that work.”
Willie: “Why doesn’t he take a rest? He must
be tired. I am myself.”
Short pause.
“No more piano excitals for me.” Finis.
Music Hath Charms, etc.—A progressive barber
one of our large cities employed a small band to
dispense music to his suffering victims while under
the knife.
It is wonderful how many new, and only correct
methods of singing are now in vogue. And yet, the
"alians still can sing.

A Subscription for “THE ETUDE"
9 THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER and a beautiful HOLIDAY
CARD bearing your name will be mailed to your friend to arrive on
Christmas Morning.
1906—13 issues.

The Subscription will also be entered for the vear

•I SPECIAL OFFERS.

Write us to-day for a special premium

list and Clubbing instructions. This is a splendid chance to renew your
Subscription to advantage, no matter when it expires.

MMm Subscription Department-“THE ETUDE,” Phila., Pa.

-MUSICAL LITERATURE:
ANY MUSICAL BOOK ,No mitt".,Thert

*

we

,uppiy at the

v*bth'd or
whom,
can
-- lowest possible price. We carry a very complete stock.
Special Prices for large orders and to LIBRARIES

\
!

f

Write for Estimates before Purchasing elsewhere £
We are the publishers of the most used and important educational works issued during recent vea
d

THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia Pa
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Dr.
the
G:

Little Willie, at the Piano Recitai
logue.) Willie: “How many pianos nro
the world. Pa ? ”
*
are there in

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

ta

Just a Little Game of Ball.
The catcher: The critic who catches what the
band lets slip.
The pitcher: The manager, who hands out the
business.
First base: The ’cello player.
Second base: The trombone player.
Third base: The double-base player.
Batter: The man with the baton.
The game embraced many runs, slides and short
stops.
Arthur: “They say he can make the piano talk.”
Alice: “Yes, but such language I never heard in
all my life.”
Smith: “Whenever I hear a parlor organ going, I
feel sad.”
Brown (reflectively) : “So do I.”
Smith: “Isn’t it strange ? ”
Brown: “Not in my ease. You see I bought an
organ on the instalment plan, and my daughter
played on it continually. I heard it going every night
in the week for six months, at the end of which time
I got stalled on the instalments and then I
going.”
Playing In vs. Playing Abound the KbT.-Hans (just back from the country), to his friend,
Herr Musick: “I heard the willage bandt blay de
“Star Strangled Banner” mit variations around the
key, and it sounded like the storm before the calmIt was a regular key-puzzle.”
Friend: “I hear Grace is making wonderful prog'
ress in her music.”
.
Mother: “Yes. her teacher says formerly
played duets with her she was always a bar be in .
and now she is always a bar ahead.”
It Must Be.—Roomhunter: “Are you sure tna
the room you have to let is quiet? ”
.
Landlady: “Oh, rest assured of that. There »
singer in the next room and it must be quiet or
couldn’t practice.”—Chicago News.
. .
One Who Loves ms Fellow-men.—'“Blizzms i
good deal of a philanthropist.”
“He never
anything to a cum®*
college or a^ 1
ver gave anytmng
. js
But he says he is not going >_AFoshchildren learn to recite or play the piano.
ington Star.
Wiiat Did He Mean ?—Willie: “Alice play3 ""
ing but classical music.”
,,_« 1‘.
Tom: “Yes, mistakes aren’t so noticeable.
Evening Telegram.
. ^ttins
No Discobds There.—“How is your cnmFgeV.
along ? ” inquired a country clergyman of

WpmmM

Wor
H

eiSHERE'S an erroneous i6ea abroad that ail dealers
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Is In danger of ha via* a
jenignantly at the provincial pastor through
mmed spectacles, the metropolitan preacher
eplied: “Harmoniously, I hope.”—.Y. V.

perl,

Measures.—“I see you've bought your
a piano. I didn’t know site was musical.”
l’t. But I’ve tried every other means 1 can
to force my next door neighbor to sell his
on my own terms. Now I guess he’ll he

com'
of '

K the fate of I

In t:

era aeaaon In New Y ark City will b
and will last scvcnl
t K third part i KljPU-s oratorio. Th
given nt the
has( ■een finished ai
vml. England, 1

Trne'.'mo'st Installment-dealers mast and do charge
two prices—but they follow ancient methods.
We have no losses worth mentioning because we
j^n^a°thnabenabled to sell honest persons "Oulfredlt"
at practically cash prices.^ partlcu,ar|r ,0 thoM ^

1

are wtftWMkf • we wi^iend* subject to examination«xdSm preptaid?®^ rTrat diamond Bet in mounting like
rut or in any standard 14-kt. solid gold mounting. If
ring proves to be in every way satisfactory pay express
Hint $14. U you would rather have goods sent by
registered mail or at first writing desire to show that you
mfaB business, send $14 with order. Balance may be
»aid monthly or weekly.
.....
p#ia Catalog No. 1 88 shows a wealth of diamonds
from $12 to $1,400. also watches and a general
line of jewelry. It’s free.
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isical Art. New York City, opened
i
h. Mr. Georg Hensehel and Mile,
assistant of Mme. Elelka Gerater.
Wal
jr singers in Berlin, are at hand to
at t
uc
w, ,.ie vocal department. Mme. Gerster
wui ue at the school later In the year for a short period.
Mb. Cabl Bosch, of Kansas City, won the prise for
the best musical setting of an ode to the late w. < l
Breckenridge. of Kentucky, offered by a mualcal organiza¬
tion of Lexington,
Mb. Geobge W. Chadwick, director of the New Eng
' Conservatory of Music. Boston, has taken a J'*»r»
leave, oi absence u-hieh
which he will spend in Europe, during
which time he will make study of European conserve
tories and their methods.
ORESTE
este Bimboxi,
BDiiio.M, director
directi of the School of Grand
__with
ipera,
connected with tha
the Kmt
New Englaod
England <( on^rvaion
onaervato <•«
UBiv, Boston,
...la’y.
iusic,
died In Florence. Italy, early In the fall.
I
MR. FTenky E. KBEHiur.i. will deliver a coai-re
’-ctures at the Inslltutc of Musical Art. New York
the subject, **Ilow to Listen to Music.

t

Fit l) aaionou, tur nuaoaau w
New York l'hllharmonic i

rig* title n stature, with a v
tired from the stage eevernl .
Mu Walter
Walte* C. MAcrAiiw:*.
MscrABiutN. « welLkoown EiiEHiih com*
poarr snd teacher, died In laondon, Kej>i«*i»ii>er
f! Jj**
?S^i r° of ‘ West in I n‘.?e'r ‘aKw * “aVa imy.
net led with It until IDO*, when he
advanced age He wrote a n.iroluw "f »<wk« la the large
forma, chamber music, piano plecea. aonga, pari *oag.
A KEKir.H of concerts. to cvlebratetbc23Ih
iromlnent art
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success in France.
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October 9th. The musicians of Barta n-cognircu
ay three concerts and a banquet.
Cabl Reixeckk, now
h0'*
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Official
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eading American cities. With him will be ijmkm
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sr 27th;291h. the conduelora being walu<1
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CUPPING FILE
-

or Envelope
Scrap Boott
Handy for filing Clip¬
pings, Receipts, and 101
other things.
Has 20 heavy Manilla
F.nveiopes, ruled and
indexed. Bound in Red
Art Canvas. ^ ^
$ 1 #or sea/prepald by us.

hearing the*young n.an alng, advised Mm to ja lalo a#**;
in lbMt, he made hla d«.til at ha Svola. In Milan, alnglr

I>* 8ot« looked for the aoeret of youth In n apring
of Kuahimr, lif*1tlving water., whit* he wa» sure h*
would find in the New World. Alchemist, end angea
IthouMtnda of them), have .pent their live, in quart
for it. hut it is only found »ty th«»* happy |wople who
can digest an.1 assimilate the right food which keeps
the physical body perfect that peace ami eorafort are
the sure results.
A remarkable man of 94 says: “lor many long
veare I suffered more or less with chronic oosUvmaaa
and painful indigestion. This condition made life a
great tmrdcn »« me. na you may well itmgin*.
“Two years ago I began to use Grapa-NuU a* food,
and am thankful that I did. It has le-en a Idewing
to me In every way. I first noticed that it had re¬
stored mv digestion. This was a great gain but waa
nothing to compare in importance with the fact that
in a short time my Vowels were restored to free and
"°“Thc cure seemed to he complete for two yvara
I have had none of the old trouble. 4 use tha
lira no Nuts food every morning for breakfast and frenuentlv cat nothing else. The use has nude me comfmrtahie and happy, and although I will be 94 year.
., nBT. (.11 1 have become strong and supple again,
, j fl,n,re and can walk with any body and etijoy
C
given by I’oatum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
“Th
^d’the'mtta book, “The Road to Wellville” hi
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The Cooke-Keller Combination Music Staff Ruler

START THE SEASON RIGHT
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season but some occasion will arise when you could t ieason,
Hardly a day will pans during th
unspeakable . ouveniem
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ZABEL BROTHERS

Music Printers
AND ENGRAVERS

THE
O. 0. S - 1. In Schubert s "Serenade " trnn
the piano by I.lszt, as printed |n the Press™ TOUfond Jw
?»**« Part »■ the simpler. If the srran£em^
lower two of the foot- staves of the brace is "to
play the upper, if only two staves are founder cSS5
places they can be used either with the difficult Mewle"'
’’ lndlca,es a rholce between twopassages.
3. Clarke’s ‘’Dictionary of Musical Terms” i*
Imok giving explanation of terms used in music Thfr»‘
taU price is ft.00. It can l>e secured from the’Duhli«w
of I'm: KtddK.
Ul publisher
M. S.—-J. In a "Da Capo" strains a
t usually repeated.
_
- When 8un Is placed beneath notes on the i„.„
staff play the passage an octave lower than written
con 8va means add the octave lower.
"ran,
by"l)oniz7tVl.The °Pera "Lucreiia Bor8'a"
composed
-. Theodor Oesten was born In Berlin, December 11
1813, studied in Berlin, and gained vogue as a
of music tn the popular salon or light style. a composer
3. The opera “CaliDh of Bagdad" does

ttqVFTJL gymnastic exercises for
V
MUSICIANS.
by e. b. STUBER.
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Elbows as far back as possible without force.
Straighten elbows and again bend. Ten times.
19. Same position, only move hands upward.
These are all that are necessary to prevent stiffen¬
ing- They are not to be practiced as in ordinary drill¬
ing elass, but as having this special object in view.
I emphasize therefore: Slow movements, full stretch¬
ing, body firm, but not rigid, rest between movements.

■—

THE following exercises are intended chiefly to desuppleness and to prevent that curse of the
arsent player, crantp and laming of the muscles,
ill exercises of this kind to be of any use must begin
ART AND KNOWLEDGE.
t the shoulder. If you have studied the action of
L muscles from a medical point of view, you will
BY OTTO W. G. PFEFFEKKOBS.
why. Therefore, persevere in these shoulder
rcises for some weeks before attempting those
One of the defects in many a musical education
<*! wrist and fingers. You will thus get the upper
"uscles nicely separated and in good working order today is the absence of that kind of knowledge which
ought to be certain, absolute and fixed.
before beginning the lower.
It is better to know one thing absolutely than a
First Set of Exercises.
thousand things hazily—which may be worse than not
1 Stand erect, but not rigid. Stretch arms in knowing them at all. It is better to be able in¬
front palms facing and nearly touching. Slowly stantly to analyze, rhythmically and harmonically,
more them out until in a line with shoulder, and and audibly illustrate any portion of the simplest
composition, than to thunder through ten most pre¬
slowly back. Repeat ten times
2 Anns down by sides. Slowly raise above head, tentious works, whose demands, in technical skill
alone, exceed both native or acquired ability.
M!ms forward, then back. Ten times.
The finest art is the revelation of beauty. And
3 Arms parallel in front, stretch to full extent,
hands loosely doubled. Throw them downward and beauty lies hidden in the simplest, as well as in the
backward until the head shoots forward with the most complex, things. It is the special privilege of
the artist to reveal its loveliness.
movement, then back again. Ten times.
A knowledge of rudimentary psychology ought to
4. Do the ordinary exercise of raising a stick or
strap with the stretched arms above the head and be of the greatest possible help to all music students
who are trying to fit themselves for successful teach¬
down behind, then slowly reverse.
These are to be practiced for the first fortnight or ing and successful performance.
All through literature, we find soul-full allusions
month before beginning others.
The chief points are: to stretch the muscles fully, to the Heavenly Muse, the Divine Maid, Music. Poet,
not to jerk, not to be rigid. These points are far painter, and sculptor have laid their inspired tribute
more difficult of attainment than one would think, upon the altar of the lovely goddess. We hear of the
but must be attended to for success from a musician’s soul-stirring quality of this or that musical creation.
It someone plays or sings well, we are apt very prop¬
point of view, «. e., strong and supple muscles.
If you think the shoulder muscles are working erly to exclaim: “She put her very soul into the
work! ” But if the rendition is uninteresting, we
more easily, try another four exercises.
5. Raise the shoulders up to the ears, as in the act may overhear: “0, it was soul-less.
Soul is the word used. If this usage is proper it
of shrugging. Let them fall without jerking. You
would appear, at least in popular concept, that the
will be surprised to find how much higher you can
soul has considerable to do with true music. And
shrug in a week’s time.
if this relation is as intimate as it would appear to
6. Throw the head backward and then forward.
be, it might he well for us to know what some of the
7. Move head to the left and right alternately. If
world’s savants know, or think they knotr about the
vour muscles creak, you need this exercise.
soul. For, by definition, “Psychology is the science of
" 8. Move the body sideways from the hips right and
the human soul.”
left Five times only at first.
If we possess a scientific knowledge of anything. »
When are you coming to my fingers? you ask are supposed to have that knowledge strfomat.zed
despairingly. Not for some time yet. Don’t be dis¬
and classified, and to know laws causes, and .rel»t,”"*n
couraged. The seat of cramp and stiffness lies m
Music is both scientific and ph.losoph.c^ sc.ontific m
these upper muscles, and not in the lower. If you
its structural facte; philosophic, in its idealistic
go in for arm massage, and a good thing it is, the
truths. We may have musical knowledge and yet not
operator always begins at the shoulder.
“ music scientifically. In music
Practice these eight for a month more; now for a ‘ should not only know all our «atenalbntwe rfiouM
little elbow work.
9. Bend the elbows and place both hands, loosely
doubled, just below the waist. Straighten each elbow
and bend alternatelv, each separately.
This and the following are very difficult to do with¬
out jerking. But the more one jerks, the more one s
piano touch will be uncertain and irregular.
10. Same, only hands placed behind back.
11- Put hands (flat) in small of back, then move
together downward until the arms are straight.
ac .
12. Same as No. 9, only hands on hips. Move out¬
ward and downward.
All these ten times a day.
,
These will stretch the muscles over the elbows, ana
you ought to begin to see nice ridges along your upper
painful grimaces of J*
to take , r(.„] interest
ann, where you have separated the muscles.,
separation is necessary in piano or violin playing, as sS;.—>«■ “i **
the key to independent movement of wrist and ngers.
Now for four more elbow and shoulder movemen
13. Bend elbows and place hands loosely on rea® ‘
Move forward and outward and sideward until
stretched in a line with shoulders, and back again,
or delight in that
g
inted flection on some
1* careful of the backward movement.
.
be true, it may he ra
™ ;
of much musical
, 14. Bend elbows downward and press gently against
0{ us who
lend our aliensides. Hands to shoulders. Raise arms upward
knowledge, bu* ^ho , '.jtorious performance.
straight and back.
. ,
„»« lo . .orlhj -d
»».« b.
15. Essentially a piano exercise. Straighten
In music, therear* fh9; can be taught are those
^etch arms parallel in front. Move slowly from
taught. But the ttinga
^
^ p(irct,jved<
side to side, as if plaving scales the length of piano.
material facts
q ^ and disCussed by several
16* Same, only bend body from hips forwar
comprehended.
^ brain. the nervous
whole time. This is rather tiring, so begin gwjua'Jpersons at the0f sound, of feeling, reason,
Practice these with all former ones a fortnigh ,
system, the sense
lgVd. and their functions in
the next.
.
U. Bend elbows and place hands on hips.
®*pl
P'em there, move elbows forward and bac
>
if slowly flapping vour wings.
* ipr5,
THE ETUDE when addressing 01
18* An ordinary exercise. Hands on 81
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With these illustrations I will leave the subject for
this month, as it wil1 ~1-- _
•
-

TEACHERS’ ROUND TABLE,

composers feel that Uu>y must revel if they would
avoid commonplacenea*. Indeed, it may be alleged'
that triple a* well aa duple time are rapidly disap¬
pearing from our midst. Anything that the “man at
the back” can keep time to with his feet i» stigma tired
as vulgar; the wait* is no longer 3-4 but a whirling
series of triplets; the minuet is taken far too fast,
and if it were danced to would no longer allow of
the graceful curtsies of the ladies nor of the low
bow of the gentlemen dancer*.

exercises, that the pupil may thoroughly Mst„
each one. Most of the books are written for th*
bright pupils, and have no consideration for the slow
Your first modulating formula was as follows
Leave the given key by its tonic, and enter the new
key by the second inversion of its tonic on the Z
cented beat, closing with the perfect cadence.
The relative minor triad of any major triad is
often used as a substitute for it. You may there
fore make a new formula: Formula II: LeaVe th.
given key from its tonic, or its accessory, the sub¬
mediant, and enter the new key by the second inversion of its tonic on the accented beat, closing with
the perfect cadence. You will find that this makes
a forcible and effective modulation to the dominant
and its relative minor, but is superfluous with the
other three.

“Used by all Up-to-Date Teachers”
THE KINDER
Adjustable Foot Rest

Another very simple method of making these modu¬
lations is by means of the supertonic. This mode
will, you will find, make a smoother transition than
some of those given in last month’s issue. However,
for your present practice it will be better for you to
practice all the modulations in all the keys, thereby
making yourself thoroughly familiar with the key¬
board.

Quintuple Time and Bars.

Beetbwen Picture

and

Pedal

Extenders for the Piano

The children who nee them learn twice as last and practice twice as much with hall the exertion.
Foot Rest 83.OO. Pedal Extenders 82.00 per set of two.
Special discount to teachers and trade. Sold by all first class music houses. Agents wanted.
Illustrated catalog for the asking.

W. MARKS, 145 West Eighty-Fourth Street, NEW YORK

Brilliant Piano Music for Social and Recital Use

Contains exclusively brilliant and attractive drawing-room compositions of a high order, melodious
and showy in the hands of the average player. Modern pieces of striking character and proven
popularity, every one sure to be appreciated by the general musical listener.
No further suggestion as to the high value of this work is needed than a mention of a few of
the composers represented : Borowski, Paul Wachs, MacDowell, Reinecke and Rolling.

Formula III. Leave the given key from the tonic,
and enter the new key by its supertonic on the ac¬
cented beat, followed by the perfect cadence. Modula¬
tion to the five nearly related keys by this means is
shown below, written in but one position, but they
should be practiced in the three positions and mas¬
tered in all keys.

Terms ol Payment on Both Regular and Special Offers

Amid the chaos which undoubtedly exists in the
modern mingling of duple and triple time, it may be
asked if the tendency be not in the direction of a
union of the two—i. e., tile development of bar* in
5-4 measure or its equivalent ? The diffidence on the
part of foremost musicians to acknowledge such a
rhythm is well known. The article on “Quintuple
Time”, in Grove may be recommended for students'
perusal. Mr. F. Cordcr, also writing in Grove and
speaking of bar sequence, says: “The rhythm of five
bare is not as a rule productive of good effects.” He
allows, nevertheless, a metre consisting of four bars
followed by one or eight bars followed by two, as in
the minuet of Moaart’s Symphony in C. Heller.
Brahms and others have constructed movements alter¬
nately in duple and in triple measure, the quintuple
effect being thereby unconsciously, a* it were, attained.
The query is, might not careful analysis of foremost
ANNIE PATTERSON.
classical work* often discover the fact that, while
measure* arc apparently in duple or triple time or
A header of a musical paper raises an interesting their multiple*, a quintuple division is also possible
question: Why not a 5-4 time? Now, although stray and is as insignificant at it it remarkable?
attempts may be quoted of the use of such a rhythm,
Future or 5-4 Rhythm.
it cannot he said to have been hitherto seriously con¬
It i*. in fact, easy to get into n groove, ami difficult
sidered, nor the significance of such a metre in music
weighed as it ought to be. A thoughtful analysis of once there to get out.* Perchance 4 4 may eventually
the principles underlying musical rhythm leads to prove to be an artificial survival of the day* when
triple time wns unknown. If we want new idea* in
some startling conclusions. What if. EtMMllinnilj
(as in the case of “quick waltz” time), the suggestion music, we must go beck to nsture herself. The reason
of duple, or rather quadruple, beats is the ruling whv Russian music has been so acceptable to a large
majority of concert -goer* ••
sensation of a so-called triple time? Again, the
countries. Russia is one which l* still least ehrlltaed
tendency of the popular ballad to lead from n stanza
in an inartistic sens,-, and wo get nearest U, nature by
in 4-4 time to a refrain in 3-4 measure is a natural
listening to the spiritualiw-d expression of the »«!•>«•
indication of rhythmic requirements which cannot t*
tion* of a people who are closest to the anil and
overlooked. The license of tempo rubato also lead*
more familiar than ouraelvca with the ruggedne«* of
one to believe that the ear occasionally demands son*te Is
-y life.
thing out of the conventional, and that there may be
future possibilities for a rhythm which not only medium of <-,
time in music—cspccislly a* folk song almost all over
allows a wider scope for the emotions but which per¬
the world i« baaed u|Kin a pentatonic scale—be a
mits of a flow of musical thought which has been
channel for opening up still wider field* of beautiful
perhaps undreamt of before in the doctrines of the art. musical thought and expression for tiie coming British
Duple Measure.
The mystery of rhythm is perhaps yet unsolved;
in fact owing to the complexities of man) mod.

*• -.£

THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
LANGUAGES PRINTING COMPANY
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Anthems, Etc.
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in danger of being lost. The simples of a1
motions, such as may be exemplified by lhe
a watch or a clock, is the duple
aboriginal or savage time beat ; it «
of the music of the Chinese and Japa»e*b
having tabooed uneven rhythms m tnw
Coming to ancient church mu**,
The famous specimen of Ambr .

' k /

WORK A PLEASURH
It la One of the Real Joy* Given U*.
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^
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Byrd’, dW "B*
„,c
diatonic sequence F L
J
quintuple
gestive of duple *£*££5* it £ I* inrhythms, according to the way
howoVer. pro-

and 1 could i
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THE NATIVITY
The most common means of modulating to these
keys is by means of the dominant seventh: it is 8
common that many players with only a smattering 0
harmony think that they have done all that is nece
sary in passing from any key to any key, no ma
how remote, if they simply strike the donun.
seventh leading into the desired key. As a ma r
fact, in most cases this makes no modulation w
er, and does not even soften the abruptness of tue
transition. This transition is more brief than
already given, but it must be remembered tha 1
only given as a connecting link. In order tna
may be a satisfactory effect, there must be a
chords played in both the key that is deser
the one that is passed into.
. .
Formula IV. Leave the given key from lts,ton.‘ t
submediant, and enter the new key by its ' ”"u. ^
seventh followed by the tonic on the accented
(Continued on page 471.)

w?.armins Christmas Cantata by Adam Geibel; P™?0**?
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Lan'.r anthems published monthly by Geibel, Marks, Andrews,
““sing, Kern, etc. Catalogue free.
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NEW

PIANO

Instrumental
Characteristic
Rhythms
Church - Parsons'
Illustrated Music Study

MUSIC

FOB.

Si”b^i Clara Louise
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FOLKS

Anderson
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C. L. ANDERSON PUBLISHING S
70i% Lucas Avenue, ST- LOUIS, —■
Kindergarten and Graded Course for Children

for Adult5

Illustrated Harmony and Theory
Training of Teachers

Address

F. C. PARSONS

610 Fine Arts Building, CMcagoJjj;

Crane Normal Institute of Music
7 Subscriptions (by
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nut St.. Phila., Pa.

SUPERVISORS OF MUSIC

JVLIA E. CRANE,

Director,

Potsdam, N.
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FOR ALL MUSIC LOVERS

KINDERGARTEN MVSIC
Normal Classes at Studio beginning in
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during entire season.
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Normal Centers Established for the

Send for Correspondence Course Circulars and Dates for Special Personal Work
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